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(ABSTRACT) 

The majority of the line balancing and model sequencing techniques for the design 

of mixed model assembly systems are of the sequential search type. Assembly stations 

are sequentially optimized under some objective function and constraints. This thesis 

project presents a backtracking exhaustive search algorithm, implemented in Prolog 

language, for line balancing and model sequencing on mixed model assembly systems. 

The developed software permits the utilization of different objective functions. For 

line balancing, either the minimization of difference in work content or the 

smoothing of stations can be investigated. For model sequencing, either the penalty 

cost method or the minimization of assembly line length can be employed. A real 

world case problem was utilized to assess the developed methodology against the 

sequential search techniques and in all cases, better optimums were found.
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Chapter 1: Introduction. 

In 1909, the Ford company decided to concentrate exclusively on the Model T’. The 

chassis was to be the same for all cars, and Henry Ford announced: "Any customer 

can have a car painted any color that he wants as long as it is black’. Such were the 

circumstances in which flow-line technology was born. Sixty years ago, for most 

people, cars were luxury items and there were comparatively few companies making 

them. It was a manufacturer’s market, and companies were able to make what they 

wanted, how they wanted, and yet still remain in business - a situation which does not 

exist today [1]. Unfortunately, for manufacturers of automobiles and most other 

products nowadays, the novelty of the ‘basic model’ is past and customers demand 

their own personal mix of requirements. 

The modern tendency in manufacture, therefore, is to offer products with large 

numbers of options [2]. For example, vehicles may be offered with alternatives for 

color, type of transmission, engine size, axle ratio, grade of upholstery, type of seat 

and so on. The purchaser specifies the requirement in detail and is promised delivery 

within a certain time, say two weeks. Manufacture of the order is then undertaken. 

Assembly lines are commonly used to assemble consumer durable items such as 

cars, radios and domestic appliances. Interchangeable parts are assembled together 

at a set of sequential work stations at each of which a prespecified part of the total 

work content is performed. Each work station consists of work elements which have 

been previously derived from a breakdown of the assembly of a particular product.



These work elements are usually defined in such a way that they are indivisible into 

smaller elements. 

The assembly is usually moved mechanically by belt, conveyor or indexing line. 

Provided that parts are available and that demand for the product is adequate, these 

assembly lines can be highly efficient. The well defined sequence of operations 

minimizes the need for control documentation. Manual handling is reduced. Work 

in progress is small and as each operator is responsible for only a limited amount of 

the work, training time can be reduced and semi-skilled labor used. 

1.1 Types of flow lines. 

In both nonmechanical and moving conveyor lines, it is highly desirable to assign 

work elements to the work stations so as to equalize the process or assembly times 

at the work stations. The problem is complicated by the fact that the same 

production line may be called upon to process more than one type of product. This 

complication gives rise to the identification of three flow line cases (and therefore 

three different types of line balancing problems). The three production situations on 

flow lines are defined according to the product or products to be made on the line. 

Buxey et al. (3] have characterized the following types of production lines: 

- Single model line. This is a specialized line dedicated to the production of a 

single model or product. The demand rate for the product is great enough 

that the line is devoted 100% of the time to the production of that product. 

- Multi model line. This line is used for the production of two or more models.



Each model is produced in large batches on the line. The models or products 

are usually similar in the sense of requiring a similar sequence of work 

elements or assembly operations. The station configuration, however, is 

unique to each model so that the tasks must be reassigned to stations 

whenever the production changes over from one model to another. 

- Mixed model line. This line is also used for the production of two or more 

models, but the various models are intermixed on the line so that several 

different models are being produced simultaneously rather than in batches. 

Automobile and truck assembly lines are examples of this case. 

In the case of the multi model line, if the batch sizes are very large, the multi model 

line approaches the case of the single model line. If the batch sizes become very 

small (approaching a batch size of 1), the multi model line approximates to the case 

of the mixed model line. 

In principle, the three cases can be applied in both manual flow lines and 

automated flow lines. However, in practice, the flexibility of human operators makes 

the latter two cases more feasible on the manual assembly line. It is anticipated that 

future automated lines will incorporate quick changeover and programming capa- 

bilities within their designs to permit the multi model, and eventually the mixed 

model, concepts to become practicable [4]. 

1.2. Mixed model line design. 

This research project deals with the design of mixed model lines. The advantage of



this type of production is that, unlike multi model lines, a steady flow of models is 

produced to meet customer requirements without the need for large inventories of 

finished products or parts. Another advantage is that mixed model lines eliminates 

downtime for line changeover, and thus provides greater flexibility in production 

schedules. Thomopoulos [5] showed that a mixed model line can be designed to be 

used as a multi model line without major shifts in station assignments, thus providing 

the best of both worlds. The disadvantages are the uneven flow of work due to the 

difference in work contents of the models. Another disadvantage is that this type of 

assembly line undoubtedly presents the most complex design and operating problems 

[1]. 

The design of efficient mixed model lines is a problem of considerable . 

complexity. The decisions necessary in the design and operation of a mixed model 

line are as follows [1] : 

- Which models are to be made on each line? 

- How are work elements to be allocated to stations? 

- Should any station be paralleled or duplicated? 

_- What will be the method of operation of the line and will buffer stocks be 

used? 

How, and in what order, will the different models be fed or launched onto the 

line? 

This project looks at both the problem of allocating work elements to stations and 

the problem of model launching. These two problems are known in the literature as



the line balancing problem and the model sequencing problem. 

The line balancing problem is to arrange the individual processing and assembly 

tasks (work elements) at the work stations according to some objective function 

without violating any constraints. The objective function can be the minimization of 

operator idle time or the minimization of the number of stations for example. The 

constraints are usually a restriction on the sequence of work elements. For example, 

a threaded hole must be drilled before it can be tapped. A washer must be placed 

over the bolt before the nut can be turned and tightened. These restrictions are 

called precedence constraints in the line balancing literature. 

The model sequencing problem is to determine the optimum ordering in the flow 

of models when a variety of models of the same general product is intermixed on one 

assembly line. The different models typically require different amounts of assembly 

work, causing an uneven distribution of work along the line and variations in the 

work load of the individual stations. The objective in finding the optimum can be the 

minimization of operator idle time, the minimization of work congestion or the 

minimization of the assembly line length. Operator idle time occurs when an 

operator is available for work, but no product is available to work on. Work 

congestion occurs when the product flows through the station with a frequency that 

prevents the operator from completing the work assignment within the station. In 

other words, to accomplish the task the operator is forced out of the station. 

The efficient design and operation of a mixed model assembly line requires 

solving two separate but closely related problems, the allocation of work elements



and the sequencing of models. However, since both problems fall into the nonlinear 

programming class of combinatorial optimization problems, it has consistently defied 

the development of efficient algorithms for obtaining optimal solutions. The 

algorithms found in the literature range from a complete enumeration of all 

possibilities to simulation and heuristic rules. This project is concerned with the 

development of a computer-efficient approximation or searching algorithm for the 

design of efficient mixed model lines. 

1.3 Work station types. 

The following types of work station interfaces are considered [10,21]: 

- Closed. All stations are closed, they have fixed boundaries which can not be 

crossed by the operators (such as spray booth, heat chambers etc.) 

- Open. All stations are open, i.e. there are no station boundaries. 

- Variable-length station. The station has an upstream boundary and a 

downstream boundary where the operator can move into. 

The open and closed station interfaces are shown in Figure 1.1, which illustrates the 

movement of adjacent assembly line operators. The distance the operator moves with 

each product is proportional to the product’s service time and is represented in the 

figure by a solid line. The broken line represents the movement of the operator, after 

completing a product, to the next product in the sequence. This movement is pro- 

portional to the launching interval, the starting time between consecutive units on the 

assembly line. For Figure 1.1, the launching interval remains constant during the
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entire sequence. The variable-length station is illustrated in Figure 1.2. The operator 

is allowed in the upstream region of the station when no work is available in the 

desirable station length. Similarly, the operator is allowed to move into the 

downstream region, if the product could not be completed in the desirable length of 

the station. 

14  ~+Prolog. 

The computerized search algorithm was developed using Prolog, a fifth-generation 

language that uses deductive reasoning to solve programming problems. The first 

official version of Prolog was developed at the University of Marseilles, France by 

Alain Colmerauer in the early 1970’s as a convenient tool for PROgramming in 

LOGic. It is much more powerful and efficient than most other well-known pro- 

gramming languages, like BASIC and Pascal. A typical Prolog program for a given 

application will require only one tenth as many program lines as the corresponding 

Pascal program [6]. Today, Prolog is a very important tool in programming artificial 

intelligence applications and in the development of expert systems. In contrast to 

traditional languages, such as BASIC and FORTRAN, which are procedural 

languages, Prolog is a declarative language. Given the necessary facts and rules, the 

program will use it’s own reasoning mechanism to Satisfy a goal or objective. In 

procedural languages, the programmer must provide step-by-step instructions that tell 

the computer exactly how to solve a given problem. A Prolog programmer only needs 

to supply a description of the problem and the ground rules for solving it.
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For some algorithms discussed in this project, which involves searching methods or 

the generation of all possible combinations, Prolog was indispensable. In solving 

these types of problems, a path must be pursued to its logical conclusion. If this 

conclusion does not give the desired answer, an alternate path must be chosen. For | 

example, a sure way to find the end of a maze is to turn left at every fork in the 

maze until a dead end is reached. At that point, it is necessary to back up to the last 

fork, and try the right-hand path, once again turning left at each branch encountered. 

By methodically trying each alternate path, the right path would eventually be found. 

Prolog uses this same backing-up-and-trying-again method, called backtracking, 

to find a solution to a given problem. As Prolog begins to look for a solution to a 

problem (or goal), it might have to decide between two possible cases. It sets a 

marker at the branching spot (known as a backtracking point) and selects the first 

subgoal to pursue. If that subgoal fails (equivalent to reaching a dead end), Prolog 

will backtrack to the ‘backtracking point and try an alternate subgoal. This 

backtracking method simplifies the program code needed for a lot of the searching 

algorithms examined in this work. Prolog will not only find the first solution to a 

problem, but is capable of finding all possible solutions. However, the built-in 

backtracking mechanism can result in unnecessary searching and in turn inefficient 

programs. Fortunately, Prolog provides techniques to control the backtracking so that 

these inefficiencies can be eliminated. 

Another advantage of Prolog is its implementation of recursion which is very 

memory efficient. The Prolog version used for this project, Turbo Prolog 2.0, has the
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additional benefit that it runs on a personal computer and includes all the features 

mentioned above. 

1.5 Research objective. 

The system life cycle and the systems engineering process begins with the identifica- 

tion of a need based on a desire for some item arising out of a perceived deficiency. 

An individual or organization identifies a need or a function to be performed and a 

new or modified system is procured to perform that function [7]. In this case the 

need is for an organization to manufacture several models of the same basic model 

‘on the same assembly line. This need may be the result from a bigger need or 

requirement such as the desire to reduce in process inventory, floor space or labor. 

The aim of this research project is to examine methods to find a preferred 

approach for such an assembly line. Preferred does not imply optimal, as the 

operational requirements may not permit true optimization, but it does imply the 

best among a number of alternatives within the given constraints. The selected system 

configuration must be defined in terms of technical performance characteristics and 

effectiveness factors. 

The operational requirements for the system are determined by the production 

capacity, the shift duration and the work elements to be accomplished on each 

model. The system will be subject to certain constraints such as precedence 

constraints for the work elements and other constraints such as assembly line length, 

number of operators, etc. Within these constraints, the algorithms or tools examined
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in this project can be applied to find a number of design configurations that will 

satisfy the specified requirements. The problem is to select the best approach 

according to the evaluation criteria. The evaluation criteria in this case can be the 

total idle time, overall line length, variation in station times, etc. 

The research problem can, therefore, be defined as the assessment of some line 

balancing and scheduling algorithms. The algorithms will be assessed in terms of 

their efficiency, suitability for this need and ease of computerization. The algorithms 

best suited for this need will then be computerized to serve as a tool for designing 

mixed model assembly lines. During this process, a backtracking exhaustive search 

algorithm implemented in Prolog language was also developed and assessed against 

the other techniques.



Chapter 2: Literature survey. 

As shown in Figure 2.1, the Assembly Line Balancing (ALB) problem and the 

accompanying research and literature can be classified into four categories: Single 

Model Deterministic (SMD), Single Model Stochastic (SMS), Multi/Mixed Model 

Deterministic (MMD), and Multi/Mixed Model Stochastic (MMS). The SMD version 

of the line balancing problem assumes dedicated, single model assembly lines where 

the task times are known deterministically and an efficiency criterion is to be 

optimized. This is the original and simplest form of the assembly line balancing 

problem. When other restrictions are introduced (e.g., parallel stations, zoning 

restrictions) the problem becomes the general case. The SMS problem category 

introduces the concept of task-time variability. This is more realistic for manual 

assembly lines, where workers’ operation times are seldom constant [8]. With the 

introduction of stochastic task times many other issues become relevant, such as 

Station times exceeding the cycle time (and the production of defective or unfinished 

parts), pacing effects on workers’ operation times, station lengths, the size and 

location of inventory buffers, launch rates, and allocation of line imbalances. 

The MMD problem formulation assumes deterministic task times, but introduces 

the concept of an assembly line producing multiple products. Multi model lines 

assemble two or more products separately in batches. In mixed model lines, single 

units of different models can be introduced in any order or mix to the line. Since for 

a batch size of one, the two definitions overlap, it is convenient to consider both 

13
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types within a single category. Multi/mixed model lines introduce various issues that 

are not present in the single model case. Model selection, models sequencing and 

launching rates, and model lot sizes become more critical issues than in the single 

model case. The MMS problem perspective differs from its MMD counterpart in that 

stochastic times are allowed. All factors arising from stochasticity that are relevant 

in the SMS problem also become relevant here. However, these issues become more 

complex for the MMS problem because factors such as learning effects, worker skill 

level, job design and worker task-time variability become more difficult to analyze 

because the line is frequently rebalanced for each model assembled. 

The following literature survey will concentrate on the mixed model problem with 

deterministic times. Although the model sequencing problem is an integral part of 

the line balancing problem, it is often treated separately in the literature. In turns, 

this survey will first consider the literature for line balancing and then for model 

sequencing. Finally the computer programs available for solving line balancing 

problems will be surveyed. 

2.1 Definitions and discussion of terms. 

The following is a brief review of single and mixed model line balancing definitions 

and terms. This is necessary to ensure that a consistent notation and approach are 

maintained for all the literature reviewed. The single model line notation is first 

defined because the mixed model notation is a natural extension from the single 

model line.
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2.1.1 Single model line balancing. 

Consider a single model assembly line where the production unit consists of K work 

elements, and where t, (k = 1, 2, .... K) represents the elemental process times. The 

time required to assemble one unit is called the total work content time and is given 

by: 

two =) t, (1) 

Associated with the K elements are precedence relationships which usually are 

depicted by a precedence diagram. These relationships define the ordering amongst 

the elements that are possible. They state, for example, which elemental tasks or 

work elements must be completed prior to the start of any given elemental task.. 

If N units are to be assembled in a shift time duration T, the cycle time c 

becomes: 

oe Nyy, (2) 
k=] l

z
 

Hence, c represents the desired amount of load time for each station. If n represents 

the number of stations on the line, and p, (i = 1, 2, ..., n) the amount of time 

assigned to the i™ station for each unit (called the operation or station time), then: 

yeh t (3) 

The objective of line balancing algorithms is to assign elements to stations in such 

a manner as to strictly adhere to all precedence restrictions and to minimize the idle
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time associated with a set of station assignments, i.e. minimize: 

f(1,P;) = » (c -P) (4) 

i=] 

where c 2 p,,i = 1, 2, ..., n. Minimizing equation (4) is equivalent to minimizing the 

number of stations, the cycle time, or the product of the two, depending on what is 

held constant [5]. In many situations, equation (4) is not used directly. Instead, the 

operation times are sought such that: 

CSP, <¢y (i= 1,2,.., 2”) (S) 

where the boundary defined by (c,, c,,) represents an acceptable neighborhood of the 

operation times. The p, are never allowed to exceed ¢,,, but may be less than c, since 

it is not always possible to find solutions within the given boundary. Although some 

authors have obtained procedures which yield optimum solutions [14,15,16], they 

agree that the methods are frequently not practical from an application standpoint 

and are primarily of academic interest. The usual practice is to assign elements to 

stations in a serial fashion [11,12]. This serial approach has been found to yield near 

optimum solutions on large and complex assembly systems in a relatively small 

amount of computer time [5]. 

2.1.2 Mixed model line balancing. 

The number of different models to be assembled is designated by J, and the schedule 

quantity of each to be assembled in time period T is denoted by N; G = 1, 2, ..., J).
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The elemental times are given by ti G = 1, 2, .., J; k = 1, 2, .., K), where tix 

represents the work time of element k on model j. The total time required to 

complete all units in the scheduled period for element k becomes: 

= Nt (6) 

The station times (consisting of the station work load for time period T for all 

models) are denoted by T;. Hence: 

n K 

~7,=y4 (7) 
int k=l 

The mixed model line balancing problem can then be stated as follows: elements are 

assigned to stations in such a manner that all precedence restrictions are enforced 

and where the T;, (i = 1, 2, ..., n) are sought in order to minimize: 

f(T,n) = VOT - T) (8) 
i=l 

where T > T, (i = 1, 2, ..., n). As in single model assembly, equation (8) is often 

replaced by its counterpart: 

T,<T7,<T, @=1,2,.,2) (9) 
i 

where (T,, T,;) designate the neighborhood of desirable station times. 

The precedence restrictions associated with the mixed model situation must again 

adhere to all models. A combined precedence diagram is usually generated from the 

precedence diagrams of the respective models. The procedure for this is given by
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Macaskill [9]. 

A precedence diagram G, (j = 1, 2, ..., J) is associated with each model j. G, has a 

set of nodes N(j) and arcs L(j) where: 

NG) = {ny My») (10) 

LU) = (1G), IW, «.- } (11) 

The nodes represent tasks and the arcs precedence relations. Thus if an arc 1(j),, has 

initial node n(j), and terminal node n(j),, then the task represented by n(j), must be 

completed before the task n(j), may start. Precedence relations for a set of models 

M = (1, 2, .., J} are characterized by directed graphs G,, G,, ..., G,. These 

precedences may be defined by a single graph G,, with nodes N(M) and arcs L(M) 

where: 

NM) = N(1) U N(2) U... U NW) (12) 

LUM) = LA) ULQ)U... UL) (13) 

Gy is called the combined precedence diagram. An arc (n(M);, n(M);) in Gy Is 

redundant if in addition to the arc itself there exists a chain of arcs from n(M), to 

n(M);. Redundant arcs may be omitted. The combined precedence diagram Gy, is 

feasible only if there are no conflicts in the precedence constraints across models. 

The procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2 : A combined precedence diagram for two models
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2.2 Line balancing algorithms. 

Line balancing refers to the procedure of assigning work to assembly operators or 

work stations in such a manner as to allocate the work elements without violating 

precedence constraints and optimizing some object function (e.g., minimize idle time 

or line length). In balancing the mixed model line, it would seem possible to consider 

each model independently, and consequently to balance the work among operators 

for each separate model. This procedure reduces the larger problem of balancing a 

mixed model line to a number of smaller single line balancing problems. This was 

the preferred approach in earlier papers [13]. Unfortunately, this approach leads to 

serious difficulties [10]. Since an assembler is trained to perform a job which requires 

some skill, it is desirable, if not imperative, to assign jobs of a specified class to one 

operator or at most to a small group of operators. This means that when stations are 

assigned elements, the operator is responsible for those elements on all models 

entering the station. This consideration is mandatory in most assembly lines. It 

minimizes parts storage problems, tooling requirements and learning allowances [5]. 

The work by Thomopoulos [10] was a significant contribution to the mixed model 

line balancing problem. He introduced a method to solve the balancing problem that 

considers the total schedule for a whole shift and assigns work elements to operators 

on a shift basis rather than on a cycle time basis, as is done on single model lines. 

This approach ensures that one operator will do the same operation on all models. 

Thus all procedures for single model lines that assign work on a cycle time basis can 

be adapted to mixed model lines. Popular single line methods that fit this category
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are the Kilbridge and Wester method [11] and the ranked positional weight method 

introduced by Helgeson and Birnie [12]. The objective function of these balancing 

methods is to assign work elements in such a way as to obtain an even distribution 

of the work load, where each station on the line should have exactly the same work 

content per shift. The advantage of this approach is that it satisfies the requirement 

that each element should be assigned to only one operator. Another advantage is that 

this approach is computationally very efficient and easy to computerize. The 

disadvantage is that although the total station times are usually very close to equal, 

the times that each model spend in the station can be uneven. This can lead to 

difficulties when determining the model sequence. 

The problem of uneven model times was addressed by the same author, 

Thomopoulos, in a subsequent paper [5] where the concept of smoothed station 

assignments was introduced. The objective was to show how a modification to the 

mixed model balancing procedure can lead to smoother (or more consistent) station 

assignments on a model by model basis. Smoother station assignments are desirable 

in any mixed model assembly process. Individual operators are able to work at a 

steadier pace and model sequencing inefficiencies are not as severe [10]. An 

additional advantage is that line balancing becomes plausible for batched assembly 

line processes. This allows companies to batch units down the line (at cycle times 

desirable for individual models) without major shifts, if any, in station assignments 

as batches are altered from model to model.
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Thomopoulos redefines the mixed model balancing problem as follows: 

Let Pj (i = 1, 2, .., nj j = 1, 2, .., J) represent the amount of time that the 

operator in station i is assigned on each unit of model j. The total time assigned to 

the i'" station becomes: 

J 
T, = 2 NPy (i=1, 2, .... m) (14) 

The total time assigned to station i on model j in period T is: 

P,= Np, (i=l, 2, ... m3 j=1, 2, J | (15) 

Although previous methods had a high degree of success in balancing the T, values, 

the methods usually ignored the resulting relationships of the pj; or P; (i = 1, 2,.., 

n;j = 1, 2, .., J). Ideally, for a specific model j, it is desirable to minimize the 

fluctuations in p; or P;; over alli (i = 1, 2, ..., nm). However, because of the variation 

in the work content times of each model, it is not possible to eliminate fluctuations 

in p,; or P, for all j in a specific station i. The objective of mixed model line 

balancing becomes threefold: (1) to adhere to the precedence restrictions of the 

elements, (2) to seek T; (i = 1, 2, .... m) which are desirable with respect to equation 

(8) or (9), and (3) to obtain operation times which minimize: 

n J 
A=-yy> |P, - P,| (16) 

i=l j=l 

where
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Ny 17 Pj= Dt ( j=1, 2, .., J) (17) 

P, represents the average or desired amount from the total work content for model 

j assigned to each station. Hence, minimizing equation (16) tends to smooth out or 

equalize the total work load for each model over all the stations. 

_ The disadvantage of this approach is that no exact procedure to obtain optimum 

solutions that satisfy the above three objectives is known. Thomopoulos then 

proposed a serial solution which yields near optimum results in a relatively small 

amount of computer time. This modified line balancing procedure is also directly 

applicable to batched assembly systems. Station assignments are made so that 

Operators are given the same tasks on all models. This will eliminate the practice, 

due to the inability to obtain smooth (or consistent) station assignments from model 

to model, to switch element assignments from one station to another as batches of 

models are introduced [5]. 

Macaskill [9] presented balance procedures designed to obtain expeditious 

computer solutions of large-scale mixed model systems. The performance of a 

computer program that calculates aggregated task group balances for mixed model 

lines was investigated, The program used two simple procedures for assigning the 

work elements to the stations, namely the ranked positional weight (R.P.W.) [12] and 

the largest candidate technique [17]. Macaskill found in his preliminary investigation 

that effective measures to smooth the assignments to models within stations without 

significant degradation of the balance would require considerable computing effort
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with an accompanying loss of computational speed. His work was therefore confined 

to balances obtained without measures to smooth the assignments. Macaskill also 

recommended the use of special storage techniques in order to achieve high 

computation speed. A specially formulated matrix was used to store precedence data 

in the form of bit positions within computer words. He finally concluded that low 

station/task ratios will often give balances of acceptable efficiency, even with crude 

balance methods. However, an immediate difficulty of the method is that tasks for 

a given model will often be shared unevenly between the stations. This effect will 

become more marked as differences in model work content increase. This 

unevenness in assignment tends to reduce overall performance of the production line, 

to increase line length, and to increase sensitivity to the sequence in which products 

are fed to the line. However, these effects can be limited if the product sequence can 

be controlled. 

None of the previous methods attempted to incorporate in-process inventory costs 

or line set-up costs. Depending on the environment and the similarity of the models, 

in-process inventory and set-up costs may be significant if the line is not balanced by 

taking these costs into account. Chakravarty and Shtub [18] presented algorithms 

designed to minimize total production costs, composed of labor costs, inventory 

carrying costs, and setup costs. The algorithms use the concepts of echelon inventory 

and echelon holding costs. The assembly system is then transformed to a serial 

system which can then be exploited efficiently for task grouping using a shortest-path 

algorithm or a heuristic procedure. The advantage of this approach is that operating
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costs are accounted for. The method is however difficult to computerize because the 

algorithm is based on a dynamic programming model. The authors also presented a 

simpler heuristic procedure but only suboptimal solutions will be generated. 

2.3 Model sequencing algorithms. 

The mixed model line sequencing problem is to determine the best ordering in the 

flow of models when a variety of models of the same general product is intermixed 

on one assembly line. The different models usually require different amounts of 

assembly work causing an uneven distribution of work along the line and variations 

in the work load of the individual stations. A sequence of high-work-content models 

leads to overloading of stations, while a sequence of low-work-content models 

produces large idle times per stations. A survey by Kilbridge and Wester [13] showed 

in 1964 that the automotive industry wasted on the average about 25% of the 

assembler’s time through uneven work assignments. 

Kilbridge and Wester [13] presented the first general statement of the sequencing 

problem and proposed two analytical systems for handling it. The objective of their 

approach was to sequence the models down the line so as to minimize the idle time 

of operators and the effect of work congestion. Work congestion occurs when an 

operator is forced out of the station in order to complete work on a product. In other 

words, the objectives of their approach are the efficient use of assembly manpower 

and the prevention of bottlenecks on the line. To achieve this, two sequencing 

criteria are proposed. The primary criterion is that when any operator is available for
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work, a unit of product must also be available for him to work on. Operators should 

not be kept idle waiting for work to enter their stations. On the other hand, the 

congestion of work in any station is to be avoided. This occurs when products flow 

through a station faster than the operator can complete the work on them. Since the 

conveyor moves at a uniform pace, either the operator is forced out of the station to 

complete the work, or in extreme cases the lines must be stopped until the operator 

catches up. To avoid this, whenever possible, the sequencing system must Satisfy a 

secondary criterion, namely that each operator’s work should be performed within 

the work station. 

The first method proposed to accomplish these objectives is the variable-rate 

launching, in which the time interval between the starting of successive units down 

the line is made proportional to the total work content time of the units. The great 

advantage of variable-rate launching is that units can be put into production in any 

order and yet cause no operator idle time or work congestion on the line. This 

launching discipline ensures that stations are kept busy, but only at the expense of 

high work in progress. There are, however, some serious practical difficulties 

associated with its introduction in most industries. Considerable replanning of related 

activities, such as the scheduling of components and integration with other production 

lines may be required. This sequencing discipline is more appropriate for non- 

mechanical lines with interstation buffer facilities [1] than for moving-belt lines, since, 

in the latter, many of the units may be carried some way past a station before being 

worked on at the station.
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The second method is the fixed-rate launching, an algorithmic procedure that can be 

easily programmed. With this method successive units are carefully sequenced and 

started down the line at regular intervals. Under certain conditions a cyclic, or 

carousel pattern can be used, a special case of fixed rate launching. This method 

assumes that the assembly work of each model can be evenly divided among the n 

operators so that the amount of time each operator works on a given model is the 

same. Otherwise stated, the line balancing should have been obtained by an approach 

similar to Thomopoulos’ method of smoothed station assignments. The time for each 

model is called the model cycle time and designated by ¢;. It can be found for each 

  

model by: 

K . 

yt (18) 
c= = ( j=l, 2, ..., J) 

n 

The model having the maximum total amount of assembly work will also have the 

maximum model cycle time for a given n. The maximum model cycle time will be 

denoted by o. The launching rate y can be determined by: 

J 

2 NE; 
y= (19) 

LN, 
j=l 

  

Thus, the fixed interval between the launching of successive units is the weighted 

average of the model cycle times. At each step i of the sequencing procedure, the c, 

should be chosen such that the following equation is satisfied:
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0< dic, - iy < o-y (20) 

The inequality on the left is to avoid operator idle time and the one on the right is 

to prevent congestion. Hence, to avoid both operator idle time and work congestion, 

the double inequality must hold for each step i. In some cases it will not be possible 

and depending on the environment and other factors, a compromise should be made. 

Fixed-rate launching has the advantage of providing a uniform rate of production. 

It also adapts itself more easily than does variable-rate launching to industrial 

situations. According to Wild [1], only the fixed-launch rate system appears to be 

practical. The disadvantage is that it requires very careful sequencing of models. 

However, the algorithm can be easily implemented on a computer. A much bigger 

disadvantage of Kilbridge and Wester’s approach is the assumption that the work can 

be divided among the operators so that the amount of time each operator works on 

a given model is the same. Even with the best of balancing algorithms, this will not 

be possible even for small problems. 

Thomopoulos [10] proposed a penalty cost approach for a mixed model line with 

variable-length stations. Four types of inefficiencies are identified as follows: 

- Idleness. Idleness occurs when an operator is kept idle waiting for work to 

enter the upstream limit of this allowable work area. 

Work deficiency. Work deficiency occurs when products flow through a station 

so slowly that the operator is able to complete work on a product before the 

next product has entered the station, and must leave the station to the left to
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Start assembly of the next assigned product. 

- Utility work. Utility work results when products flow through an operator’s 

downstream limit of the work area faster than he/she can complete work on 

them. In this situation, a utility worker may be assigned to the station to assist 

the operator so that the work on the product is completed, or else the 

unfinished work is completed in a touch-up station further down the line. 

- Work congestion. Work congestion results when products flow through a 

station faster than the operator can complete work on them, forcing him/her 

to move out of the station to the right. 

The four types of inefficiencies are illustrated in Figure 2.3. If the physical 

dimensions of the station is as follows 

—
 It length of the s" station (s = 1, 2, ..., n) 

LO 
s 

max distance operator in s" station is allowed to move upstream 

Io max distance operator in s™ station is allowed to move downstream 

Let v represent the conveyor belt speed and let d represent the fixed length 

separating two consecutive units on the conveyor. Since y given by equation (19) is 

the fixed time separating two consecutive units, d and y are proportional and v is 

determined by: 

(21) < " 

~<
~(

[X
 

_ The inefficiencies resulting from a given model sequence can now be calculated.
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The various models to be assembled will be sequenced to control the effect of 

inefficiencies. If a penalty cost is associated with each inefficiency, it would be 

possible to compute the total cost of inefficiencies resulting from scheduling a unit 

of a given model in the sequence. A good sequence will then seek to minimize these 

inefficiency costs over the total day’s schedule in all stations. One approach would 

be to generate all possible combinations of sequences and then select the one with 

the minimum cost. However, for large production quantities or many different 

models, this approach might not be feasible. A serial method to determine the model 

sequence was proposed by Thomopoulos [10]. At each step the total inefficiency cost 

for each model is computed. The model with the minimum cost is then launched. 

The procedure must keep track of the number of units launched for each model in 

order not to exceed the production requirements. Since the sequencing procedure 

derives sub-optimum rather than optimum solutions, a Monte Carlo analysis was 

utilized to determine how the solutions would compare with the optimum one. The 

results were near optimum. However, one of the disadvantages of this method is that 

very good results are obtained in the beginning of the sequencing process but the 

inefficiencies increase as the number of units launched increase. The reason for this 

is that models with uneven station times or high work content will be pushed back 

until the end and all the ’easy’ models will be sequenced first. The net result is a 

build up of a residue of high penalty models. This problem can be overcome by 

partitioning the production schedule. Partitioning insures that all units of a model are 

not clustered in one segment of the sequence, and has the advantage of allowing
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different models to be produced more evenly throughout the work day. Another 

disadvantage of this method is that there is no way to disallow concurrent working. 

Concurrent working occurs when two operators are working on the same unit. An 

operator can still be working in his/her station while the next operator has moved 

into the upstream region and they both work on the same unit. 

A slight modification of the Thomopoulos penalty cost approach is presented by 

Macaskill [19]. A mathematical model of the mixed model assembly line and several 

algorithms that provide acceptable sequences under various conditions are given. This 

approach also has an option to either allow or disallow concurrent working. The 

purpose of this arbitrary assumption is to identify any significant advantage that 

might accrue through concurrent working. One aim of the author was to examine the 

effect of product sequence on the line performance. To measure the line perfor- 

mance, the same inefficiencies were adopted as by Thomopoulos [10]. To avoid a 

build up of high penalty models the sequencing procedure was modified. After a 

model with minimum cost was selected, the next model chosen was the one with the 

greatest work content that would not introduce any utility work. If no model was 

present with zero utility work, the model that gave the minimum utility work was 

selected. The author also noted that when concurrent work is not allowed, an 

operator is forced out of the station before the task is finished. The worker in the 

next station, although free, can’t start work because the predecessor worker in the 

line is still busy. As a result, the second worker starts late and is therefore likely to 

finish late, perhaps causing a third worker to stand idle and start late, and so on. The
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conclusions were that if an assembly is such that concurrent work can be used then 

it will be advantageous to plan the work to permit concurrency of working to be 

exploited, and to devise suitable balance methods. In practice there are two main. 

factors that affect concurrency. The first is that normal assembly precedence 

constraints cannot be violated, and the second that workers must not bother each 

other. According to the author, it appears that there is considerable scope for 

introducing concurrency. Another important point made is that unsuitable model 

Sequences seriously degrade assembly performance and it is most important for 

acceptable sequences to be applied to the line. The paper showed that automatic 

sequencing algorithms can be developed to do this. 

A new formulation of the sequencing problem was proposed by Dar-El and 

Cother [20]. The objective function was to minimize the overall assembly line-length 

for no operator interference. According to the authors it is difficult to define the 

limits to an operator’s movements outside the work station - definitions and 

measurements inherently required in the penalty system [10,19]. Consequently, the 

arbitrary selection, which directly affects the generated product sequence, is a serious 

weakness in the solution technique. Furthermore, the literature provides little 

guidance upon which to choose the physical assembly line length for a given problem. 

The authors claim that, depending on the choice of line length, any sequence could 

be made to appear efficient or inefficient. Their formulation of the model sequencing 

problem is defined as follows: "Given a production requirement and work load 

balance, to determine a sequence of products that minimizes the overall assembly
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line length required for no operator interference.’ This formulation involves no 

assumptions as to station length, penalties, etc. The overall line assembly is in fact, 

the objective function whose minimization is sought whilst no idle time, congestion, 

etc. is designed into the system. The sequencing algorithms described in their paper, 

are based on the following assumptions: 

- The assembly line is considered as a conveyor moving at constant speed with 

products equi-spaced on the line. 

- Models are launched onto the line according to the fixed-launch rate 

discipline. 

- Each station is manned by one operator. Naturally several operators may 

work at one station providing their respective tasks in no way interfere with 

each others. 

- The total work load for the shifts is divided equally among the operators using 

some convenient line balancing method. 

- The operators perform each operation in the allocated time. 

- An operator takes negligible time to move between products. 

- Adjacent operators do not service a product simultaneously. 

- Steady state conditions prevail, the product-mix does not change between 

shifts and the line is not empty at the start of the shift. 

Two types of work station interfaces are considered. Closed stations which have 

boundaries that can not be crossed by the operators and open stations that have no 

station boundaries. An algorithm for each type of station is proposed. The algorithms
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basically comprise two heuristics - one for the candidate selection, the other for the 

assignment to the sequence. The products to be assigned to the sequence are 

referred to as the pool. Successive products from the pool are added to the sequence 

until the pool is empty. To select the m'" product in the sequence, various products 

are tried until one is found that satisfies an acceptance heuristic. The order in which 

_ the models are tried is determined by a selection heuristic. The selection heuristic 

is designed to spread the models evenly throughout the sequence. A lower bound 

limit is placed on every station for the closed station algorithm and on the entire line 

for the open station algorithm. The acceptance heuristic simulates the service of the 

selected product. If a station limit is exceeded, the product is rejected and the next 

model is tried. If the product is accepted, it is assigned to the model sequence and 

the next unit in the sequence is determined. If at some stage no product satisfies the 

acceptance heuristic, the station length limits are increased by equal amounts, all 

products are returned to the pool and the sequencing procedure recommences. 

A disadvantage of this approach is that it is best suited for the design of new 

assembly lines. Once an assembly line is in operation, minor changes in production 

requirements or in model design might present a problem. If fixed facilities exist such 

as spray booths, dip tanks, etc. their actual station lengths are used as fixed input 

design parameters, while the limits for the remaining stations would be determined 

according to the algorithm. On the other hand, all station line lengths could be 

retained and the problem reduces to that defined by Thomopoulos [10] and Macaskill 

[19]. A sensitivity analysis by the authors indicated that three factors mainly influence
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the overall assembly line length. These are the number of models, the model cycle- 

time deviation factor and the operator-time deviation factor. For a given model-mix, 

it is shown that the assembly line length decreases when better work balances are 

obtained between operators. The paper also shows that for maximum efficiency in 

utilization of space, assembly line designers should, wherever possible, use open 

station interfaces. Such interfaces permit adjacent workers to operate in each others 

apparent ’work areas’ without interfering with one-another’s activities. It should be 

noted that the algorithms in this paper, although not completely serial, will generate 

only sub-optimum solutions. 

A subsequent paper by Dar-El and Cucuy [21] described an algorithm for solving 

optimally the mixed-model sequencing problem when assembly line stations are 

balanced for each model. An optimal sequence is obtained with the minimization of 

the overall assembly line length for zero station idle time. The algorithm incorporates 

two basic steps. The first involves a search procedure that generates all cycle 

Sequences (sequences having identical ’start’ and finish’ positions and whose work 

content can be executed within a defined station length). The second step uses 

integer programming to determine the number and combination of the various cycle 

sequences such that the production demand is satisfied. The authors define the 

sequencing problem as follows: "To sequence the products so that the maximum time 

the products remain in the station is minimized for zero operator idle time.’ A big 

disadvantage of this method is that it assumes that the total assembly time for each 

model is equally balanced over all stations. This is very difficult to achieve in practice
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even for small problems. The algorithm is also difficult to computerize because of 

the integer programming problem. However, this paper describes the first successful 

attempt to optimally solve the mixed model sequencing problem, even though the 

requirement for equal station balances somewhat restricts its wider application. 

Another formulation of the sequencing problem is given by Okamura and 

Yamashina [22]. The purpose of their paper is to describe a formulation of the 

sequencing problem in such a way as to minimize the risk of stopping the conveyor 

under the circumstances of system variability and to develop an efficient heuristic 

method for large-scale, mixed model assembly lines. Fixed-rate launching is assumed. 

It is also assumed that a suitable line balance has already been achieved and that the 

length of each station has been determined. The first step in the algorithm is to 

obtain the operator movement diagram of the line, which is a diagram with the loci - 

of work starting points for all stations. The locus of the work starting points zigzags 

within the station and in general consists of several ’mountains’ or ’peaks’. The 

algorithm then presents a number of insertion and interchange methods which 

attempts to smooth these peaks by changing the sequence order. The disadvantage 

of this method is that the quality of the final solution depends on the given initial 

sequence. According to the authors it is desirable to find profitable initial sequences 

which have a high probability of reaching the optimal sequences with less computa- 

tion time, but it is extremely complex and difficult to find such initial sequences. 

Another disadvantage of this method is that it is difficult to computerize.
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2.4 Computer software for assembly lines. 

At the moment there is na software package dedicated to the design of mixed model 

lines. Ghosh and Gagnon [8] attributed this to the lack of efficient computational 

procedures for practical situations. Another problem is that companies may develop 

solutions that fit their needs but these efforts often go unpublished. These programs 

are also designed for particular company situations and lack the generality required 

for the variety of lines in industry. Efficient heuristic single model line packages such 

as COMSOAL, CALB and NULISP remain the best choice, for practitioners. 

COMSOAL is an acronym that stands for Computer Method of Sequencing 

Operations for Assembly Lines. It is a method developed at Chrysler Corporation 

and reported by Arcus in 1966 [23]. COMSOAL has an option for the mixed model 

case. For this case the program multiplies the standard task times by the relative 

frequencies of the different models and uses these average times along with a net 

cycle time to balance the mixed model line. CALB which stands for Computer Aided 

Line Balancing [24] can be used for both single model and mixed model lines. To 

balance the mixed model line, CALB considers the total schedule for a whole shift 

and assigns tasks to operators on a shift basis rather that on a cycle time basis. The 

solutions obtained by CALB are described as being nearly optimum [4]. NULISP is 

a computer program which has been devised at Nottingham University, England after 

extensive research [25]. The mixed model line balancing problem is handled by 

specifying a base model and a number of variations for every model in terms of work 

elements to be added or omitted. NULISP will then balance the line so that on
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average each station is not overloaded and that peak loads for certain models can 

be catered for. The program also provides a variety of algorithms for sequencing the 

models which give different emphasis between total makespan and balance of work 

and which enable the production sequencer to determine a sequence to match the 

current requirements. Unfortunately, as is most often the case with commercial 

programs, the full extent of these algorithms cannot be discussed due to copyright 

protection.



Chapter 3: Line balancing. 

This chapter describes two line balancing algorithms and their implementation using 

the Prolog computer language. Different efficiency measurements are used to 

measure the line performance. The two algorithms are also examined for computa- 

tional efficiency against the developed backtracking exhaustive search algorithm. | 

3.1 Approach. 

The line balancing problem can be defined as the allocation of work elements to 

work stations in order to optimize some objective function without violating the 

precedence constraints. The objective function for single model lines is namely: 

min f(n,T;) = e (T - T) (22) 
i=l 

This function attempts to load all stations with the same work content but does not 

take into account the different times for each model. Thomopoulos [5] proposed the 

following objective function to rectify this: 

n J 

min f(n,P,) = >> |P, - P,| (23) 
i=l j=l 

This function tends to smooth out the total work load for each model over all 

stations. A third objective function, designed to minimize the sensitivity to the 

sequencing of models is given by [9]: 

41
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n J J 2 

min fn,p,) = 3 |=Yo7) - 1¥P (24) 
| “1 | 7 jut nN’ lj=1 

This function minimizes the variance of station times for all models in a given 

station, but does not take into account the variance of a given model over several 

stations. 

Two computerized algorithms were designed to solve the mixed model line 

balancing problem by allocating work elements to work stations and optimizing any 

of the objective functions. The first algorithm is a serial method, while the second is 

an exhaustive search technique. Both algorithms make use of Prolog’s built-in 

backtracking mechanism. A flow chart for both algorithms is shown in Figure 3.1. 

The main difference between the two algorithms is that the serial algorithm will not 

backtrack past the current station. This means that once a station is assigned and the 

station counter incremented, the work elements assignments for these stations will 

not be changed. The serial algorithm therefore optimizes one station at a time. In 

contrary, the exhaustive search technique will explore all possible solutions and will 

backtrack over past station assignments. The main advantage of the serial approach 

over the exhaustive search approach is the gain in execution speed. However, the 

serial method will only produce sub-optimum solutions while the exhaustive search 

technique will guarantee near optimal solutions. Another important aspect is that the 

exhaustive search method can find the optimal solution for all the objective functions 

at the same time, while one specific objective function must be specified in advance
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for the serial method. However, depending on the problem size (e.g., number of 

stations, number of models, etc.) and the computer hardware, the exhaustive search 

technique may prove too time consuming. Some techniques are proposed later in this 

report to handle this limitation. 

3.2 Data input. 

In addition to the combined precedence diagram, the following input data is required 

for both algorithms: 

n : number of stations 

J : number of different models to assemble 

K : number of work elements 

ti : duration of work element k for model j 

T : shift duration 

T,  : lower acceptable limit for station work load (%) 

Ty: upper acceptable limit for station work load (%) 

N; : quantity of model j to be assembled in time T 

The first point to notice is that n is specified as an input parameter, while at the 

same time it appears as one of the variables to optimize in equations (22), (23) and 

(24). The reason for this is that the value of n must be known to evaluate the 

objective functions in equations (23) and (24). Therefore, an iterative approach is 

needed. The smallest possible value for n can be calculated, if the shift time T is 

known, as follows:
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Nain = 

J K 
ttwe 25 = y Ni Yt (25) i 

Tj k=1 

The value of n,,, is rounded off to the next highest integer. However, due to min 

precedence constraints, this minimum value will rarely be achieved. The algorithm 

should then be tried with incrementing values of n, starting at n,,,, until a line 

balance is found. The acceptable limits for the station work load, T, and T),, are 

expressed as percentage deviations from the shift duration T. 

3.3 Data representation in Prolog. 

Unlike traditional computer languages like BASIC and FORTRAN, a Prolog 

program consists of facts and rules. These phrases are known in Prolog as clauses. 

A fact represents one single instance of either a property of an object or a relation 

between objects. A fact is self-standing, Prolog doesn’t need to look any further for 

confirmation of the fact, and the fact can be used as a basis for inferences. Rules are 

dependent relations, and they allow Prolog to infer one piece of information from 

another. Consequently, while the data would be represented by array variables in 

traditional languages, facts would be used in Prolog. The work elements can be 

represented by the following fact: 

te(k,j,x) 

That indicates that the duration of work element k for model j is x time units. The 

precedence constraints are represented by the following fact: 

node(k,list)
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where list is a special Prolog data type containing all the immediate predecessors for 

work element k. A Prolog list is an object that contains an arbitrary number of other 

objects within it. Lists correspond roughly to arrays in other languages, but unlike an 

array, the size of a list does not require to be declared in advance. In this case, the 

list will contain integers representing the work elements to be completed before the 

element k can begin. For example, the work elements from the combined precedence 

diagram in Figure 2.2 can be represented as: 

node(1,[]) 

node(2,[1]) 

node(3,[1]) 

node(4,[2,3]) 

node(5,[2]) 

Similarly, the production quantities N; are represented by the following facts: 

qG,N) 

Because of Prolog’s inflexibility in reading data from a computer file, an intermediate 

program is used to read the data from a file and to write it in a format acceptable 

to Prolog. This allows for more flexibility in data input. 

3.4 Search methodology. 

In order to understand the search methodology, a basic perception of lists and 

procedural programming is necessary. A Prolog list is really a recursive compound 

object. It consists of two parts: the head, which is the first element, and the tail,
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which is a list comprising all the subsequent elements. Consequently, to process lists, 

recursive algorithms are needed. The most basic way to process a list is to work 

through it, doing an operation to each element until the end of the list is reached. 

An algorithm of this kind usually needs two clauses. One of the clauses specifies an 

operation on an empty list or a list containing one element, and the other specifies 

an operation on all other lists not in this category. 

Consider the following clause from the Prolog program in Appendix A. This 

clause investigates if a given integer is part of a specified list. 

member(X,[X|_]). 

member(X,[_|T]) :- 

member(X,T). 

The first clause investigates the head or first element of the list. If the head of the 

list is equal to the specified integer (X), it can be concluded that the integer is part 

of the list and the clause will succeed. Since the remainder or tail of the list is of no 

interest, it is indicated by an anonymous variable (_). If the head of the list is not 

equal to X, the remainder of the list or tail is investigated. In English, these two 

clauses can be translated as: 

X is a member of the list if X is the first element of the list, or 

X is a member of the list if X is a member of the tail. 

This is known as a declarative viewpoint [6]. From a procedural viewpoint, the two 

clauses can be interpreted as: 

To find a member of a list, find its head, otherwise find a member of its tail.
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These two points of view correspond to the following goals: 

mempber(2,[1,2,3,4]) and member(X,[1,2,3,4]) 

In effect, the first goal tries to determine if something is true and the second tries to 

find all members of the list [1,2,3,4]. This is one of the major advantages of a 

language like Prolog. Clauses constructed from one point of view will also work from 

the other point of view. 

The searching methodology used in this algorithm is a combination of recursion 

and backtracking. The member clause is the heart of the searching algorithms, 

because it is the backtracking point so that whenever a dead end is reached, the 

program returns to this point to take an alternative route. Another clause, the route 

clause which is called recursively, is the other major element in the algorithm. The 

pseudocode for the exhaustive search algorithm is shown in Table 3.1. The 

pseudocode for the serial algorithm is very similar. 

The syntax of the route clause is as follows: 

route(List1,List2,List3,Station #) where 

Listl = list of work elements already assigned in previous stations. 

List2 = list of work elements considered for assignment in this station. 

List3 maintenance list to avoid permutations of same list. 

Station # = station number. 

Prolog tries to satisfy the clauses in the order they appear in a program. Whenever 

the route clause is called, Prolog will first go to the first clause. If the first clause fails 

(a dead end is reached or some condition is not met), the second clause is tried. If
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Table 3.1 : Pseudocode for exhaustive search algorithm 
  

route(List1, , , ,Last) :- 
find all remaining work elements not assigned in List1 
calculate efficiency measurements 
check limits on work content 
store station information 
backtrack : fail 

route(List1,List2,List3,Station #) :- 

if not final station 
calculate efficiency measurements 
check limits on work content 
store station information 
append List2 to List1 
increment station counter 
start search for next station : 

route(List1+List2,Empty,Empty,Station #+1). 
route(List1,List2,List3,Station #) :- 

if not final station 
find list of.all possible elements to assign 
get a member of the available list : 

member(X,Available elements), 
check for permutation of same station 
append X to List2 (current station list) 
calculate efficiency measurements 
if work content is bigger than upper limit 
backtrack to member 
else goto second route clause 

route(List1,List2 + X,List3,Station #).     
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the third clause fails, Prolog will backtrack to the last point where an alternative 

existed, in this algorithm it will be the member clause. 

The third parameter in the route clause is a maintenance list to avoid investigat- 

ing permutations of the same station. For example, if the station consisting of work 

elements [2,4,6] was already investigated, there is no need to investigate the station 

consisting of work elements [4,2,6]. This safeguard measure makes the algorithm 

more efficient. 

The first route clause will only succeed if it is the last station. All remaining 

elements are found and put in the last station. The work content of the station is 

then checked against the acceptable limits and if the station is accepted, the station 

information is stored. At this stage the efficiency measurements are checked against 

the minimum values found so far and updated if required. Finally, the fail clause 

causes Prolog to return to the previous member backtracking point. 

The second clause is investigated for all stations except for the last station. The 

main purpose of this clause is to determine if a feasible station has been found. In 

that case, the necessary lists are updated and the station counter incremented. The 

route clause is then called again and will transfer control to the third clause, unless 

the last station is reached, where it will transfer control to the first clause. The 

second clause will only call the first or third clause, it will never call itself. This 

clause fails whenever the work content does not satisfy the acceptable lower limit. 

In other words, not enough work elements have been allocated for this station to be 

feasible. Prolog will then investigate the third clause to try and add more work
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elements. 

The third clause causes the backtracking with the member clause. The big 

advantage of backtracking is that all variables have exactly the same values as before 

the alternative was investigated. Prolog saves the state of the clause at each 

backtracking point. This is not memory efficient whenever a large number of 

recursions have to be made but for this algorithm the effect is not significant. An 

important aspect of the third clause is that it checks if the upper acceptable limit has 

been violated. In that case, the program backtracks to the member clause and tries 

another possible element. Only the upper limit is examined, when the lower limit is 

violated, control would be transferred back to this same clause and new work 

elements would be added. 

The logic behind the serial algorithm is very similar. The route clause is modified 

so that the station counter is never incremented. Consequently, the algorithm will 

examine all possible solutions for the current station only. Once all solutions are 

examined, the optimum solution for the station, depending on the objective function, 

is Stored and the next station explored. Another clause is used to control the route 

clause from station to station. 

Although this algorithm can be implemented in any computer language including 

BASIC and FORTRAN, the main advantage is the fact that Prolog provides a built- 

in backtracking mechanism. This frees the programmer to concentrate on the 

algorithm itself. In conventional languages, the programmer would have to code the 

backtracking mechanism via a memory stack. Most of the programmer’s effort would
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be spent on the implementation of the backtracking method. A further advantage of 

Prolog is the use of lists where the size of the lists need not be known in advance. 

3.5 Assessment of line balancing algorithms. 

An evaluation of the algorithms will be made by using an example from reference 

[5]. Consider a mixed model assembly process where three models (J =3) are to be 

assembled and where the production schedule calls for N, = 120, N,=60, and N,=40 

units during each shift. The work elements for the three models are shown in 

Table 3.2 for a total of K=19. The third column gives the total elemental times over 

the shift period for all three models. Also, the total work content of the line is shown 

to be 1242 minutes. The combined precedence diagram for this problem is shown in 

Figure 3.2. The total shift time T is 414 minutes and the corresponding minimum 

number of stations n,,,, is 3. Suppose further that station times within the interval 

(408, 420) are acceptable. The percentages for (T,, T,,) are therefore (0.145, 0.145). 

The data file used as input to the Prolog program is shown in Table 3.3. The results 

for the serial algorithms are shown in Table 3.4. The first solution is the result of the 

objective function given by equation (23), while the second solution was obtained 

with equation (22) as an objective function. The execution times were obtained using 

Prolog version 2.0 and a 10Mhz 80286 personal computer. Although no numeric 

coprocessor was used, the gain in speed would not be major. The execution times 

show that the serial algorithms are very fast. The first point to note is that an 

acceptable line balance can indeed be found with the minimum number of stations
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Table 3.2 : Work elements for three models 
  

  

  

  

Elements Element times Total 

k thy toy, t3;, Times 

1 0.5 0.0 1.0 100 

2 0.4 0.8 1.2 144 

3 0.0 0.2 0.4 28 

4 0.4 0.0 0.0 48 

5 0.2 0.2 0.2 44 

6 0.2 0.0 0.0 24 

7 0.4 0.5 0.6 102 

8 0.0 0.5 0.5 50 

9 04 — 0.3 0.2 74 

10 0.0 0.0 0.2 8 

11 0.3 0.3 0.3 66 

12 0.1 0.3 0.5 50 

13 0.1 0.0 0.1 16 

14 0.2 0.2 0.2 44 

15 0.7 1.0 1.5 204 

16 0.0 0.1 0.0 6 

17 0.5 0.5 0.0 90 

18 0.3 0.5 0.3 78 

19 0.4 0.3 0.0 66 

Total 5.1 5.7 7.2 1242             
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Figure 3.2 : Combined precedence diagram of three models
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Table 3.3 : Input data file for the three models example 
  

(] 
(] 
(] 
(] 
(] 
[1] 
[1,2] 
(2] 
[2,3] 

. [3] 
[4,5] 
[7,8] 
(11] 
[11] 
[9,12] 
[3,11] 
[13] 
[14] 
[14,17] 

0.5 0.4 0.0 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.7 0.0 0.5 0.3 0.4 
0.0 0.8 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.2 1.0 0.1 0.5 0.5 0.3 
1.0 1.2 0.4 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.6 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.1 0.2 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 

120 
60 
40      
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Table 3.4 : Results for the three models example using serial 
algorithms 
  

Minimize delta : Execution time = 24.33 seconds 

  

stn Work Elements 1; T-T; A; Var; Piq Piz Piz 

1 23459101116 418 4 4 0.12 1.7 1.9 2.5 

2 1678 13 14 18 414 0 24 0.22 1.7 1.7 2.7 

3. 12 15 17 19 410 4 28 0.03 1.7 2.1 2.0 

  

1242 8 56 0.37 5.1 5.7 7.2 

Minimize difference : Execution time = 25.49 seconds 

Stn Work Elements T, TT; A; Var; Piy Pio Pi3 

  

1 1345 11 14 16 18 414 0 48 0.14 1.9 1.5 2.4 

2 269 13 17 19 414 0 72 0.05 2.0 1.9 1.5 

3 78 10 12 15 414 0 120 0.74 1.2 2.3 3.3 

  

1242 0 240 0.93 5.1 5.7 7.2     
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(n,n) Which is 3 in this case. This can be attributed to the large element/station ratio 

which results in easier line balances, since the algorithms have a wider range of 

elements to assign to a given station. In addition, the work elements are comparative- 

ly small and the stations can be filled up with small elements until the work content 

is close to the desired value. 

The first two columns in Table 3.4 show the station number and the correspond- 

ing work elements assigned to this station. The next column shows the T, values for 

each station which Is the total work content for that station. Column four shows the 

absolute value of the difference between the station work content and the shift time 

T. The next column shows the value A, given by [5]: 

J 

A; = 2 IF; ~ P| (26) 

The variance of the station times for each model is shown in column six. Columns 

seven to nine display the p; values which represent the amount of time that each unit 

of model j spends in station i. 

The second solution in table Table 3.4 demonstrates that a perfect line balance 

can be obtained for this problem. However, the uneven model times from station to 

station become evident when compared with the first solution. The station times for 

the first model are perfectly distributed in the first solution, where each station does 

exactly one third of the total elemental time for model one. The times for the 

remaining two models, although not as well distributed as the first model, are still 

remarkably better than the second solution. The disadvantage of the first solution is
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that the total work content at each station deviates from the shift time although still 

within the acceptable limits. 

A summary of the results from the exhaustive search method is shown in 

Table 3.5. The algorithm found a total of eight different solutions with a perfect line 

balance (zero difference), but only the solution with the smallest A value is shown 

in Table 3.5. The algorithm also found the optimal solution to the objective function 

given by equation (24), but the solution is identical to the first solution in the table. 

It can be seen from the execution time in Table 3.5 that the exhaustive search 

requires a lot more computer effort. However, the solutions show a remarkable 

improvement over the already good solutions from the serial algorithm. In order to 

gain more perspective, the results are compared with those found by Thomopoulos 

[5]. He utilized a serial approach but with a finite number of iterations in each 

Station. In turn, not all possible combinations for a station were examined. The 

comparison, shown in Table 3.6, indicates that both the serial and exhaustive 

algorithms produced similar or better results than those found by Thomopoulos. 

However, the superiority of the exhaustive search algorithm is well reflected in 

determining the two best solutions. 

Thomopoulos [5] also mentioned that the line balancing procedure can be applied 

to batch assembly systems to allow station assignments to be made so that operators 

are given the same tasks on all models. The frequent practice of switching element 

assignments from one station to another as batches of models are introduced, can be 

reduced or eliminated. A modified balance delay index is proposed to assess the
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Table 3.5 : Results for the three models example using the 
exhaustive search algorithm 
  

Minimize delta : 

Stn Work Elements T. T-T. A; Var; Py Pio Piz 

  

1 2458 11 13 14 412 2 22 0.14 1.6 2.0 2.5 

2 17 12 17 18 420 6 18 0.08 1.8 1.8 2.4 

3 369 10 15 16 19 410 4 4 0.06 1.7 1.9 2.3 

  

1242 12 44 0.28 5.1 5.7 7.2 

Minimize difference : 

  

Stn Work Elements T; TT; 8; Var; Piq Pjo PiZ 

1.°#123458 414 0 72 0.65 1.5 1.7 3.3 

2 79 11 12 14 18 414 0 24 0.04 1.7 2.1 2.1 

3 6 10 13 15 16 17 19 414 0 48 0.00 1.9 1.9 1.8 

  

1242 0 144 0.69 5.1 5.7 7.2 

Execution time = 6 minutes 4.10 seconds      
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Table 3.6 : Comparison of results for the three models example 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Line Balancing | Station Time A. Total Total 
Procedure i T; Diff A 

Thomopoulos 1 414 72 

(1) 2 412 50 4 156 

3 416 34 

Thomopoulos 1 412 22 

(2) 2 412 10 8 52 

3 418 20 

Serial 1 414 48 

(1) 2 414 72 0 240 

3 414 120 

Serial 1 418 4 

(2) 2 414 24 8 56 

3 410 28 

Exhaustive 1 414 72 

(1) 2 414 24 0 144 

3 414 48 

Exhaustive 1 412 22 

(2) 2 420 18 12 44 
3 410 4               
  

(1) minimize difference 
(2) minimize delta
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ability of an assembly line to be applied to batch assembly systems. The balance 

delay index is obtained as follows: 

c; = max (Pip Pr P3,) (27) 

If applied to the second solution in Table 3.5, this gives the following: 

c = 19 

& = 2.1 

c,; = 3.3 

The percent of idle time occurring on the line for each model or batch is defined as 

balance delay and is denoted by d, G = 1, 2, ..., J). The balance delay is given by: 

a . 

ne, - Dd; 
1: j » ij (28) 

j ne; 

Hence, from the same example: 

d, = 10.5% 

d, = 95% 

d, = 27.3% 

A balance delay index can be computed as: 

  d= i (29)
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In this situation: 

d= (140(10.5) + 60(9.5) + 40(27.3))/240 

13.05% 

Because of the high amount of balance delay, the station assignments would probably 

be altered for each model. Hence, tasks are varied from model to model, or 

equivalently from batch to batch in an attempt to reduce the balance delay. This 

practice increases the cost of storage, tooling and learning. The balance delay index 

for the different algorithms is shown in Table 3.7. The advantage of smoother 

stations is apparent. A balance delay of 5% may be an acceptable delay considering 

the costs involved when moving operators and reassigning work elements. 

Another important aspect when evaluating line balances is the sensitivity of the 

line to the different work contents of the models. To investigate this, the optimal 

model sequence was obtained for each solution with Thomopoulos’ penalty method 

(10). This method will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter. A station 

length of two minutes was assumed for this problem. The operator idle time and 

utility work as defined in the literature survey chapter was calculated for each 

solution. The sum of the operator idle time and utility work was taken as the 

inefficiency of each solution. The results are shown in Table 3.8. and demonstrate 

that the best line performances are obtained when the delta values are small (when 

the station times are smoothed out between models). Solutions with perfect line 

balances did not perform as well as the solutions with small delta values. The 

conclusion is, therefore, that the smoothing of stations will be beneficial even if no
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e 

Table 3.7 : Balance delay index for all solutions 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

          

Line Balancing Model Delay Delay 
Procedure j d; d 

Thomopoulos 1 10.53 

(1) 2 13.64 14.10 

3 27.27 

- Thomopoulos 1 5.56 

(2) 2 5.00 5.16 

3 4.00 

Serial 1 15.00 

(1) 2 17.39 17.64 

3 27.27 

Serial 1 0.00 

(2) 2 9.52 4.65 

3 13.64 

Exhaustive 1 10.53 

(1) 2 9.52 13.07 

3 27.27 

Exhaustive 1 5.56 

(2) 2 5.00 5.16 

3 4.00   
  

(1) minimize difference 
(2) minimize delta
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Table 3.8 : Operator inefficiencies for all solutions 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Line Balancing Total Total Operator 

Procedure Diff A inefficiency 

Thomopoulos 

(1) 4 156 16.14 

Thomopoulos 

(2) 8 52 12.08 

‘Serial 

(1) 0 240 22.91 

Serial 

(2) 8 56 14.92 

Exhaustive 

(1) 0 144 15.81 

Exhaustive 

(2) 12 44 12.08             

(1) minimize difference 
(2) minimize delta
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batch assembly is planned. Smoother stations will result in less operator idle time and 

utility work, thereby providing a much more efficient mixed model assembly line.



Chapter 4: Model sequencing. 

This chapter deals with the model sequencing problem of mixed model assembly 

lines. The assumption is made that a suitable line balance has already been achieved 

with one of the techniques described in the previous chapter. The purpose of the 

sequencing procedure is to determine the ordering in the flow of models which 

results in the optimization of a given objective function. 

4.1 Penalty cost method. 

The assembly line studied is the moving belt type with variable length stations as 

defined earlier in the literature survey chapter. Each operator is assigned to a 

specified region called a station, and is permitted to move into the contiguous 

upstream and downstream stations by amounts called respectively upstream and 

downstream allowances. Conveyor speed is constant, and the operators move from 

one product unit to the next without measurable delay. The quantities used to 

measure assembly performance are operator idle time, congestion, work deficiency 

and utility work. The penalty cost approach assigns a cost to each of these 

inefficiencies and then sequences the models in such a way that minimizes the total 

cost for the entire sequence. The method assumes that a line balance has already 

been achieved and that the physical dimensions of each station has been determined. 

The mathematical model presented here is a slight modification of Macaskill’s 

approach [19]. In this model, concurrent working is not allowed. When concurrent 

66
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working is permitted, an operator may start work on a new unit as soon as the work 

on the previous unit is completed, provided that the unit has reached the upstream 

allowance region. Thus, there is no need to consider what the worker in the 

preceding station is doing. When concurrent work is not allowed as in this model, an 

operator must also wait until the operator in the previous station has completed the 

work on the unit. Consequently, there will always be only one operator working on 

a unit at any time. The algorithm can be easily modified, however, to allow 

concurrent work. 

The mathematical model is a set of equations that describe the movement of a 

given unit through the assembly line. From these set of equations, the inefficiency 

times are computed and, finally, the total penalty cost. A fixed launching rate is 

assumed for this model. Kilbridge and Wester [13] have shown that the optimal 

launching rate for a mixed model line is given by: 

  

_ two | : 
yey CG 30) 

ny N, ny N; 
j=l jal 

The times for a product to move through the regions of a station are called station 

passage times (t;), upstream allowance times (t";) and downstream allowance times 

(t®). These quantities can be easily obtained from the station dimensions and belt 

speed. Let the variables a, and x; denote respectively the times of entry and exit for 

product i in station j. Therefore:



X, =a, +t, (31) 

(32) 

Given an initial condition, equations (31) and (32) establish all station entry and exit 

times for every product unit. These times are independent of work done on the 

product. Let the times of starting and ending work on unit i in station j be s; and e; 

respectively. Equations for operator idle time (I;,), congestion (C;), work deficiency 

(D;,) and utility work (U;;) can now be developed. 

The upstream equations will be developed first. There are three different 

conditions to consider. The first case is when the operator has finished a unit and is 

waiting for the next unit to enter the upstream boundary of this station. Mathemati- 

cally, this condition is given by: 

a, - 6.1, > 4 (33) 

The next aspect to consider is when the operator in the preceding station has finished 

work on the current unit. If the operator has finished work before the unit enters the 

upstream boundary of the current station, in other words: 

€,,1<4,-t (34) 

then 

[j;=a,-t - e@4; (35) 

D. = t; (36)
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s. =a, - t* (37) 

If the operator in the previous station finished the work in the upstream boundary 

of the current station: 

u a,-t) <6.) <4, (38) 

then 

Vy = G,j-1 7 i,j (39) 

Dy = 4, ~ 5-4 (40) 

Sy = ei j-1 (41) 

If the operator in the previous station finished the work inside the current station, 

in other words in the downstream region, or mathematically: 

€,j-1 2 4y (42) 

then 

Vy = ij 7 Si; (43) 

D, = 0 (44) 

Sy = 5-4 (45) 

The next case occurs when the operator in the current station, finished work on the 

previous unit within the upstream boundary of the station, or: 

O<a,-¢.,,s t (46)
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Again, it is necessary to take the operator in the previous station into account. If this 

operator finished work on the current unit before the current operator finished work 

on the previous unit, or: 

Cj < %i-1,; (47) 

then 

I, = 0 (48) 

Dy = 4, - €.4,; (49) 

Sy * ey (50) 

If the operator in the previous station finished the work after the current operator 

finished working on the previous unit, but still within the upstream allowance region 

of the current station, in other words: 

G17 8 Gj < 4 (51) 

then 

Ty = e451 i-1,j (52) 

D, = 4, - &,;-1 (53) 

Sy =e (54) 

Lastly, if the previous operator finished the work inside the current station, in other 

words if the operator in the previous station entered the downstream boundary of the 

current station: 

> a, (55) 
i,j-l y
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then 

I, = € 54 7 Gy; (56) 

D, = 0 (57) 

Sy = ij (58) 

The third case for the upstream equations occurs when the operator in the current 

station finished working on the previous unit after the next unit has entered the 

station: 

y * Si-1,; (59) 

g ~ “ij 7 %i-1,; (60) 

D, = 0 (61) 

Sy = €ij-1 (62) 

If the operator has finished working on the current unit, or: 

Cj < ei-1,; (63) 

then 

I, = 0 (64) 

D, = 0 (65) 

5S. =e. y  “i-1,; (66)
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The downstream equations are much simpler to derive because it is not required to 

take the preceding operator’s movements into account. However, this assumes that 

the stations overlap is relatively small. For example, the downstream boundary of the 

station will not extend into the downstream boundary of the next station. Fortunately, 

in practice that will rarely be the case so the assumption does not limit the 

applicability of the model. 

The first case for the downstream equations occurs when the unit is not 

completed in the downstream region of the current station. The unit will, therefore, 

require some utility work to finish the uncompleted work. Let the station time for 

this model be given by p,,,, where j indicates station j} and m the model type m (m 

= 1, 2, ..., J). The first case results whenever: 

Sy + Pim > Xy * re (67) 

then 

d 

d Cy =f (69) 

d 
ei = xi + t (70) 

The next case occurs when the work on the unit is completed in the downstream 

‘region of the current station, or: 

d 71 Xi <5 + Din S Xy + G ( ) 

then 

U. = 0 (72)
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C., = Sit Pim ~ Xj ~ (73) 
y y 

€y = 5y + Pim (74) 

The last case results when the work is completed within the normal station bounds, 

or: 

5, + Pm § % (75) 

then 

U,; = 0 (76) 

C, = 0 (77) 

e=s.+p (78) 

The penalty cost can be computed for each unit at every station by: 

L, = al, + bD, + eC, + dU, (79) 

The values a, b, c and d are the penalty costs associated with each type of 

inefficiency. The total penalty cost is given by: 

n N 

L=Y UL, (80) 
i=l j=l 

where 

J 

N= EN, (81) 
j=l 

A serial method is used to determine the optimal launching sequence. At each step,
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the total penalty cost is calculated for all remaining model types to be assigned. The 

model with the lowest cost is then selected as the next model in the sequence. If 

there are two or more models with the same penalty cost, the model with the biggest 

work content is selected. This protects against a build-up of high penalty models near 

the end of the model sequence. A flow chart for this algorithm is shown in 

Figure 4.1. The algorithm is very simple to implement on a computer and any of the 

traditional computer languages can be used. The backtracking capabilities of Prolog 

are not needed in this case and the program was therefore written in Pascal. The 

Pascal program is shown in Appendix A. 

4.2 __ Line length minimization method. 

One of the disadvantages of the penalty cost method is that the physical dimensions 

of the stations must be known in advance. Dar-E] and Cother [20] mentioned that 

this is a serious weakness in the penalty cost method. The objective of their 

minimization method is to determine a sequence of products that minimizes the 

overall assembly line length required for no operator interference. 

Two algorithms are presented, one for closed work station interfaces and one for 

open work station interfaces. The difference between these two interfaces is 

illustrated in Figure 1.1. A flow chart for the closed station interface is shown in 

Figure 4.2 while Figure 4.3 shows the open station interface. The algorithms are of 

the serial type, where a selection heuristic and an acceptance heuristic are used to 

determine the model sequence (refer to section 2.3). To determine the optimal
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model sequence, the service of a given model is simulated and the displacements of 

the operators are calculated. Let: 

dm(I,m) 

dp(1,m) 

dmax(!) 

dmin(1) 

jm 

L 

n 

N 

Pyj 

Y 

displacement of operator 1 when starting work on product m 

displacement of operator 1 when completing work on product m 

furthest displacement of operator 1 downstream 

furthest displacement of operator | upstream 

model category of the m™ product in the sequence 

total line length 

number of stations/operators in the line 

total number of units to be sequenced 

operation time in station i on model j 

fixed launching interval 

The displacement of the operators is measured from their respective starting points 

on the sequence (i.e. for m = 1). Figure 4.4 illustrates the meaning of these terms 

applied to the first station in the line. The displacement of operator | when starting 

work on the first product is always zero, i.e. 

dm(1,1) = 0 (82) 

The displacement of operator | when completing work on the m"™ product is given 

by: 

dp(i,m) = dm(l,m) + p,,_ (83)
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The displacement when starting work on the subsequent product (m+ 1) is: 

dm(1,m+1) = dp(l,m) - (84) 

The maximum displacement of operator | upstream and downstream is given by: 

dmin(l) = min|dm(lm), m=1, N| (85) 

dmax(l = max|dp(I,m), m=1,N| (86) 

The assembly line length for the closed station interface is given by: 

L = ¥ [dmax(l) - dmin()| (87) 
II | 

If tmax(1) and tmin(1) represent the largest and smallest operation times for station 

| respectively, the lower bound to the length of station 1, B(1), is: 

B(D) = max|tmax(), 2y -tmin(D| (88) 
For open stations, the approach is a little different. Let 6 (1) be the distance between 

the starting points where operators | and 1+1 begin the sequence. Therefore: 

8(2) = max|dp(l,m)-dm(I+1,m), m=1,N| (89) 

The assembly line length is then: | 

n-l 

L = dmax(n) - dmin(1)+¥> 8(D (90) . 
l=] 

For the case of the open station interface, the lower bound is equal to the total 

assembly time of the product having the greatest work content: 

B = max|) p,, j=1,J| (91) 
i=l 

The algorithms basically consists of two heuristics - one for the candidate selection,
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the other for the assignment to the sequence. The products to be assigned. to the 

sequence are referred to as the pool. Successive products from the pool are added 

to the sequence until the pool is empty. To select the m' product in the sequence, 

various products are tried until one is found that satisfies an acceptance heuristic. 

The order in which the models are tried is determined by a selection heuristic. The 

selection heuristic is designed to spread the models evenly throughout the sequence. 

To determine the m' product in the sequence, the models are ranked in descending 

order of Rank(j), where NN; is the number of products of model j still in the pool: 

Rank(j) = mN, - NIN,-NN,J (j=1,J) (92) 

A product is then drawn from the highest ranking model. If this does not satisfy the 

acceptance heuristic, it is returned to the pool and the next highest ranking model 

is tried and so on. The acceptance heuristic for the closed station interface operates 

in the following way. A limit is placed on the length of each station. To determine 

a product’s suitability as the m™ product in the sequence, the service of the product 

is simulated and the length of each station calculated with equations (83) through 

(87). The simulated operator movements are assigned temporary values at this stage. 

If the length of any station exceeds the limit, the model is rejected. If the model is 

accepted, the temporary values become permanent. If at some stage, no model 

satisfies the acceptance heuristic, the station length limits are increased by equal 

amounts, all units are returned to the pool and the sequencing procedure recom- 

mences. The starting values for the station length is the lower bound as given by
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equation (88). 

The acceptance heuristic for open stations is as follows. A limit is placed on the 

overall line length. To determine the m"™ product in the sequence, the highest ranked 

model is selected and the service of this model simulated with equations (83) to (86) 

and (89) to (90). Again, the displacements calculated from these equations are only 

assigned temporary values. If the line length limit is exceeded, the model is rejected. 

Otherwise, it is accepted and the temporary values are made permanent. If at some 

stage no model satisfies the acceptance heuristic, the line length limit is increased, 

all units are returned to the pool and the sequencing procedure starts over. The 

Starting value for the line length is the lower bound as given by equation (91). 

These two algorithms are very straightforward to implement on a computer. Any 

conventional computer language can be used because no backtracking capabilities are 

required. The program was therefore written in Pascal. The program is shown in 

Appendix A. 

4.3 Exhaustive search approach. 

One of the disadvantages of the serial methods, used in both the penalty cost 

approach and the line minimization approach, is that once a model is assigned to the 

line, the algorithm never comes back to this point to reevaluate another alternative. 

In this section, an exhaustive search approach is used to find the optimal sequence. 

The objective function can be either the minimization of total penalty cost or the line 

length minimization. The objective function chosen for this algorithm was the line
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length minimization with a closed station interface. 

A problem occurs when the number of units or the number of different models 

are too large to allow the exhaustive search algorithm to examine all possible 

combinations within a reasonable amount of time. To solve this problem, three 

remedies are proposed. Firstly, the batch of units can be partitioned into smaller 

batches. The optimal sequence for the smaller batch can then be found, and this 

optimal sequence repeated to complete the production requirements. Another 

approach is to start with a feasible model sequence obtained by a serial method, and 

let the exhaustive search algorithm attempt to improve this solution. That way, the 

execution of the algorithm can be interrupted at any time and the resulting solution 

wouldn’t be any worse than that obtained by the serial method. The third approach 

is to sequence the units in steps of say n units. The optimal sequence for the first n 

units is determined, then the next n units and so on. For a Step size of one, this 

approach reduces to the serial method. 

The search methodology is very similar to the exhaustive search used for line 

balancing. A flow chart for the algorithm is shown in Figure 4.5, and the pseudocode 

for the Prolog program is shown in Table 4.1 The advantage of this approach is that 

all possible combinations for model sequences are generated, therefore the optimal 

solution is guaranteed. The disadvantage is that the computer time required to reach 

the solution might be impractical. In such cases, one of the above recommended 

remedies should be followed.
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Table 4.1 : Pseudocode for exhaustive search sequencing approach 
  

sequence(Models,Sequence) :- 
if no more models then 
compute line length 
write sequence 
update minimum value 
backtrack 

sequence(Models,Sequence) :- 
if any models left 
rank all remaining models 
put models in a ranked list 
*take a model from this list : member(X,Ranked list) 
assign model X to sequence 
decrease the count for selected model X 
sequence(Models,Sequence + X) 

* = backtracking point     
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4.4 Assessment of model sequencing algorithms. 

In this section, an assessment of the models sequencing algorithms will be made. 

Consider the following model sequencing problem from reference [10]. A line 

balance has already been obtained and the corresponding station times are shown in 

Table 4.2. The physical station dimensions are shown in Table 4.3 and the required 

production schedule is shown in Table 4.4. The penalty cost method will first be 

considered. The penalty cost parameters a, b, c and d were all taken as unity. The 

solution from the penalty cost approach is shown in Table 4.5. A breakdown of the 

inefficiencies is given in Table 4.6. 

A plot of the penalty cost at each stage of the sequencing process is shown in 

Figure 4.6. This figure shows that there is no build up of high penalty models towards 

the end of the sequence. Consequently, it can be concluded that this sequence is an 

acceptable solution. 

_ The same data, except for the station dimensions, were used with the line length 

minimization algorithms. The sequence from the closed station algorithm was used 

as a Starting point for the Prolog search algorithm. The resulting station lengths for 

the open station interface is shown in Table 4.7. The model sequences for both the 

closed and open station interfaces are shown in Table 4.8. A comparison of all the 

model sequencing methods is shown in Table 4.9. The advantage of the line length 

minimization methods is clear from this table. For approximately the same total line 

length, a sequence can be found that will result in no operator interference 

whatsoever. The big benefit is that the operator idle time resulting from the penalty
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o 

Table 4.2 : Station times for the sequencing example 
  

  

  

                

Station Station Times for Each Model 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 4.37 4.21 4.18 5.21 6.14 4.77 

2 4.22 4.01 5.45 5.93 4.12 5.06 

3 4.32 4.31 4.53 4.47 4.98 4.93 

4 4.67 4,23 4.15 4.36 4.46 ' 4,46 

5 4.56 4.51 4.22 3.96 4.22 4.22 

6 4.76 4.17 4.47 3.07 3.42 4.61 

7 4.67 4.42 4.46 3.57 3.32 4.22 

8 5.05 2.89 5.20 3.03 4.72 5.20 

9 4.38 3.87 5.01 4.10 4.68 5.30 

10 4.72 3.72 4.72 3.72 4.72 4.72 

11 4.50 3.85 4.16 3.75 5.77 5.66 

12 4.38 4.03 4.89 4.17 5.10 4.80 

13 4.55 3.65 5.45 3.87 4.85 4.57 

14 4.40 4.23 4.83 4.16 4.65 4.44 

15 4.38 4,12 4.65 4.24 4.61 5.12 

16 4.52 4.27 4.00 4.22 3.87 4.37 

17 4.40 4.04 4.63 4.35 4.14 4.49 

18 4.17 4.70 4.39 4.12 3.71 4.79 

19 4.65 4.20 4.04 4.46 4.04 4.30 

Total | 85.67 | 77.43 87.43 78.76 85.52 | 90.03 
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Table 4.3 : Station dimensions for the sequencing example 
  

  

j t ti tf 

1 6.4 0.0 2.0 

2 6.4 2.0 2.0 

3 6.4 1.0 2.0 

4 6.4 1.0 2.0 

5 6.4 1.0 2.0 

6 6.4 1.0 0.0 

7 6.4 0.0 0.0 

8 6.0 0.0 2.0 

9 6.0 1.0 2.0 

10 6.0 1.0 2.0 

11 6.0 1.0 1.0 

12 5.6 1.0 0.0 

13 6.4 0.0 2.0 

14 6.0 1.0 2.0 

15 6.0 1.0 0.0 

16 5.0 0.0 0.0 

17 5.0 0.0 0.0 

18 5.0 0.0 0.0 

19 5.0 0.0 0.0           
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Table 4.4 : Production schedule for the sequencing example 
  

  

No
 

FP 
S
e
 

WH 
DH 

~
)
 

      Total 20   
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Table 4.5 : Solution of the serial penalty cost approach 
  

  

  
        

Unit # Model # Total Penalty 

1 6 0.00 

2 1 0.48 

3 2 0.01 

4 3 0.89 

5 1 0.91 

6 2 0.03 

7 3 0.43 

8 1 1.24 

9 2 0.03 

10 1 1.12 

11 1 0.47 

12 2 0.37 

13 3 1.98 

14 1 1.62 

15 2 0.92 

16 5 2.03 

17 1 1.25 

18 2 0.23 

19 6 1.61 

20 4 1.09 

Total 16.68 
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Table 4.6 : Breakdown of inefficiencies for sequencing problem 
  

  

      

Type of inefficiency Time (minutes) 

Idle time 8.24 

Work deficiency 7.39 

Utility work 0.10 

Work congestion 0.95 

Total 16.68   
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Table 4.7 : Station lengths for closed station algorithms 
  

  

  

  

Station # Station Length 

Serial Prolog 

1 7.03 6.38 

2 7.39 0 7.80 

3 5.85 5.65 

4 5.27 5.21 

5 5.05 4.96 

6 6.72 5.95 

7 5.97 5.51 

8 7.37 7.43 

9 5.76 5.53 

10 5.81 5.85 

11 6.63 6.27 

12 5.61 5.34 

13 6.09 6.09 

14 5.09 5.07 

15 5.55 5.33 

16 6.37 6.37 

17 6.18 5.94 

18 5.60 5.34 

19 5.62 5.62 

Total 114.95 | 111.64         
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Table 4.8 : Model sequences for line length minimization algorithms 
  

  

        

Closed Stations | Open Stations Prolog 
(Closed) 

Unit # Model # Model # Model # 

1 1 1 1 

2 2 2 2 

3 3 3 3 

4 1 1 1 

5 2 2 2 

6 6 6 6 

7 1 1 1 

8 2 2 2 

9 4 4 4 

10 1 1 1 

11 3 3 3 

12 5 2 2 

13 2 5 1 

14 1 1 6 

15 6 20 1 

16 2 1 2 

17 1 6 1 

18 1 3 3 

19 2 2 2 

20° 3 1 5 
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Table 4.9 : Comparison of model sequencing algorithms 
  

  

  minimization         

Method Type of Station type | Line length | Inefficiency 
Algorithm 

Penalty Cost Serial - Variable 112.8 16.68 
length . 

Line length Serial Closed 115.0 0.00 
minimization 

Prolog Exhaustive Closed 111.6 0.00 
Backtracking 

Line length Serial Open 103.9 0.00 
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cost approach can be eliminated. Another important benefit is that no utility work 

will be required for the line length minimization methods. This means that all the 

units leaving the line will be fully completed and the need for the floating operator 

required for the penalty cost approach is eliminated. The slight improvement of the 

open station interface over the closed station interface stems from the fact that there 

are no physical boundaries for the open station interface. Whenever possible, this 

interface should always be preferred over the closed station interface. A comparison 

of the first three stations for the two scenarios is shown in Figure 4.7 which points 

out the benefits of the open station interface.
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  Figure 4.7 : Comparison of station interfaces 
 



Chapter 5: Case study. 

In this chapter, data given in reference [26] for a relatively large mixed model 

assembly line will be utilized to assess the various techniques of line balancing and 

model sequencing. The objective is to examine the efficiency of the algorithms and 

corresponding computer programs using a real world problem. 

5.1 Problem statement. 

The company for this case study is a manufacturer of telecommunications equipment. 

_One of its main product lines includes the assembly of ’frames’, several of which are 

used in the construction of each telephone exchange. The frames not only come in 

various sizes but also comprise different combinations of ’relays’ and ‘bridges’ In the 

current layout, production is divided on a functional basis between several 

departments, (e.g., winding, relay assembly, mounting frames, etc.), and there are a 

total of 160 operators involved in these assemblies. Many of the components are 

expensive and in-process inventory costs were of a great concern to management. The 

objective of the case study is to design a more economical production system. Since 

this problem has all the necessary ingredients of a mixed model assembly line, the 

approach was to design a mixed model line to satisfy the requirements. In-process 

inventory would be almost zero and less material handling would be required. To test 

the feasibility of the mixed model line approach, a suitable line balance and model 

sequence need to be obtained. 
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There are eight different models to be assembled on the line. The work elements for 

the models are described in Table 5.1. The production requirements per shift are 

shown in Table 5.2. The basic data for the problem is shown in Table 5.3. The shift 

time for this company is 500 minutes. Therefore, dividing the total shift time column 

by 500 gives the minimum number of workers to operate wholly on each work 

element. The residual time is the time still needed to be assigned to some worker. 

The operators do not work simultaneously on the main frame - most work on sub- 

tasks of the element is done at work stations adjacent to the frame. The line 

balancing problem will be to balance these residual times for a cycle time of 500 

minutes. 

5.2 Line balancing. 

The goal of this section is to balance the residual times from Table 5.3 to determine 

the minimum number of stations for a cycle time of 500 minutes. The precedence 

constraints for the work elements are shown in Figure 5.1. In order to use the line 

balancing algorithms described in chapter 3, the residual times need to be converted 

to elemental times for each model. The converted elemental times are shown in 

Table 5.4. The minimum number of stations needed for a cycle time of 500 minutes 

is: 

Dain = 11735/500 = 24 stations. 

However, the relatively small element/station ratio for this problem makes it 

extremely unlikely to achieve a line balance with only 24 stations. Due to the size of
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Table 5.1 : Description of work elements 
  

  

    

k Work element description 

1 Mounting of details 

2 Mounting of yoke of armature 

3 First treatment of bobbin 

4 Pile up assembly 

5 Mounting of selector frame 

6 Preparing multiple frame 

7 Riveting of blocks 

8 Mounting of terminals 

9 Inspection of stamping of spring sets 

10 Insertion of contact wires 

11 Mounting of brushes 

12 First winding 
13 Adjustment of spring sets 

14 Riveting of contact wires 

15 Cutting of brushes 

16 First wrapping of coils 

17 Inspection of spring sets 

18 Mounting of selector with spring sets 

19 First adjustment of brushes 

20 Second winding of coils 

2) Pressing of springs 

22 Finishing of coil 

23 Preparing 'R-C' terminals 

24 Soldering of 'R-C' terminals 

25 Visual inspection of coils 

26 Relay assembly 

27 Assembly of electromagnetic sets 

28 Final assembly of selector 

29 Relay adjustment 

30 Selector adjustment 

31 Relays testing 

32 Mounting of 'S&T' sets on frame 

33 Relay oiling for storage 

34 Soldering of multiple wires 

35 Arranging relays on frames 

36 Visual inspection of soldering 

37 Assembly of relays sets 

38 Testing at 500 volts 

39 Stamping of armatures 

40 Wrapping of relays sets 

41 Soldering of auxiliary components 

42 Platine inspection 

43 Mounting of platines in frame 

44 Mounting of horizontal parts & adjustment 

45 Mechanical inspection of frame 

46 Electrical inspection of frame 

47 Mounting of cable 

48 Final electrical test 

49 Addition of final assembly items and stamping 

50 Packaging 
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Table 5.2 : Production requirements per shift 
  

  

  

Model j N; 

1 1 

2 4 

3 2 

4 4 

5 1 

6 2 

7 2 

8 1 

Total 17       
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Table 5.3 : Basic data for the case study 
  

  

    

Total Opera- Resid- 
Work elements for model number Shift tors per ual 

k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Time element times 

1 104 102 8 120 125 105 74 60 1707 3 207 
2 35 35 10 8 10 44 42 38 447 0 447 
3 69 68 34 26 34 59 52 55 824 1 324 
4 405 400 255 187 241 479 431 369 5693 11 193 
5 38 33 52 33 52 0 4) 0 458 0 458 
6 6 6 6 6 6 0 0 0 72 0 72 
7 14 14 14 14 14 0 0 0 168 0 168 
8 8&8 87 48 49 50 93 64 75 = =1167 2 167 
9 91 90 42 30 42 103 89 84 1165 2 165 

10 20 18 28 18 28 0 0 0 248 0 248 
11 14 14 28 14 28 0 0 0 210 0 210 
12 156 153 93 76 99 336 132 261 2534 5 34 
13. 108 103 120 102 120 0 0 0 1288 2 288 
14 6 5 8 5 8 0 0 0 70 0 70 
15 14 14 14 14 14 0 0 0 168 0 168 
16 38 37 13 9 15 35 23 45 424 0 424 
17 31 30 37 30 37 0 0 0 382 0 382 
18 169 - 148 232 148 232 0 0 0 2049 4 49 
19 14 14 14 14 14 0 0 0 168 0 168 
20 41 39 30 16 26 79 26 60 617 1 117 
21 9 8 12 8 12 0 0 0 109 0 109 
22 180 178 92 71 91 171 139 147 2218 4 218 
23 11 14 13 11 13 0 0 0 138 0 138 
24 70 68 56 46 56 34 27 29 845 1 345 
25 34 34 16 14 18 32 28 29 425 0 425 
26 58 58 17 13 17 88 65 68 767 1 267 
27 6 6 6 6 6 0 0 0 72 0 72 
28 47 41 65 41 65 0 0 0 570 1 70 
29 «©6265 = 265—Ss« 105 71 94 399 352 311 3726 7 226 
30 115 100 158 100 158 0 0 0 1389 2 389 
31 75 75 34 24 30 120 115 102 1141 2 141 
32 37 34 46 34 46 0 0 0 447 0 447 
33 21 21 7 6 7 34 25 29 297 0 297 
34 106 96 135 96 135 0 0 0 1279 2 279 
35 10 10 4 8 4 24 2018 200 0 200 
36 24 21 34 21 34 0 0 0 294 0 294 
37 41 41 19 18 19 136 82 71 841 1 341 
38 12 12 12 12 12 0 4) 0 144 0 144 
39 13 13 9 7 8 42 34 36 307 0 307 
40 601 601 308 279 323 #1172 «#788 «(351 9331 18 331 
41 10 10 4 4 5 16 17 0 145 0 145 
42 24 24 13 10 11 49 44 16 399 9) 399 
43 24 24 7 7 7 47 33 39 368 0 368 
44 133 125 160 125 160 0 0 0 1613 3 113 
45 25 25 35 25 35 0 0 0 330 0 330 
46 34 30 44 30 44 0 0 0 406 0 406 
47 407 401 388 295 405 158 403 247 5741 11 241 
48 96 96 114 114 96 120 180 160 2020 4 20 
49 87 8&4 67 57 67 92 63 74 = 1236 2 236 
50 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 578 1 78 

4070 3956 3178 2506 3207 4101 3382 ° 2788 57235 91 11735 
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Figure 5.1 : Combined precedence diagram 
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Table 5.4 : Converted elemental times for case problem 
  

  

    

vik 

k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ty 

1 12.61 12.37 10.43 14.55 15.16 12.73 8.97 7.28 207 
2 35.00 35.00 10.00 8.00 10.00 44.00 42.00 38.00 447 
3 27.13 26.74 13.37 10.22 13.37 23.20 20.45 21.63 324 
4 13.73 13.56 8.646 6.34 8.17 16.24 14.61 12.51 193 
5 38.00 33.00 52.00 33.00 52.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 458 
6 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 0.00 90.00 0.00 72 
7 14.00 14.00 14.00 14.00 14.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 168 
8 12.59 12.45 6.87 7.01 7.16 13.31 9.16 10.73 167 
9 12.89 12.75 5.95 4.25 5.95 14.59 12.61 11.90 165 

10 20.00 18.00 28.00 18.00 28.00 0.00 90.00 0.00 248 
11. 14.00 14.00 28.00 14.00 28.00 0.00 90.00 90.00 210 
12 2.09 2.05 1.25 1.02 1.33 4.51 1.77 3.23 34 
13 24.15 23.03 26.83 22.81 26.83 0.00 0.00 0.00 288 
14 6.00 5.00 8.00 5.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 90.00 70 
15 14.00 14.00 14.00 14.00 14.00 0.00 0.00 90.00 168 
16 38.00 37.00 13.00 9.00 15.00 35.00 23.00 45.00 424 
17 31.00 30.00 37.00 30.00 37.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 382 
18 4.04 3.54 5.55 3.54 5.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 49 
19 14.00 14.00 14.00 14.00 14.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 168 
20 7.77 «897.40 5.69 3.03 4.93 14.98 4.93 11.38 117 
21. 9.00 8.00 12.00 8.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 109 
22 17.69 17.50 9.04 6.98 8.94 16.81 13.66 14.45 218 
23. 11.00 11.00 13.00 11.00 13.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 138 
24 28.58 27.76 22.86 18.78 22.86 13.88 11.02 11.84 345 
25 34.00 34.00 16.00 14.00 18.00 32.00 28.00 29.00 425 
26 20.19 20.19 5.92 4.53 5.92 30.63 22.63 23.67 267 
27 006.00 «66.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 72 
28 25.77 «5.04 7.98 5.04 7.98 0.00 0.00 0.00 70 
29. 16.07 16.07 6.37 4.31 5.70 24.20 21.35 18.86 226 
30 32.21 28.01 44.25 28.01 44.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 389 
31. 9.27) 9.270 4.200 2.97) 3.71) 14.83 14.21 12.60 141 
32 37.00 34.00 46.00 34.00 46.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 447 
33 21.00 21.00 7.00 6.00 7.00 34.00 25.00 29.00 297 
34 23.12 20.96 29.45 20.94 29.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 279 
35 10.00 10.00 4.00 8.00 4.00 24.00 20.00 18.00 200 
36 24.00 21.00 34.00 21.00 34.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 294 
37 16.62 16.62 7.70 7.30 7.70 55.14 33.25 28.79 341 
38 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 144 
39 13.00 13.00 9.00 7.00 8.00 42.00 34.00 36.00 307 
40 21.32 21.32 10.93 9.90 11.46 41.57 27.95 12.45 331 
41. 10.00 10.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 16.00 17.00 0.00 145 
42 24.00 24.00 13.00 10.00 11.00 49.00 44.00 16.00 399 
43 24.00 24.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 47.00 33.00 39.00 368 
44 9.32 8.76 11.21 8.76 11.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 113 
45 25.00 25.00 35.00 25.00 35.00 90.00 0.00 0.00 330 
46 34.00 30.00 44.00 30.00 44.00 90.00 0.00 0.00 406 
47 17.09 16.83 16.29 12.38 17.00 6.63 16.92 10.37 241 
48 0.95 0.95 1.13 1.13 0.95 1.19 1.78 1.58 20 
49 16.61 16.04 12.79 10.88 12.79 17.57 12.03 14.13 236 
50 4.59 4.59 4.59 4.59 4.59 4.59 4.59 4.59 78 

Totals 880.41 846.77 765.29 587.25 770.96 649.60 517.89 481.99 11735 
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the problem the exhaustive search technique would be too slow to implement on a 

10Mhz 80286 computer. The prolog program for the exhaustive search was therefore 

modified so that a step-by-step approach can be taken. The first ten stations were 

first balanced for example, then the next ten stations and so on. The objective was 

to provide a good initial solution for the search procedure. It should be noted here 

that the step-by-step approach was used only to provide the initial sequence for the 

exhaustive search, The exhaustive search procedure was still used to allow backtrack- 

ing between stations. Eventually, with a faster computer and more time, all possible 

solutions could be examined. The advantage of an initial sequence is that the search 

procedure can be interrupted after some time, and a good solution, although not 

optimal, would be expected. 

There are no acceptable limits for T; in this case problem since the objective was 

to load each station as close as possible to the cycle time of 500 minutes (without 

exceeding it). When the work content of a station is less than 500 minutes, this 

difference is considered as operator idle time. Consequently, since neither the serial 

nor the exhaustive algorithms were designed for these conditions, some modifications 

needed to be made. An iterative approach in which the lower limit was increased at 

each iteration, was used in this case. The lower limit was assigned a very high value 

initially. When the algorithm could not go on after a certain number of stations, that 

meant that the lower limit constraint should be relaxed. The station assignments 

generated with the higher limit were kept, the lower limit was decreased and the 

process recommenced until a feasible solution was obtained.
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The case problem is first solved with the serial algorithm. The solution for the serial 

algorithm is shown in Table 5.5. The number of stations or operators is 28 and the 

total idle time is 2265 minutes. The line balance found using the modified step-by- 

step exhaustive search algorithm is shown in Table 5.6. The solution with the 

smoothest stations as objective function was selected in this case. However, the 

solution that minimizes the difference in work content, resulted in the same number 

of stations and the same difference in work content or idle time in this particular 

case. A minimum of 26 operators or stations are required and the idle time is 1265 

minutes. The high idle time contents for both solutions could be expected from the 

low element/station ratio. As expected, the exhaustive search algorithm performed 

much better than the serial algorithm in this problem. The solution found by the 

serial algorithm represents an increase of 1000 minutes or nearly 80% in idle time. 

However, the execution time for the serial algorithm was only 1 minute 8.39 seconds, 

while the execution time for the exhaustive search was more than 60 minutes. The 

serial algorithm could be very useful therefore in cases where a ’quick and dirty’ 

approach is needed. A graphical comparison of the two algorithms is shown in 

Figure 5.2. It is clear from this figure that the exhaustive algorithm is superior to the 

serial algorithm. 

5.3. Model sequencing. 

Once a suitable line balance is obtained, the model sequence need to be determined. 

The type of station used in this company is the closed station interface. Operators
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Table 5.5 : Line balance for case problem (serial algorithm) 
  

  

            

Work elements as- 
Station i signed to station i T; T-T; A; 

1 37 492 8 73.2 

2 1611 489 11 169.7 

3 5 458 42 240.1 

4 10 14 15 486 14 268.1 

5 2 18 496 4 223.5 

6 8 12 19 21 478 22 117.2 

7 16 424 16 183.1 

8 49 20 475 25 159.9 

9 22 23 356 144 63.1 

10 24 345 155 74.1 

11 25 425 715 126.1 

12 13 288 212 145.8 

13 17 27 454 46 236.1 

14 26 29 493 7 263.0 

15 28 30 459 41 241.1 

16 32 447 53 229.1 

17 31 33 438 62 215.5 

18 34 35 479 21 59.9 

19 36 38 438 62 220.1 

20 37 341 159 288.0 

21 39 307 193 286.9 

22 40 41 476 24 195.1 

23 42 399 101 225.3 

24 43 44 481 19 158.8 

25 45 330 170 166.9 

26 46 406 94 190.0 

27 47 48 49 497 3 771.9 

28 50 78 422 341.1 

Totals 11735 2265 5238.7 
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Table 5.6 : Line balance for case problem (exhaustive algorithm) 
  

  

  
          

Work elements 
Station i assigned to T T-T; A. 

station i 

1 38 491 9 137.5 

2 5 12 492 8 225.8 

3 7 10 14 486 14 251.3 

4 16 18 473 27 163.8 

5 49 20 475 25 153.2 

6 1622 497 3 61.5 

7 23 24 483 17 125.0 

8 11 13 498 2 263.3 

9 17 21 491 9 256.3 

10 25 28 495 5 101.2 

11 27 30 461 39 226.3 

12 320 447 53 212.3 
13 2 447 53 229.4 

14 26 29 493 7 256.4 

15 31 34 420 80 65.8 

16 15 33 465 35 85.4 

17 35 36 494 6 60.2 

18 37 38 485 15 160.8 

19 19 39 475 25 135.7 

20 40 41 476 24 205.8 

21 42 399 | 101 244.7 

22 43 44 481 19 153.2 

23 45 330 170 173.6 

24 46 406 94 191.9 

25 47 48 49 497 3 45.7 

26 50 78 422 373.4 

Total 11735 1265 4559.5    
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are confined to their work stations and may not move beyond the station limits. 

To determine the optimal model sequence, the original work element times in 

Table 5.3 are used. Using the line balance in Table 5.6, the total work load in each 

station is first calculated as shown in Table 5.7. The amount of time assigned to each 

model j in a given station i, p,, can then be computed. These values are displayed in 

Table 5.8. These values are then used as input for the sequencing algorithms. The 

results from the sequencing algorithms are shown in Table 5.9 and Table 5.10. Again, 

the prolog search solution is much better than the solution obtained by the serial 

algorithm from Dar-El and Cother [20]. The reason for this can be seen from 

Table 5.7. Models 6, 7 and 8 have zero work content for a number of stations, such 

as Stations 8, 9, 11, 12, etc. A station with zero work content means the operator 

continues to move upstream until the next model arrives. Consequently, if two 

models with zero content at a specific station follow each other, say models 6 and 7, 

the operator would move very far upstream and the station would have to be made 

very large to accommodate these movements. ‘The sequence from the serial method 

twice selects model 7 just after model 6. The difference in station lengths is especially 

noticeable at stations 8, 9, 11 and 12 in Table 5.10. The selection heuristic from the 

serial algorithm was designed to spread the models evenly throughout the sequence, 

and in turn does not take zero work content stations into account. This type of 

sequence does not occur in the sequence generated by the exhaustive approach, and 

the result is a shorter assembly line. 

A lot of idle time occurs at the last station where work element 50, which is the
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Table 5.7 : Total work load for all stations 
  

  

    

Work load for each station Opera- Resi- 
i Work Elements 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total tors dual 

1 3 8 157 620 164 300 84 304 232 130 1991 4 9 
2 5 12 194 744 290 436 151 672 264 241 2992 6 8 
3 7 10 14 40 148 100 148 50 0 0 0 486 1 14 
4 16 18 207 740 490 628 247 70 46 45 2473 5 27 
5 49 20 537 2116 654 932 309 1322 1092 513 7475 15 25 
6 1 6 22 290 1144 368 788 222 552 426 207 3997 8 3 
7 23 24 81 316 138 228 69 68 54 29 983 2 17 
8 11 13 122 468 296 464 148 0 0 1498 3 2 
9 17 21 40 182 98 152 49 0 0 0 491 1 9 

10 25 28 81 300 162 220 83 64 56 29 995 2 5 
11 27 30 121 424 328 426 164 0 0 0 1461 3 39 
12 32 37 136 92 136 46 0 0 0 447 1 53 
13 2 35 140 20 32 10 88 84 38 447 1 53 
14 26 29 323. 1292 244 336 111 974 834 379 4493 9 7 
15 31 34 181 684 338 480 165 240 230 102 2420 5 80 
16 15 33 35 140 42 80 21 68 50 29 465 1 35 
17 35 36 34 124 76 116 38 48 40 18 494 1 6 
18 37 38 53 212 62 120 31 272 164 71 985 2 15 
19 19 39 27 108 46 84 22 84 68 36 475 1 25 
20 40 41 611 2444 624 = 1132 328 2376 1610 351 9476 19 24 
21 42 24 96 26 40 11 98 88 16 399 1 101 
22 43 44 157 596 334 528 167 94 66 39 1981 4 19 
23.45 25 100 70 100 35 0 0 0 330 1 170 
24 46 34 120 88 120 44 0 0 0 406 1 94 
25 47 48 49 590 2324 1138 1864 568 740 = 1292 481 8997 18 3 
26 50 34 136 68 136 34 68 68 34 578 2 422 

Total 4070 15824 6356 10024 3207 8202 6764 2788 57235 117-1265 
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Table 5.8 : Station times for all models 
  

i Pi4 Pia Piz Pi4 Pis Pi6é Pi7 Pig 
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Table 5.9 : Results from model sequencing 
  

  

  

    

Unit # Model # 

Serial Exhaustive 

1 2 8 

2 4 2 

3 3 4 

4 6 2 

5 7 7 

6 2 4 

7 4 2 

8 1 2 

9 5 4 

10 8 6 

11 2 4 

12 4 3 

13 3 7 

14 6 1 

15 7 3 

16 2 6 

17 4 5   
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Table 5.10 : Station lengths for model sequence 
  

  

  

          

Station Station length 

1 Serial Exhaustive % Diff 

1 55.7 52.6 5.9 

2 66.4 60.7 9.4 

3 86.6 66.0 31.1 

4 84.2 61.6 36.6 

5 64.9 51.7 25.4 

6 46.3 47.8 -3.1 

7 58.6 55.8 4.9 

8 93.2 75.9 22.8 

9 88.6 69.0 28.3 

10 65.6 52.2 25.6 

11 89.6 69.9 28.1 

12 109.1 75.1 45.3 

13 91.1 86.4 5.4 

14 85.8 63.6 35.0 

15 42.0 43.9 -4,2 

16 59.2 59.4 -0.4 

17 46.6 48.5 -3.9 

18 83.0 76.8 8.0 

19 55.0 56.6 -2.9 

20 83.9 74.7 12.4 

21 127.0 108.6 16.9 

22 71.6 57.9 23.6 

23 186.6 165.4 12.8 

24 132.1 102.1 29.4 

25 47.1 46.9 0.3 

26 217.2 217.2 0.0 

Total 2236.8 1946.4 14.9 
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packaging of units, is performed. Dar-El and Nadivi [26] decided that the need for 

the second operator at station 26 could be eliminated, if an operator in a station 

earlier in the assembly line could help with the additional work required at the last 

station. Station 23, which also has a lot of idle time, seemed like a good candidate. 

The modified work load for the stations are shown in Table 5.11 and the correspond- 

ing pj; values are calculated in Table 5.12. The same sequence was obtained by the 

prolog sequence method, but this time with a line length of 1704 minutes. Thus, the 

reduction in the number of operators, idle time and assembly line length seems like 

a good tradeoff to make for the extra trouble of duplicating work element 50 at 

stations 23 and 26. 

5.4 Comparison of results. 

Finally, the results obtained in this report are compared with the results from the 

authors of [26]. For line balancing, Dar-El and Nadivi [26] utilized a modified version 

of Mansoor’s [27] backtracking iterative method while a manual version of Dar-El 

and Cucuy’s algorithm [21] was used for model sequencing. A side by side compari- 

son of the results is shown in Table 5.13. A graphical comparison of all the solutions 

is shown in Figure 5.3. The serial solution performed the worst in this case as could 

be expected. The backtracking solution by Dar-El and Nadivi performed better and 

the modified exhaustive search algorithm provided the best solution. The improve- 

ment of the exhaustive algorithm over Dar-El and Nadivi’s solution can be attributed 

to the fact that the exhaustive search algorithm did a lot more backtracking, thereby
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Table 5.11 : Modified work load for all stations 
  

  

    

Work load for each station Opera- Resi- 
i Work Elements 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total tors dual 

1 38 157 620 164 300 8 304 232 130 1991 4 9 
2 5 12 196 744 290 436 151 672 264 241 2992 6 8 
3 710 14 40 148 100 148 50 0 0 0 486 1 14 
4 16 18 207 740 «86490 628 247 70 46 45 2473 5 27 
5 49 20 537 2116 654 932 309 1322 1092 513 7475 15 25 
6 16 22 290 1144 368 788 222 552 426 207 3997 8 3 
7 23 24 81 316 138 228 69 68 54 29 983 2 17 
8 11 13 122 468 296 464 148 0 0 ) 1498 3 2 
9 17 21 40 152 98 152 49 0 0 0 491 1 9 

10 25 28 81 300 162 220 83 64 56 29 995 2 5 
11. 27 30 121 424 328 424 164 0 0 0 1461 3 39 
12 32 37 = 136 92 = 136 46 0 0 0 447 1 53 
13, 2 35 140 20 32 10 8&8 84 38 447 1 53 
14 26 29 323. 1292 244 336 111 974 834 379 4493 9 7 
15 31 34 181 684 338 480 165 240 230 = 102 2420 5 80 
16 15 33 35 140 42 80 21 68 50 29 465 1 35 
17 +35 36 34 124 76 = =116 38 48 40 18 494 1 6 
18 37 38 53212 62 120 31 272 =164 71 985 2 15 
19 19 39 27 ~=108 46 84 22 84 68 36 475 1 25 
20 40 41 611 2444 624 1132 328 2376 1610 351 9476 19 24 
21 42 24 96 26 40 11 98 88 16 399 1 101 
22. 43 44 157 596 334 528 167 94 66 39 1981 4 19 
23. «45 50 30 «6118 79 =—«:118 40 9 9 5 408 1 92 
24 «46 34 120 88 120 44 0 0 0 406 1 94 
25 47 48 49 590 2324 1138 1864 568 740 1292 481 8997 18 3 
26 «650 29 = «118 59 118 29 59 59 29 500 1 0 

Total 4070 15824 6356 10024 3207 8202 6764 2788 57235 116 765 

   



Table 5.12 : Modified station times for all models 

117 

  

  

  

i Work Element pi, Piz Piz Pig Pi5 Pig Pi7 Pig 

1 38 39.25 38.75 20.50 18.75 21.00 38.00 29.00 32.50 
2 § 12 32.33 31.00 24.17 18.17 25.17 56.00 22.00 40.17 
371014 40.00 37.00 50.00 37.00 50.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
4 16 18 41.40 37.00 49.00 31.40 49.40 7.00 4.60 9.00 
5 4920 35.80 35.27 21.80 15.53 20.60 44.07 36.40 34.20 
6 1622 36.25 35.75 23.00 24.63 27.75 34.50 26.63 25.88 
7 23 2%4 40.50 39.50 34.50 28.50 34.50 17.00 13.50 14.50 
8 11:13 40.67 39.00 49.33 38.67 49.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 
9 1721 40.00 38.00 49.00 38.00 49.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

10 25 28 40.50 37.50 40.50 27.50 41.50 16.00 14.00 14.50 
11 27 30 40.33 35.33 54.67 35.33 54.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12 32 37.00 34.00 46.00 34.00 46.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
13. 2 35.00 35.00 10.00 8.00 10.00 44.00 42.00 38.00 
16 26 29 35.89 35.89 13.56 9.33 12.33 54.11 46.33 42.11 
1S 3134 36.20 34.20 33.80 24.00 33.00 24.00 23.00 20.40 
16 15.33 35.00 35.00 21.00 20.00 21.00 34.00 25.00 29.00 
17 35 36 34.00 31.00 38.00 29.00 38.00 24.00 20.00 18.00 
18 3738 26.50 26.50 15.50 15.00 15.50 68.00 41.00 35.50 
19 1939 27.00 27.00 23.00 21.00 22.00 42.00 34.00 36.00 
20. 40 41 32.16 32.16 16.42 14.89 17.26 62.53 42.37 18.47 
21 42 24.00 24.00 13.00 10.00 11.00 49.00 44.00 16.00 
22 43 44 39.25 37.25 41.75 33.00 41.75 11.75 8.25 9.75 
23 45 50 29.59 29.59 39.59 29.59 39.59 4.59 4.59 4.59 
24 46 34.00 30.00 44.00 30.00 44.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
25 47 48 49 32.78 32.28 31.61 25.89 31.56 20.56 35.89 26.72 
26 50 29.41 29.41 29.41 29.41 29.41 29.41 29.41 29.41 
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Table 5.13 : Comparison of case study results for line balancing 
  

  

  

                

Station Serial Exhaustive , Dar-El 

i T; T-T; T; T-T; T; T-T; 

1 492 8 491 9 472 28 

2 489 11 492 8 447 53 

3 458 42 486 14 492 8 

4 486 14 473 27 458 42 

5 496 4 475 25 485 15 

6 478 22 497 3 458 42 

-7 424 76 483 17 456 44 

8 475 25 498 2 424 76 

9 356 144 491 9 499 1 

10 345 155 495 5 495 5 

11 425 75 461 39 483 17 

12 288 212 447 53 497 3 

13 454 46 447 53 493 7 

14 493 7 493 7 459 41 

15 459 41 420 80 447 53 

16 447 53 465 35 438 62 

17 438 62 494 6 479 21 

18 479 21 485 15 438 62 

19 438 62 475 25 341 159 

20 341 159 476 24 307 193 

21 307 193 399 101 476 24 

22 476 24 481 19 399 101 

23 399 101 330 170 481 19 

24 481 19 406 94 330 170 

25 330 170 497 3 406 94 

26 406 94 78 422 497 3 

27 497 3 78 422 

28 78 422 

Total 11735 2265 11735 1265 11735 1765 
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evaluating a larger number of line balance configurations. A full exhaustive search 

can be expected to provide an even better solution. 

A final summary of the results, including the assembly line length for each 

configuration, is shown in Table 5.14. It can be seen that the results for the 

exhaustive approach are indeed an improvement over those obtained by the authors 

of [26]. The use of the exhaustive search algorithm resulted in a reduction of 40% 

in idle time, 17% in assembly line length and one station less for the assembly line. 

The reduction in assembly line length over the Dar-El and Nadivi solution can be 

attributed to the fact that their solution was an adaptation of a single model line 

balancing technique. No attempt was made to smooth the station times between the 

different models. As shown in the previous chapter, the ability of the exhaustive 

algorithm to smooth the station times will result in shorter assembly lines.
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Table 5.14 : Summary of results 
  

  

Solution method Number of Number of Total Idle Assembly 
stations operators time —_| line length 

Serial 28 119 2265 2689 

Dar-E] & Nadivi' 27 117 1265 2051 

Prolog 26 117 1265 1946 

Prolog? 26 116 765 1704             
  

1) Work element 50 (packaging) is duplicated to reduce the number of operators 
by one.



Chapter 6: Conclusions. 

This research project investigated the mixed model line balancing and model 

sequencing problem. Since most of the previous work concentrated on serial or 

sequential techniques, the objective of this project was to develop a backtracking 

exhaustive search algorithm for line balancing and model sequencing on mixed model 

lines. 

It was demonstrated that a non-sequential or backtracking approach to line 

balancing and model sequencing can lead to significant improvements in the design 

and performance of mixed model assembly lines. The backtracking algorithms found 

better optimal solutions than their serial counterparts in all cases examined in this 

report. The case study showed that the algorithms could be applied to a real world 

manufacturing problem. 

It was also shown that Prolog is an ideally suited computer language for the 

computerization of backtracking search algorithms. Prolog’s built-in backtracking 

mechanism resulted in efficient solutions that allowed relatively large problems to be 

solved on 80286 personal computers. 

The use of these algorithms in the design of mixed model assembly systems will 

result in substantial savings in operator idle time, in-process inventory and labor 

costs. 

A closer integration of line balancing and model sequencing is recommended as 

future work. In this project, the line was first balanced and then the model sequence 
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was optimized according to some objective function. A worthwhile extension of this 

project would be to investigate the possibilities of backtracking between line 

balancing and model sequencing. 

Additional recommendations for future work are: 

- To improve the exhaustive search algorithm by adding more heuristic rules. 

- Additional objective functions can also be incorporated in the search engine. 

- The capability to allow different types of station on the same assembly line.
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[RRERRRERREREAREIAIRERERERRERERERERERREEREREREREKRERIERERER EERE IAA IA AIAN 

PROGRAM1 .PRO 
REARAEREKERRERRECREREEREREEKEEREREERERERERREREREREREERERERERKERRERRAREKMRK KKK 

Exhaustive search Algorithm 
  

This Prolog program finds all the feasible solutions for balancing a 
mixed-model production line. The lines with the lowest difference in 
work content, the smoothest stations and the lowest variance is saved 
and displayed at the end of program execution. When more than one Line 
has the same value, then both lines will be stored as a minimum. This 
version has the modified search algorithm which speeds up search. 

To execute the program, type go at the goal prompt. To redisplay the 
results at the end of a program, or after a control-break, just type : 
write_final after the goal prompt. To redirect output to a file or to 
the printer, hit Alt-P. 

The format of the input datafile is as follows: 

8| Prededence restrictions, immediate predecessors 
(1,2,3] of a station in square brackets separated by 

spaces. Station with no predecessors have empty 
brackets. Only one station per line. 

0.3 4.0 2.3 The work element times in any format, 
separated by at least one space. 

120 40 60 The model quantities in any format, 
separated by at least one space. 

See SAMPLE1.DAT for an example of an input data file 

written by P. R. Smith, November 1990. Tested with Turbo Prolog v2.0 
HHA AEH AKEREARR EE EERAREREREHERREKEREREEREREURREERERRAREERREAEREREEEERERE / 

constants 
input_fname = "SAMPLE1.DAT" % input filename 
n_elements = 19 % number of work elements 
n_models = 3 % number of different models 
nn = 3 % number of stations 
middie = 414.0 % average value for station work content 

% or shift time 
upper = 0.0144928 % upper tolerance for station 

% work content 
lower = 0.0144928 % lower tolerance for station 

% work content 
[RRRERRARUREERERERERRERERERRERURERERRRRRERUREREREUREEREEREREREEREREERE | 

domains 
intlist = integer* 
reallist = real* 
s = sCinteger,intlist,real,real,real,real,reallist) 

% station object 
slist = s* % list of station objects 

[ERR AERE REE ERERREREEEREEERERERERREEEREREEREERERHREREEREREKEREREEEREEEE / 

database 
d(real,real,real) % used for temporary storage 
station(s) % stores info about station in 

% internal database 
tts(integer, real) % average time for model i (Pj) 
node( integer, intlist) % element j with list of 

% predecessors from precedence diagram 
q( integer, integer) % production quantity for model j (NJ) 
te(integer, integer,real) % work time of element k on model j (tjk) 
minC integer, real) % minimum value for delta
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ass_lineCinteger,slist) % store a complete assembly line 
tCinteger, integer, integer, integer) % used for timing 

% elapsed CPU time. 
g(real,real,intlist,reallist) % used for temporary storage 
RBI TI IIIT IIT TA IIIA ITI IIIA III IIIA IAIN 

predicates 
route(intlist, intlist, intlist, integer) 
member (integer, intlist) 
append(intlist, intlist, intlist) 
subset(intlist, intlist) 
newnode( integer, intlist) 
writelist(intlist) 
writelist2(reallist) 
sumlist(reallist,real) 
var(reallist,real,real, integer,real) 
get(integer,real,intlist) 

get2cintlist) 
get3(real,real,intlist,reallist) 
getOCinteger,intlist) 
check_limits(real) 
check_min(Cinteger,real, real) 
save_info(integer, intlist,real,real,reallist) 
write_output 
write final 
write_final1 
write_final2 
write _final3 
write_elems(slist) 
write_station(slist,real,real,real,real) 
writed 
writel 
write2 
get_tts 
input 
timer 
go 

[RRRRRRERERERREERRREERRERRERERRERERRRRRWEEERRRAEREEREREREREEREE RENE REE | 

clauses 

[ARRRRRRERRREREREREAEREREEREREEEREREKERREREREREREREREREREREAREREREKERERE 

go is the main clause in this program. It clears the database, reads 
the input file and starts the searching procedure. After the search 
procedure, the solutions are displayed and the elapsed CPU time. 
RREREKRAERERRAERHRRERRRURERREREREERREREERRERRERREREERRERRERRREE ERNE KE EER / 

go :- 

clearwindow, *% clear the screen 
retractali(_), % clear internal database 
timer, % start timer 
input, % get input from file 
get_tts, % calculate averages 

route([],(], (01,1). % start routing sequence 
go :- 

write _final, % write final output 
timer. % write cpu time 

[RARRRERERARARERERRREERERRREKERHREREEERERREREERERREERREREEKRERRERERE EEK 

check_limits is called with TT bound and checks if TT falls between the 
limits specified by the user. The upper and lower are specified as 
fractions not to exceed the middle value or shift time 
HHARARAERERRERER EER REREE RRR EERE RERERRERRARRERERRREREREREREKERREHREEES | 

check_limits(TT) :- 
TT <= middle*(1+upper), % check upper Limit 
TT >= middle*(1-lower). % check lower Limit 

[ EERARERERREREEEREREREEERE RARE EERE ARERR ERERRE ER ERE ERE EEE KERR RARER
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get_tts calculates the average or "ideal" time for model i for a 
station. (Pi) 
Pi := (Sum of all element times) x (# of units) / (4 of stations) 
WHERE RRRER REAR REREREREERRRERERERRREEREEREREEEEEREREEEREEEREIKREEE 7 

get_tts :- 
q(1I,QQ), % get production quantity for model i 
findall(X,te(_,1,X),List), % find all element times for model i ... 
sumlist(List,Sum), % ... sum them all 
Temp = Sum*QQ/nn, % calculate Pi 
assert(tts(1,Temp)), % put value in internal database 
fail. % fail in order to backtrack 

% through all models 
get_tts. % returns after all models 

[EEE RRRERRRRRRERERAERER ARRON TTI ITT III TIT IIIT III III IITA 

input uses the external program INPUT.EXE to write data in the correct 

format to load into the internal database. INPUT.EXE Must be present in 
default directory or accessible through PATH statement. For the format 
of the datafile, see SAMPLE1.DAT 
RARE HREREREREREERRARERER AREER RREEEEERREREERREREREEEEREREREEEERERENE / 

input :- 
format(Outstring,"input.exe % temp * 4", input_fname, 

n_elements,n_models), 
system(Qutstring), *% execute INPUT 
consul t("temp"). % load facts in internal database 

[ RRRRRARRRAREEREAI ARIA AER IRERARERAR EERE RARER ERR EER ARERR ERITREA 

get is called with N and List bound and returns the element time X for 
model N for every element in the list. 
WRREAKHERAERRRHRRERREERERAEREHARRERERRAERERERERRREREREREEENKEEAEERERKEERE / 

get(N,X,List) :- 
te(i,N,X), % get element time X for model N element | 
member(I,List). % check if I is a member of the given list 

% no backtracking here! 

[BERR RRERERRRERERERERRERRRRERERERERRERERERERERERREREREAEEEERREREREE REE 

get2 is called with List bound and computes the work content TT, the 
"smoothness" indicator Delta and the station times for a MODEL only. 
These 3 values are then stored in the internal database to be retrieved 
by get3 
HRRRERRERAREEEREREERRRRREREREREEREREREEEREEEREREREREREREUEEEUREREEEREE / 

gete(List) :- 
q(I,QQ), % get first model I and quantity QQ 
findall(X,get(1,X,List),List2), % put all element times in List2 
sumlist(List2,Sum), % sum all element times 
TT = QQ*Sum, % calculate total work 

% content for model 
tts(1,Temp), % get average for this model 
Delta = abs(Temp-TT), % calculate difference 
assertz(d(TTY,Delta,Sum)), % insert into database 
fail. % fail to next model 

get2(_). % return when all models done 

[RERRRRRRRRRERHEERRERRERERERRERERERRRRREREEEREERRERARERRERRREREREREREEK 

get3 is called with List bound and returns Total_T and Total_Delta 
which is the sum of TT and Delta respectively (from get2) for ALL 
models. Times is a list which returns the station times for all models 
HAKKAR RARER RE RERERAREEEREREREEEEHREEERRRREEREERERREREKREEEEREKEE / 

get3(Total_T,Total_Delta,List,Times) :- 
retractall(d(_,_,_)), % clear database first 
get2(List), % calculate values for all models 
findall(TT,d(TT,_,_),List2), % find all work 

% content times 
findall(Delta,d(_,Delta, ),List3), % find all deltas 
findall¢Sum,d(_,_,Sum),Times), % put station times in a list 
sumlist(List2,Total_T), % sum the list 
sumlist(List3,Total_Delta). % "
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DORRIT III TI III IIIS IIT ITT AIA TI III ITT III III II IIIT 

newnode is called with Current (list of modes) bound and returns all 
nodes NOT already in Current for which all precedence requirements have 
been satisfied, that is all precedence nodes are in Current. 
RRRRRRRRERERERRAARREERERIEIURRER REE RIE IAAI R ERE HRI IAEA IAAI AIAN | 

newnode(I,Current) :- 
node(I,Predlist), % get node I and it's list of predecessors 
not(member(1,Current)), % is I already in Current? 
subset (Predlist,Current). % are all predecessors in Current? 

[ BRRRERERRARRRERRRAERERERERERREREEREEARNEREEERRERRERRERERERRERERRER EEE 

subset is called with both lists bound and succeeds if the first list 
is a subset of the second list, that is if all elements in the first 
list are included in the second list. 
RRRAEKRRERERRERERERE ER RRREREREREEREREKEREEE EERE EKEREEEREEREREEREREREEE / 

subset({[],_). % trivial case 
subset ((H{T1,L) :- 

member (H,L), % is H a member of list L 
% this member does not backtrack! 

subset(T,L). % if yes then test rest of list 

[RERRRERERERRRERARREREREERREEERERRRERERERREEEREEEEREEREREEREREEREEREEREN 

getO is called with List bound and returns all nodes which are not in 

List. 
HHRREHRAERRKRRERREERRERREREREREERERREREERERREREREREREKEEEREERARERERENER | 

getO(N, List) :- 

node(N,_), % get any node N 
not(member(N,List)). % is N a member of given List? 

[ MERARREARRRERERERERRERENEEAERERRRRRERRERRREERRRER EK EREER EERE ER ERREREE 

save_info stores the information about a station in the internal 
database to be retrieved later by the output routine. 
syntax : save_info(Station #, List of Elements, Work Content, 

Difference, Delta,List of model station times) 
RRR RREKRREEREEREERREARERRREEREEEERERERERREREREREREREREREREEENEEER EEE / 

save_info(N, , ,_,_) :° 
% first remove the old values if existing 

fail. 
save_info(N,Elm_list,Work_content,Delta,Model_list) :- 

Difference = abs(middle-Work_content), % cale difference 
var(Model_list,0,0,0,Var), % get variance of station times 
assertz(station(s(N,Elm_list,Work_content ,Difference,Delta,Var,Model_list))). 

% insert new value in database 

[ARRERRRARRERRERERERREREREREREEERRRREERERERREREREEREERERREERERERERENE EE 

write_output is called when the last station is reached ard valid, i.e. 
station Limits are OK. write_output writes the intermediate results and 
also updates the minimum values 
RRARERAERERERERRERERREE AREER EEREREUERRERERERRERERENRERRRERERERERRREREEN / 

write_output :- 
writeO,writel,write2. 

writed :- % writes memory status 
clearwindow, % clear screen 
storage(S,H,T), % get memory status 

% write status 
write("\nStacksize = ",S," Heapsize = ",H," Trailsize = ",T), 
nl. 

writel :- % writes the elements in every station 
write("\n Station Work Elements"), % write heading 

fail. 
writel :- 

station(s(I,List,_, ,_,._)), % get a station 
ni,writec(" "“ 1," "), % write station # 
writelist(List), 4 write work elements
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fail. % backtracks to next station 
writel. % return after all stations 

write2 :- % writes rest of information 
% write heading . 

write("\n\nSt Work Cnt Diff Delta Var Station Times"), 
fail. % backtrack to second clause 

write2 :- 
station(s(1,_,Work,Difference,Delta,Var,Times)), % get a station 

% write station information 
writef("\n % 47.2 47.2 %7.2 %7.2",1,Work,Difference,Delta,Var), 
writelist2(Times), % write station times 
fail. % backtracks to next station 

write2 :- 

% after all stations are written, go to this clause and 
% write totals and update minimum values 
% first find all stations with findall 

findall(Work,station(s(_,_,Work, ,_,_,_)),List1), 
findall(Delta,station(s(_,_,_,_,Delta,_,_)),List2), 
findal l(Difference,station(s(_,_,_,Difference, ,_,_)),List3), 
findall(Var,station(s(_,_,_,_,_,Var,_)),List4), 
sumlist(List1,Sum1),sumlist(List2,Sum2), % sum lists 
sumlist(List3,Sum3),sumlist(List4,Sum), 
Ta Gala aaa aaa aaa aaa "), 

% write out the totals 
writef("\n 47.20 7.2 « K7.2 0 K7.2 =—-\n\n",Sum1,Sun3, Sum2, Sum), 

% now update minimum values 
check_min(1,Sum2,Min_delta), % update delta 
check_min(2,Sum3 ,Min_diff), % update difference 
check_min(3,Sum ,Min_var), % update variance 

% write minimum values 
writef("Min values: %7.2 %7.2 %7.2 \n\n",Min_diff,Min_delta,Min_var). 

[RERRAREREREERERRRERERAEERERERRERREERRREEHERREEEEEREREREREREER EE REREREE 

check_min compares the value with the minimum value found and if it's 
less it gets stored as the new minimum value. If the minimum value is 
the same, it gets stored as well 
RHAKRRRRARERRRERRRREREREREREREREEEERRERERERERRERERREERRERERRRUEEERRKEE / 

check_min(I,Value,Min) :- 
minc!,Min), % get value 
Value > Min, % compare 
!, % if bigger exit, do not backtrack 

check_min(I,Value,Value) :- 
min(I,Min), % get current minimum 
abs(Min-Value) < 1.0E-10, % equal value so store also 
!, % do not backtrack 
findall(X,station(X),List), % find all stations for this line 
asserta(ass_line(I,List)). % insert into database 

check_min(I, Value, Value) :- % new value is smaller than 
% current minimum 

retractall(min(!I,_)), % retracts old value 
asserta(min(1,Value)), % put new value in database 
retractall(ass_line(I,_)), *% retract old assembly line 
findall(X,station(X),List), % find all stations for new line 
asserta(ass_ line(I,List)). % insert new minimum value in database 

[RRARRRERRREERERRRREREEEREREREREEERREEREREEERERREREERREREEENERREEREKEEE 

write_final writes the station with the minimum values found. It is 

called after all combinations have been tried 
RAKKHRARRREEARUERERREREERERERERERAREERRRRRRERERRRRRERREREREREREREKERREKE | 

write final :- write_final1, 
write final2, 
write _final3. 

write_finali :- % write lines with smoothest stations 
ass_line(1,X), % get assm. line with smoothest stations 

% write headings
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write("\n\nThe assembly with the smoothest stations (minimum delta) : "), 
write("\n\n Station Work Elements"), 
write_elems(X), % write work elements 

% write another heading 
write("\n\nSt Work Cnt Diff Delta Var Station Times"), 
write_station(X,0,0,0,0), % write station information 
fail. % fail for next line 

write_final1. % return after all Lines done 

write _final2 :- % write lines with lowest difference in 
% work content for all stations 

ass_line(2,X), % get assembly line 
% write headings 

write("\n\nThe assembly with the lowest difference in work content : "), 
write("\n\n Station Work Elements"), 
write_etems(X), % write work elements 

% write another heading 
write("\n\nSt Work Cnt Diff Delta Var Station Times"), 
write_station(xX,0,0,0,0), % write station information 
fail. % fail for next Line 

weite_final2. % returns after all lines done 

write_final3 :- % write lines with lowest variance 
ass_line(3,X), % get assembly Line 

% write headings 
write("\n\nThe assembly with the lowest variance in station times : "), 
write("\n\n Station Work Elements"), 
write_elems(X), % write work elements 

% write another heading 

writec"\n\nSt Work Cnt Diff Delta Var Station Times") 
write_station(X,0,0,0,0), % write station information 
fail. % fail for next line 

write _final3. . % returns after all lines done 

[RERRRRREREERRERRRERRRREREAREEREREREEEREREERENERRERER ARERR EEREEREEER 

write_elems writes out work elements of a station 
RHKRHRARRERERRERERERARERERERARERREREEREREERRRERREREREREREEREEEEREEKERR KE / 

write_elems([]). % empty list, so done. 
write_elems([s(I,Elements, ,_,_,_,_)}T]) :- | % non empty list 

write("\n  ",1," "), % write station # 
writelist(Elements), % write work elements 
write_elems(T). % write rest of list 

[RERRERARERERERRERERERERRRERRERREEREREERERERRERRERERERREEREERHKEEEREKEKE 

write station writes out the information for a line. It is called 
recursively until all stations are done. At this point all totals are 
written. 
RARE RERRRAE RARER RRRERARRREREERRRERERERERERERERERERERRERERREKEEEREKKEE / 

write_station([],T_work,T_diff,T_delta,T_var) :- 
% write rest of station info - all stations are done 

WII TE( NN mene nn rere tnt een e nr nrc nme tenner een n ener nme ener e nner n en nee nen nnn e cena "), 
% write station parameters 

writef('\n 47.2 47.2 47.2 %7.2 =~ \n\n", T_Work,T_diff,T_delta,T_var). 
write_station([s(1,_,Work,Difference,Delta, Var, Times) !T] ,Sum1,Sum2, Sum3, Sum) i 

% writes first element in the list 
writef("\n % 47.2 %7.2 47.2 %7.2",1,Work,Difference,Delta,Var), 
writelist2(Times), % write station times 
SSum1 = Sum! + Work, % sum the work content 
SSum2 = Sum2 + Difference, % sum the differences 
SSum3 = Sum3 + Delta, % sum the delta values 
SSum = Sum + Var, % sum the station variances 

% write remainder of the stations in the line 

write_station(T,SSum1,SSum2,SSum3,SSum). 

[ERRERRRRRARRRRERERREKRTREREREREREREERAREEEEREEREREKERERIERERERREEREREKEE 

The route clause is the search engine which generates all possible 
combinations. The syntax is as follows:
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route(List1,List2,List3,N) 
List of elements (nodes) already assigned in PREVIOUS 
stations 
list of elements considered or assigned for this station 

List3 = maintenance list to avoid permutations of same list 
N = station number (integer) 

RRREHRRKRERERAREEERURERERAREEERARAREREERERERERERERERERRRERERREREKRKEEERE / 

route(Final, ,_,nn) :- % go here for last station 
findall(N,getO(N, Final), Final2), % find all remaining stations 
get3(TT, Delta, Final2,Times), % get total time and delta 
check_limits(TT), % checks limits 
save_info(nn,Final2,TT,Delta,Times), % store station info 
write_output, % write ouput and 

% update minimums 
fail. % backtrack 

route(Ass, (H}T],_,1) :- 
% this clause checks if TT is within limits, if yes, 
% the station is accepted and the next station is 
% started. If no, the clause fails to the next one 

where: List' 

List2 

I < nn, *% checks if not final station 
g(TT,Delta, (H|T],Times), % get deltas and total time 
retractall(g(_,_,_,_)), % remove from database 
check_limits(TT), % checks limits 
save_info(1,{H}T],TT,Delta,Times), % store station info 
append(Ass, [H/T] ,Ass2), % append this list to already 

% assigned list (List1) 
I2=1+ 1, % increment station counter 
route(Ass2, (], (0],12). % start search for next station 

route(Ass,L,(H{T],N) :- 
% this clause generates the combinations : it either 
% chooses the next element out of the List of possible 
% elements or backtracks to the member clause to find 
% a new combination 

N <n, % checks if not final station 
append(Ass,L,Ass2), % append L to already assigned list 
findall(1,newnode(I,Ass2),Avail), % find list of all possible 

% elements to assign 
member (X,Avail), % get any member of the list 
X>H, % checks for permutation of 

% same station 
append(L, [xX] ,L2), % append X to current station list 
get3(TT,Delta,L2,Times), % calculate total time 

% and delta values 
asserta(g(TT,Delta,L2,Times)), % store in database 
TT <= middle*(1+upper), % if work cont. is smaller than 

% upper limit goto next station 
% else backtrack to member clause 

route(Ass,L2, (X,H{T],N). % go to second route clause, to 
% check if this list can make a 
% station, note that station 
% counter is not incremented. 

[EERRARERRARRREEREERERERERERARERERRREREREREARERRERERRERAEREREREEREEEEER 

The member clause is a very important part of the search algorithm. 
There is no cut so all possible elements can be obtained by 
backtracking. 
WHRERERAERURREREREREEREREEERERRRRERAERERRRAREREEEREREEEREEEEERERREKKEEE / 

member(X, [X}_]). % check first element in list (head) 
member(X,{_;T]) :- 

member (X,T). % check rest of the list (tail) 

[RARER ERAREERRRRERERERERERERERERERRREREEREREREEREREREK EEE EKEEERE KEE E 

append adds two lists to form a third. 
syntax : append(List1,List2,List3). List3 := List1 + List2 
RRERERRRRRERARRREREREREREREERERR RRR UEERERREEEREEREEKREEERERER EERE / 

append([{], List, List). % trivial case 
append( [X/L1], List2, (X!L3]) :-
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append(Li, List2, L3). % recursive call 

[RRRRRERRERERREERERERREEREREERREEREREREERHEREREREREREREEEREEEEERERERENE 

sumlist sums the elements of a list of reals 
RERREREERKERRERER EE RRERRRERREREERERRIEREERERERERRE RARER RHEE REEREEER / 

sumlist((],0). % empty list 
sumlist({H;T],S):- % non-empty List 

sumlist(T,S2), % sum tail of list 
S$ =S2 +H. 

[RERRARERERERREERERERERREERERREERRERURERRUREREEEEEREREEAEREREREKEREEREKEE 

writelist writes out a list separated with spaces 
HRRRRREREREREREERERRERERAERERE AREER EEERREREEERERERREERERERERERERRAREEE / 

writelist((]). % empty list 
writelist((H!T]) :- % non-empty List 

writecH," "), *% write head of list 
writelist(T). % write tail of list 

[ REREREERRERERRERERRRERERERERERERRREREERERRERRERERERERREREREREREREREEEE 

writelist2 writes out a list formatted in a specific way 
REAKHRREKKRRAREREEEHARERERREERER RE RRERERRRREHEREMRERERRERREERRERERRRRER 7 

writelist2¢({]). % empty list 
writelist2({HiT]) :- % non-empty List 

writef("'%6.2",H), % write head of list 
writelist2(T). % write tail of list 

[ERRRRERRERRRRERERARERERRERRERRERREERERRERRERRRRERERRREREERERERERRREKKR 

var calculates the variance of a list 
RRARRERERERERRERREEERERRRERERERERRAREREREREREERRERERERERREEREREREERERERE / 

var((],Sx,Sxx,N,Var) :- % empty list 
Var = Sxx/N - Sx*Sx/N/N. % get variance 

var({H/T],Sx,Sxx,N,Var) :-  % non-empty List 
Sx2 = Sx +H, % sum of elements 
Sxx2 = Sxx + H*H, % sum of squared elements 
N2=N + 1, % increase counter 
var(T,Sx2,Sxx2,N2,Var). % remainder (tail) of list 

[RRRRERERERRERRERRKEEEREKREREEREREERERERRERERERERENRERERRRERERRERREREREN 

timer calculates the elapsed CPU time. When called the first time, the 
start time is stored in the database. When called the second time, the 
difference between the start time and the current time is computed and 
displayed. 
RREARREREREREREREREERRRENERERRERRERRRREEREREREREREKEREERRERERERENERERERN / 

timer :- 
tCH1,M1,51,D1), % if it's the second time called then 
!, % do not backtrack to second clause 

% calculate start time in seconds 
Timel = 01/100 + $1 + M1*60 + H1*3600.0, 
time(H2,M2,S2,D2), % get ending time 

% calculate end time in seconds 
Time2 = 02/100 + S2 + M2*60 + H2*3600.0, 
Diff = Time2 - Timel, % get difference 
Hours = trunc(Diff/3600), % calc. hours 
Diff2 = Diff - Hours*3600.0, 
Min = trune(Diff2/60), % calc. minutes 
Diff3 = Diff2 - Min*60, 
Sec = Diff3, % calc. seconds 

% write elapsed time 
writef("\n\nElapsed CPU time : %3 Hours %3 Minutes %5.2 Seconds\n",Hours,Min, Sec). 

timer :- % if it's first time 
timecH1,M1,$1,D1), % get current time 
asserta(t(H1,M1,$1,D1)). % store in database
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[BERRA RAI REEEIRRRARR EIR ER ERITREA IR IAT ATI TI IIA II II III IIIA 

PROGRAM2 .PRO 
RHRRAEKREKKEKKRREKREREKEKEREKRKEKEKKEEREKERERERRERERERKEREEEKEREREEEEEREKKKKKKKKKHE 

Serial search algorithm 
  

This Prolog program balances a mixed-model production line by a serial 
method. Stations are taken one at a time and all possible combinations 
for that station generated. The station with the lowest work difference 
or smoothest stations is then saved and the next station is chosen. 
Unlike the first program, no backtracking is done once a station is 
saved. 

The user specifies whether the program should choose the station with 
the lowest difference in work content (choice=2) that is the most 
perfectly balanced line or the smoothest stations (choice=1) that is the 
line with the lowest total delta value. This version has the modified 
search algorithm which speeds up search. 

To execute the program, type go at the goal prompt. To redisplay the 
results at the end of a program, or after a control-break, just type : 
write_output after the goal prompt. To redirect output to a file or to 
the printer, hit Alt-P. 

The format of the input datafile is as follows: 

(] Prededence restrictions, immediate predecessors 
{1,2,3] of a station in square brackets separated by 

spaces. Station with no predecessors have empty 
brackets. Only one station per line. 

0.3 4.0 2.3 The work element times in any format, 
separated by at least one space. 

120 40 60 The model quantities in any format, 
separated by at least one space. 

See SAMPLE1.DAT for an example of an input data file 

written by P. R. Smith, November 1990. Tested with Turbo Prolog v2.0 
RRARRERRARHERERARERERERERRERRERERERRRERERERREREREREREERERRREERERE EERE 7 

constants 
input_fname = "SAMPLE1.DAT" % input filename 
n_elements = 19 % number of work elements 
nmodels = 3 % number of different models 
nn = 3 % number of stations 

middle = 414.0 % average value for station work content 

% or shift time 
upper = 0.0144928 % upper tolerance for station 

% work content 

lower = 0.0144928 % lower tolerance for station 

% work content 

choice = 1 % 1 = minimize deltas 

% 2 = minimize total work 
[RRRRAREARERRERAREREAAREEARERRRERERRRRERERREREREREEERRERERERREHREEREEE | 

domains 
intlist = integer* 
reallist = real* 
s = s(integer,intlist,real,real,real,real,reallist) 

% station object 
[RERERRAREREAARERERERREREREREREREREREERERERERERERRAEREEEREEEREREEEREREE / 

database 

d(real,real,real) % used for temporary storage 
station(s) % stores info about station in 

% internal database 
tts(integer,real) % average time for model i (Pj) 
node(integer, intlist) % element j with list of predecessors from
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% precedence diagram 
qCinteger, integer) % production quantity for model j (Nj) 
te(integer, integer,real) % work time of element k on model j (tjk) 
min(real,real) % minimum value for delta and difference 
tCinteger, integer, integer, integer) % used for timing 

% elapsed CPU time. 
g(real,real,intlist,reallist) % used for temporary storage 

[RERREREERREERERARRERHRERERERARREEEERREERERER ERE ER EREEREEEEEREEERERREEEE f 

predicates 
route(intlist,intlist, intlist, integer) 
serial(integer, intlist) 
member( integer, intlist) 
append(intlist,intlist,intlist) 
makelistCintlist, intlist, integer) 
subset(intlist, intlist) 
newnode( integer, intlist) 
writelistCintlist) 
writelist2(reallist) 
sumlist(reallist,real) 
var(reallist,real,real,integer,real) 
get(integer,real,intlist) 
get2(intlist) 
get3(real,real,intlist,reallist) 
getO(integer, intlist) 
check_limits(real) 
check_min(integer,real,real, integer) 
save_infoCinteger, intlist,real,real,real,reatlist) 
write output 
write _station(integer,real,real,real,intlist,reallist) 
writed(integer) 
write 
write2 
get_tts 
input 
go 
timer 

[ERRRRAEERRRRRERERRREREERERERERERERREEEEEREREREREREEERERERERREREREREEEN / 

clauses 
[RARRRRREREREREERRAREREERERRERERREREREERERERERREREREREREEREREREEEREEERK 

go is the main clause in this program. It clears the database, reads 
the input file and starts the searching procedure. After the search 
procedure, the elapsed CPU time is displayed. 
RRAARERRRRRERKERREERREREEEEREREREERRERERERERERERUREERERERREREREREREEEE / 

go :- 
clearwindow, % clear the screen 
retractall(_), % clear internal database 
timer, % Start timer 
input, % get input from file 
get_tts, % calculate averages 
serial(1,(]), % do serial routing 
timer. % calculate execution time 

[ PERRRARERERRRERERRREREREREARKRARHEREERERRARARERRERER RE REREKRERERHERERER 

check_limits is called with TT bound and checks if TT falls between the 
limits specified by the user. The upper and lower are specified as 
fractions not to exceed the middle value or shift time 
RHERERRRRERERERERRRERERRERERERERERERRRRREREERRREREERERRAREEEREEERRENEEE / 

check_limits(TT) :- . 
TT <= middle*(1+upper), % check upper limit 
TT >= middle*(1-lower). % check lower Limit 

[RRRERERERERREREEERRERERRREEEREEEERRREEE REE EE RREREERRERRERERREEKEREREEN 

get_tts calculates the average or “ideal" time for model 1 for a 
station. (Pi) . 

Pi := (Sum of all element times) x (# of units) / (# of stations)
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HRRREREREREREREREREREREEEERERRERERERERERREREREREERR REE REEEREEREEAEEEEE | 

get_tts :- 
q(1,QQ), % get production quantity for model i 
findall(X,te(_,I,X),List), % find all element times for model i... 
sumlist(List,Sum), % .-. sum them all 
Temp = Sum*QQ/nn, % calculate Pi 
assert(tts(I,Temp)), % put value in internal database 
fail. % fail in order to backtrack 

% through all models 
get_tts. % returns after all models 

[RERRRRERERARRERERERERERRERREERREERRRURRERERERERREEEHREEKEEREREHERREERE 

input uses the external program INPUT.EXE to write data in the correct 
format to load into the internal database. INPUT.EXE Must be present in 
default directory or accessible through PATH statement. For the format 

of the datafile, see SAMPLE1.DAT 
WHERREREAKHEERERERREERERERRERERERRERERRRERERERERERERRRREERERURERREEREEN 1 

input s- 
format(Outstring,"input.exe % temp 4 %", input_fname, 

n_elements,n_models), 
system(Outstring), *% execute INPUT 
consult("temp"). % load facts in internal database 

[RERRERRERERRRERRERRERERREEREEEEREERERERREEREEEERERER ERE EERERERER EEE EE 

get is called with N and List bound and returns the element time X for 
model N for every element in the list. 
WERKE RKERRREEREERREERRRRAERRERERERRERERRERERERERERERERERHKEREEREREEEEEE / 

get(N,X,List) :- 
tecI,N,X), % get element time X for model N element | 
member(I,List). % check if I is a member of the given list 

% no backtracking here! 

[RERRRREEERRERREREREERRREREERERREREHUERREREERERERREEEREEEEREREEEER EE EE 

get2 is called with List bound and computes the work content TT, the 
smoothness" indicator Delta and the station times for’ a MODEL only. 
These 3 values are then stored in the internal database to be retrieved 
by get3 
WHRREEREERERRERERREEREEREEREREEREEEEEERRRERREREREEREEREREREREREREKERERE / 

get2(List) :- 
q(1,QQ), % get first model I and quantity QQ 
findall(xX,get(1,X,List),List2), % put all element times in List2 
sumlist(List2,Sum), % sum all element times 
TT = QQ*Sum, % calculate total work 

% content for model 
tts(I,Temp), % get average for this model 
Delta = abs(Temp-TT), % calculate difference 
assertz(d(TT,Delta,Sum)), % insert into database 
fail. % fail to next model 

get2(_). % return when all models done 

[RRRRERRRRREERRREREERRERRREEREREREREREERREEARERREEREEERREAREEERERERKKKK 

get3 is called with List bound and returns Total_T and Total_Delta 
which is the sum of TT and Delta respectively (from get2) for ALL 
modeis. Times is a list which returns the station times for all models 
REREARRARERERAREREERREREREREREEERERERERERRERERREREREEREREEERRERKEHREE / 

get3(Total_T,Total_Delta,List,Times) :- 
retractall(d(_,_,_)), % clear database first 
get2(List), % calculate values for all models 
findall(TT,d(TT,_,_),List2), % find all work 

% content times 
findall(Delta,d(_,Delta,_),List3), % find all deltas 
findalt(Sum,d(_,_,Sum), Times), % put station times ina list 
sumlist(List2,Total_T), % sum the list 
sumlist(List3,Total_Delta). % u 

[BERR REA EERE REE RIRE NERA RERREEE AREER NRE REER EATER AMAIERAA AREER 

newnode is called with Current (list of nodes) bound and returns all
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nodes NOT already in Current for which all precedence requirements have 
been satisfied, that is all precedence nodes are in Current. 
RRRRHREREERERREREERHERERERAREREREREERREREEERERE EERE RRERERERERREREREE EEE | 

newnode(I,Current) :- 
node(1,Predlist), % get node I and it's list of predecessors 
not(member(1,Current)), % is I already in Current? 
subset(Predlist,Current). % are all predecessors in Current? 

[RRRRRRRAREREREEEREREEREEREREEREREREREEEKRERERERREERREREARENEEEERRERETRER 

subset is called with both lists bound and succeeds if the first list 
is a subset of the second list, that is if all elements in the first 
tist are included in the second List. 
HHKERERRERRERRERERERERERREERRERERERRRERRRERRERREEREEEREEEEREERERUEEEEER / 

subset([],_). % trivial case 
subset ( [HIT] ,L) z- 

member (H,L), % is H a member of list L 
% this member does not backtrack! 

subset(T,L). % if yes then test rest of list 

[RRRRRRAEREREREERRRREERERERRERERERERRERERREREEEREREREREREEREREEKEEEEREER 

getO is called with List bound and returns all nodes which are not in 
List. 
RHRRERRERARERRRRERERREERERERERRERKERERERERUERERERERREREERRERREERERREEE / 

getO(N,List) :- 
node(N,_), % get any node N 
not(member(N,List)). % is N a member of given List? 

[RRRRRERRRERERERER EEE ERREEREREREREERRREERAERERRERERERERRREREEEREREREK 

save_info stores the information about a station in the internal 
database to be retrieved later by the output routine. syntax : 
save_info(Station #, List of Elements, Work Content, Difference, 

Delta,List of model station times ) 
RHKRRKRERERERRREREKREREEEERREKERERREKEERERERE REE REE REEREEKEREREREEREREEE / 

save _info(N, , , +») °° 
% first remove the old values if existing 

fail. 
save_info(N,ELm_lList,Work_content ,Difference,Delta,Model_list) :- 

var(Model_list,0,0,0,Var), % get variance of station times 
% insert new value in database 

assertz(station(s(N,Elm_list,Work_content,Difference,Delta,Var,Model_list))). 

[ RRRRERAARAREREAREREEREEREAERRERRUREERERERREREREAEREREREERERREREEKRREEEE 

write_output is called when the last station is reached. It writes the 
ouput for all stations 
RRAERRREEERERREEERERRENEEEREREREEREREERERERREEERERREEEEEERERERREKEKERRENEER / 

write_output :- 
writeO(choice), 
writel, 
write2. 

% writes the correct heading for type of optimization chosen 
writeO(1) :- 

write("\n\nThe assembly line with the smoothest stations (minimum delta) :"). 
writeO(2) :- 

write("\n\nThe assembly line with the lowest difference in work content :"). 

writel :- 4% writes the elements in every station 
write("\n Station Work Elements"), % write heading 
fail. 

writel :- 
station(s(I,List, ,_,_,_._)), % get a station 
ni,writec™ "V1," "), % write station # 
writelist(List), % write work elements 
fail. % backtracks to next station 

write. *% return after all stations
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write2 :- *% writes rest of information 

% write heading 

write("\n\nSt Work Cnt Diff Delta Var Station Times"), 
fail. 

write2 :- 
station(s(I,_,Work,Difference,Delta,Var,Times)), % get a station 

% write station information 
writef("\n % %7.2 47.2 47.2 %7.2",1,Work,Difference,Delta, Var), 
writelist2(Times), % write station times 
fail. % backtracks to next station 

write2 :- 
% after all stations are written, 
% go to this clause and write totals 
% first find all stations with findall 

findall(Work,station(s(_,_,Work, ,_,_,_)),Listi), 
findall(Delta,station(s(_,_,_,_,Delta,_,_)),List2), 
findall(Difference,station(s(_,_,_,Difference, ,_,_)),List3), 
findall(Var,station(s(_,_,_,_,_,Var,_)),List4), 
sumlist(List1,Sum1),sumlist(List2,Sum2), % sum Lists 
sumlist(List3,Sum3),sumlist(List4,Sum), 
WEI tE(N\ Ne <2 oon een nnn nee ener ne ee nnn ee ene eee eee ee nee e eee rene eee eer nee "), 

% write out the totals 
writef("\n = 47.2 47.2 47.2 7.2 \n\n", Sumi, Sum3, Sum2, Sum). 

[RARARARERERREREREERRRRERRERERRRERERRERERRERRERRARERREREREREERE REE EREE 

check_min compares the value with the minimum value found and if it's 
less it gets stored as the new minimum value. check_min succeeds if the 
station currently considered is better than the previous minimum 
station. The last parameter is 1 if new minimum found, 0 otherwise. 
RURRERREKRERERRRERREREEREEERERURERRERERERREREEERRERRERERREREREEREREEERE / 

check_min(1,Delta,Diff,1) :- % go for lower delta 
min(Min_delta,_), get current minimum value 
Delta < Min_delta, if new value is smaller. 
!, do not backtrack 
retractall(min(_,_)), retract old one 
asserta(min(Delta,Diff)). store new one 

check_min(1,Delta,Diff,1) :- checks if they are equal 
min(Min_delta,Min_diff), get current minimum value 
abs(Delta - Min_delta) < 1.0E-8, if they are equal 
Diff < Min_diff, and the work difference is smaller 
!, do not backtrack 
retractall(min(_,_)), retract old one 
asserta(min(Delta,Diff)). store new one 

check_min(2,Delta,Diff,1) :- go for lower work difference 
min(_,Min_diff), get current minimum value 
Diff < Min_diff, if new value is smaller 
1, do not backtrack 

retractall(min(_,_)), retract old one 
asserta(min(Delta,Diff)). store new one 

check_min(2,Delta,Diff,1) :- checks if they are equal 
min(Min_delta,Min_diff), get current minimum value 
abs(Diff - Min_diff) < 1.0€-8, if they are equal 
Delta < Min_delta, and the work difference is smaller 
!, do not backtrack 
retractall(min(_,_)), retract old one 
asserta(min(Delta,Diff)). store new one 

check_min(_,_,_,0). % no new minimum found! 
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[RERERAEREARREREEREREEREREERERERRERERERREREEREERRREEEEEKREREREREREERREEE 

write_station writes out the information for a given station | 
AAAAARAARAERARERERE RRR RREEEE ERE ER ERE RENEE ERREEEEERRERAREERERER EE / 

write station(!,1T,Diff,Delta,List,Times) :- 
clearwindow, % clear window 

. $torage(S,H,T), % get memory status 

% write memory status 
write("\nStacksize = ",S," Heapsize = ",H," Trailsize = ",T), 
nl,
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write("\n Station Work Elements"), % write heading 
ni,write(" "1," "), % write station # 
writelist(List), % write element list 

% write another heading 
write("\n\nSt Work Cnt Diff Delta Station Times"), 

% write values for station 
writef("\n % 47.2 %47.2 %7.2 %7.2",1,TT,Diff,Delta), 
writelist2(Times), % write station times 
min(Xx,Y), % get minimums 
writef("\n\nMinimum : 47.2 %7.2",Y,X). % write minimums 

[RRRRRRRRRERERRERREEAREREERRERRERERREREAREREEEEEERERREREUERERERREREREER 

makelist makes a list of all previous nodes already assigned. 
RHERKRARREREARRRERRERERERERREKEEREREERERRREREERERARRERRREREHKRERERERERRER / 

makelist(Temp,X,N) :- 
Station(s(N,List,_, ,_,_,_)), % get station N 
!, % do not backtrack to next clause 
append(Temp, List,List2), % append list to temporary list 
N2=N + 1, % go for next station 
makelist(List2,X,N2). % call recursively 

makelist(X,X,_). % if no more stations then end. 

[RERRRAERERRERERREREEER RARER EERE RE EHERRERR EERE RE REE EERE EREREREEEE EN 

serial controls the route for the serial solution where one station is 
searched at a time and no backtracking is done to earlier stations N = 
station to search, List = list of elements already assigned 
RRAKRKRRHRARRERRERRURRREERRERRREREERENRREERERREEEEE EERE KRARE EEE / 

serial(N,_) :- % ending clause 
N > nn, % if all stations done 
!, % do not backtrack 
write output. % write station information 

serial(N,List) :- 
retractall(min(_,_)), % retract old minimum 
asserta(min(1E5,1&5)), % insert big minimum for start 
route(List,[], [0] ,N). % start routing sequence 

serial(N,_) :- % comes here if station done 
makelist({],List,1), - % makes list of elements assigned 
N2=N+ 1, % increment station counter 
serial(N2,List). % 90 for next station 

[RERARARRERRRREREAEEREREREMEREEREREREEREEEEERRENRERERREEEREEREREERREEEE 

The route clause is the search engine which generates all possible 
combinations. The syntax is as follows: 

route(List1,List2,List3,N) 
list of elements (nodes) already assigned in PREVIOUS 
stations 
list of elements considered or assigned for this station 

maintenance list to avoid permutations of same list 
station number (integer) 

RHRARERRRRERREREERRERERERR AER EREEREEERRERRREREEERERERERERERREEREEHEEERE / 

route(Final,_,_,nn) :- % go here for last station 
!, % do not backtrack for serial case 
findall(N,getO(N,Final),Final2), % find all remaining stations 
get3(TT,Delta,Final2,Times), % get total time and delta 
Diff = abs(middle-TT), % calculate difference 
save_info(nn,Final2,1T,Diff,Delta,Times), % store station info 
fail. % fail to exit route clause 

route(_,(HIT],_,1) :- 
% this clause checks if TT is within limits, if yes, the delta 
% and TT values are compared to the minimum values and the 
% minimums are updated. 

where: List! 

List2 

List3 

N 

g(TT,Delta,_,Times), % get deltas and total time 
retractall(g(_,_,_,_)), % remove value if done 
check_limits(TT), % checks Limits — 
Diff = abs(middle-TT), % calculate difference 
check_min(choice,Delta,Diff,Result), % compare with minimum 
write station(1,TT,Diff,Delta, (H!T],Times), % write station
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Result > 0, % if minimum changed then 
save_info(I, [H/T] ,TT,Diff,Delta, Times), % store station info 
fail. % backtrack 

route(Ass,L, [H!T],N) :- 
% this clause generates the combinations, it either chooses the 
% next element out of the list of possible elements or backtracks 
% to the member clause to find a new combination 

append(Ass,L,Ass2), % append L to already assigned 
*% lists 
% find list of all possible 
% elements to assign 

findall(1,newnode(I,Ass2),Avail), 

member (X,Avail), % get any member of the list 
X>H, % checks for permutation of 

% same station 
append(L, [X1,L2), % append X to current station List 
get3(TT,Delta,L2,Times), 
asserta(g(TT,Delta,L2,Times)), 
TT <= middle*(1+upper), 

% get delta and total time 
% insert into database 

% if station within limits 
% then continue else backtrack 
% to member clause! 
*% check if this list can make 
% a station this goes to second 
% route clause, note that station 
% counter is not incremented. 

route(Ass,L2, [X,H!T],N). 

[RARER RARRERARERERERERREREREEEEERERERERERRAEKEERREEEEEEREEEREREEEEREENEH 

The member clause is a very important part of the search algorithm. 
There is no cut so all possible elements can be obtained by 
backtracking. 
RRRKRRRRRRERRRERERRERERARREKEERERERRERERERREREEERERREREEEHEREHEEREEE KE / 

member (X, [X1_1). % check first element in list (head) 
member (X,(_,;T]) :- 

member (X,T). % check rest of the List (tail) 

OREO OI IOI TIA IAI TETAS ITI AISI ASA 

append adds two lists to form a third. 
syntax : append(List1,List2,List3). List3 := List1 + List2 
RREKRKEKRRERREAREREERERERERERERREREREEERERRERE EE ERERERERERERERERKEEREEKEE / 

append({], List, List). % trivial case 
append( (X!L1], List2, (X}L3]) :- 

append(L1, List2, 13). 

« 

% recursive call 

[RRRRRRERRERERERRERRERERERREREREREREREREREEERARERRREKREREREEREREREREKERE 

sumlist sums the elements of a list of reals 
RRARRRARERERRAERRERRERERRRERREREERRRERERRERERERRERERRERREREREREREREREE / 

sumlist([],0). 
sumlist((H}T],S):- 

sumlist(T,S2), 

% empty list 
% non-empty list 
% sum tail of list 

S = S2 +H. 

[RRRRREEREARRERRERRRERERRERERERERIEREERERRRERERRREREEEERERRRARAEERERKERK 

writelist writes out a list separated with spaces 
WHRERERREEEREREREEREREERERARERERRREREEEERERERENRREEEEEREREEREREEEEEKE / 

writelist({]). % empty list 
writelist((H/T]) :- % non-empty list 

writecH," "), % write head of list 
writelist(T). % write tail of list 

[RERRRERERARREKERERERERREREREERERREREERRERERRREREREERE EERE EERE 

writelist2 writes out a list formatted in a specific way 
BEAK RRA KAARERRERE HERR ERERRERHEREREEEERERERREERARERERERRERERERERRERER f 

writelist2({[]). % empty list 
writelist2((H!T]) :- % non-empty List 

writef("%6.2",H), % write head of list 
writelist2(T). % write tail of list 

[BERR RERRERERREREEREREREEEEEREREREREREREERREERAERREEKEREREEREKEEREEEEE
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var calculates the variance of a list 
HHERRRARRERERREREREKRERERERARERRERERERRERREERKEEREEEUERERARERERERREEEEEEEE f 

var([],Sx,Sxx,N,Var) :- % empty list 
Var = Sxx/N - Sx*Sx/N/N. % get variance 

var( (HIT) ,Sx,Sxx,N,Var) :- % non-empty List 
Sx2 = Sx + H, % sum of elements 
Sxx2 = Sxx + H*H, % sum of squared elements 
N2 =N +1, % increase counter 
var(T,Sx2,Sxx2,N2,Var). % remainder (tail) of list 

[BRERA ARK ERRRREERRRERERERAREREEREREEEREERERE KERR ERATE 

timer calculates the elapsed CPU time. When called the first time, the 
start time is stored in the database. When called the second time, the 
difference between the start time and the current time is computed and 
displayed. 
RRERRHRRERRERERURRRERRERREREERRERERERRRERERERRRERRERRRERREREERAEEEEKREEE f 

timer :- 
t(H1,M1,S1,01), % if it's the second time called then 
!, % do not backtrack to second clause 

% calculate start time in seconds 
Time1 = 01/100 + S1 + M1*60 + H1*3600.0, 
time(H2,M2,S2,D02), % get ending time 

% calculate end time in seconds 
Time2 = 02/100 + S2 + M2*60 + H2*3600.0, 
Diff = Time2 - Timel, % get difference 
Hours = trunc(Diff/3600), % calc. hours 
Diff2 = Diff - Hours*3600.0, 
Min = trunc(Diff2/60), % calc. minutes 
Diff3 = Diff2 - Min*60, 
Sec = Diff3, % calc. seconds 

% write elapsed time 
writef("\n\nElapsed CPU time : %3 Hours %3 Minutes %5.2 Seconds\n",Hours,Min,Sec). 

timer :- % if it's first time 
time(H1,M1,$1,D1), % get current time 
asserta(t(H1,M1,$1,01)). % store in database
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[ERRRREREREEAREREREREKEREERERARERAREERERERRERREREERREEEEREREEREREREEKRER 

PROGRAMS .PRO 
RENAME RARRERAERRUERRERRERKREREERERREERREURRKKAKKKAKKKKRKKKKKKKKKKK KKK KKK 

Modified Exhaustive search Algorithm 
  

This Prolog program finds all the feasible solutions for balancing a 
mixed-model production Line. The lines with the lowest difference in 
work content, the smoothest stations and the lowest variance is saved 
and displayed at the end of program execution. When more than one line 
has the same value, then both lines will be stored as a minimum. This 
version has the modified search algorithm which speeds up search. 

This modified exhaustive search algorithm allows the user to do a step 
by step solution. For example, the first 10 stations can be balanced, 
the optimal solution saved and then the next 10 stations balanced. The 
algorithm will still generate all possible combinations, in other words 
there still fis backtracking to previous stations. To improve the speed 
of the search algorithm, the list of elements is sorted from large work 
elements to small ones. 

To execute the program, type go at the goal prompt. To redisplay the 
results at the end of a program, or after a control-break, just type : 
write_final after the goal prompt. To redirect output to a file or to 
the printer, hit Alt-P. When the program starts, it will ask for a file 
to load. This file contains the previous stations found. If no stations 
were found, or if it is the first time the Line is balanced, choose the 
NONE.DBA file. To save the optimal solution after a partial search, use 
the lsave(N) clause. The program will then ask for a filename, the 
filename must have a DBA extension. The search is controlled by the 
start and nn2 constants in the constants definition. Start designates 
the station to start and nn2 the station to end. 

The format of the input datafile is as follows: 

0) Prededence restrictions, immediate predecessors 
(1,2,3) of a station in square brackets separated by 

spaces. Station with no predecessors have empty 
brackets. Only one station per Line. 

0.3 4.0 2.3 The work element times in any format, 
separated by at least one space. 

120 40 60 The model quantities in any format, 
separated by at least one space. 

See SAMPLE1.DAT for an example of an input data file 

written by P. R. Smith, November 1990. Tested with Turbo Prolog v2.0 
ARERERRRREREERAEREEREEREREEEREEERREREREEREREREREREREREREREREERERERREER / 

constants 
input_fname = "SAMPLE2.DAT" % input filename 
n_elements = 50 % number of work elements 
n_models = 8 % number of different models 
nn = 26 % number of stations 
nn2 = 15 % end of current search 
middle = 500.0 % average value for station work content or 

% shift time 
upper = 0.00 % upper tolerance for station work content 
lower = 0.40 % lower tolerance for station work content 
start = 1 % station to start search procedure 

[RRERRAAREREARERERAEREREREEEE RAE AEEEKERRERERARRREEEEREEEEERREREREREEKE | 

domains 

intlist = integer* 

reallist = real*
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s = s(integer,intlist,real,real,real,real,reallist) % station object 
slist = s* % list of station objects 
tree = reference t(val, tree, tree) % used for sorting lists 
val = integer *% used for sorting lists 

[ RRRRRRERAREAERARRAAERARERERREARERARERAREREEHRRARREREEREEENREEEAEREEEAEK | 

database 
d(real,real,real) % used for temporary storage 
station(s) % stores info about station in 

% internal database 
ttsCinteger, real) % average time for model i (Pj) 
node( integer, intlist) % element j with list of predecessors from 

% precedence diagram 
nCinteger, real) % work content for node j for all models 
qC integer, integer) % production quantity for model j (Nj) 
teCinteger,integer,real) % work time of element k on model j (tjk) 
minCinteger,real) % minimum value for delta and TT 
ass_line(integer,slist) % store a complete assembly line 
tCinteger, integer, integer, integer) % used for timing elapsed 

% CPU time. 
g(real,real,intlist,reallist) % used to store deltas 

% and work content 
[RRA RRRERRRRERERRERERRAERREREERAREERERREEERREREREREAREREEERRERERE ERI 

database - initial % database domain for loading initial stations 
rcinteger,intlist) % station initial values 

+ RRRARERARRIAARERARRERARARERRERENKEERRREREEE RARER REREE RARER TREK A REE f 

predicates 
route(intlist,intlist,intlist, integer) 
member (integer, intlist) 
append(intlist,intlist, intlist) 
subset(intlist, intlist) 
newnode( integer, intlist) 
writelist(intlist) 
writelist2(reallist) 
sumlist(reallist, real) 
var(reallist,real,real,integer,real) 
get(integer,real,intlist) 
get2(intlist) 
get3(real,real,intlist,reallist) 
getO(integer, intlist) 
check_limits(real) 
check_min(integer,real,real) 
save_info(integer,intlist,real,real,reallist) 
retract_all(integer) 
write_output 
write_final 
write_final1 
write_final2 
write_final3 
write_elems(slist) 
write_station(slist,real,real,real,real) 
writed 
write! 
write2 
write3 
get_tts 
input 
timer 
go 
insert(integer, tree) 
instree(intlist, tree) 
sort(intlist, intlist) 
treemembers(integer, tree) 
get_nodes(integer, integer, real) 
get_nodes2
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check_station(integer, intlist, intlist) 
lsave(integer) 
retrieve(intlist) 
store(slist) 
delete(integer, intlist, intlist) 
buildlistCinteger, intlist, intlist) 

[RERRRREEREEREREEREAREEREREREREEREREREREREEREE REE EERE IEEE EE REREREERE / 

clauses 

[ RRRRREREREERRERAREREREREREERRERERREEREEREEEREEREREEERERRERREREKHEEREREE 

go is the main clause in this program. It clears the database, reads 
the input file, loads the file with the initial values for stations and 
starts the searching procedure. After the search procedure, the 

solutions are displayed and the elapsed CPU time. 
WRRARRRRERAEERERERERREERERREERRRERERER EERE EREEREEEREERERRERRERERERERE / 

go <- 

clearwindow, % clear the screen 
retractall(_), % clear internal database 
timer, % start timer 
write("\nReading Input File ..."), % write msg 
input, % get input from file 
write("\nCalculating Averages..."), % write msg 
get_tts, % calculate averages 
get_nodes2, % setup node times 
write("\nRetrieving initial station setup..."), % write msg 
retrieve(List), % get initial values if existing 
write("\nStarting Searching Sequence now..."), % write msg 
route(List, (],(0],start). % start routing sequence 

go :- 
write_final, % write final output 
timer. % write elapsed CPU time 

[RRRRRAREEARREREERARERAREEEEEARRERERERRRERERERREREEEEEREREEREREREEEEEERE 

check_limits is called with TT bound and checks if TT falls between the 
Limits specified by the user. The upper and lower are specified as 
fractions not to exceed the middle value or shift time 
WRUAHRERERERERARREKRRRRREREREERRKRRREEEEEREEEEERRREEEEEERERREREEREEE EE / 

check_limits(TT) :- 
TT <= middle*(1+upper), % check upper limit 
TT >= middle*(1- lower). % check lower Limit 

[RARRHRRERARREREREREREERREERERERERERREREEREREREREEEEREREREREERERERERERE 

get_tts calculates the average or "ideal" time for model i for a 
station. (Pi) 
Pi := (Sum of all element times) x (# of units) / (# of stations) 
RERHKRHEREREREREERERERREEREEERERRERERERRERRRERRERREERRERRRERREKEEEEEEE / 

get_tts :- 
q(1,QQ), % get production quantity for model i 
findall(x,te(_,1,X),List), % find all element times for model i ... 
sumlist(List,Sum), % ... sum them all 
Temp = Sum*QQ/nn, % calculate Pi 
assert(tts(I,Temp)), % put value in internal database 
fail. % fail in order to backtrack 

% through all models 

get_tts. % returns after all models 

[RERARRAREREREREREEEREREREREERRERERERERRERERERRRERREEEEKRERERERKERAKRERER 

get_nodes2 calculates the work content for a given node (element) for 
all models and inserts the value into the database. This value is then 
used when sorting the list of work elements 
RARE KRAEMER REERERERRERREEEREREEREERRREERRERREEERERREREEREEREREERE / 

get_nodes2 :- 
node(I,_), % get first node 
get_nodes(I,1,0), % calculate work content time 
fail. % backtrack to next node 

get_nodes2. % return when all nodes done.
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get_nodes(J,1,X) :- % recursive clause to get all models 
q(1,QQ), % get production quantity 
1, % do not backtrack if model found 
tecJ,1,Y), % get element time 
Sum = X + QQ*y, % get sum 
1221+ 1, % get next model 
get_nodes(J,12,Sum). 

get_nodes(J,_,X) :- % if no model found, then 
assertz(n(J,X)). % insert value into database 

[RERRRRHEERARREEARERERERREREERERREKRRKERERERRERRAERETREREEREREEAHREREERR 

input uses the external program INPUT.EXE to write data in the correct 
format to load into the internal database. INPUT.EXE Must be present in 
default directory or accessible through PATH statement. For the format 
of the datafile, see SAMPLE1.DAT 
MHRRERRREERAREREERRREREREEERERERERERERERRRERERRERERERRRERERRRERERERERE / 

input :- 
format(Outstring,"input.exe % temp % x", input_fname, 

n_elements,n_models), 
system(Outstring), % execute INPUT 
consult("temp"). % load facts in internal database 

[RRAREREEREREEEREREREREREERRERERREREREREREEERURREEEEREERRER ERNE RENEE 

get is called with N and List bound and returns the element time X for 
model N for every element in the list. 
RRKRARERERARERERERRRERERRERERERAEEEREEERERERERRREEKEERRERERRREEREEREKE 7 

get(N,X,List) :- 
te(1,N,X), % get element time X for model N element I 
member(I,List). % check if I is a member of the given list 

% no backtracking here! 

DASE IAI TE IIIT AIRS ITO IOI IATA IAIN 

get2 is called with List bound and computes the work content TT, the 
"smoothness" indicator Delta and the station times for a MODEL only. 
These 3 values are then stored in the internal database to be retrieved 

by get3 , 
HRAKRERERREREREREEHERERERERERRARHERREREREERERRRRERAREREEREREERERERE HEE / 

get2(List) :- 
q(1,QQ), % get first model I and quantity QQ 
findall(X,get(I,X,List),List2), % put all element times in List2 
sumlist(List2,Sum), % sum all element times 
TT = QQ*Sum, % calculate total work 

% content for model 
tts(1,Temp), % get average for this model 
Delta = abs(Temp-TT), % calculate difference 
assertz(d(TT,Delta,Sum)), % insert into database 
fail. % fail to next model 

get2(_). % return when all models done 

[RRBRRARRRREERERERAERREREERERERREREERERERREEEREARREEREERREERERERHKERERK 

get3 is called with List bound and returns Total_T and Total_Delta 
which is the sum of TT and Delta respectively (from get2) for ALL 

models. Times is a list which returns the station times for all models 
RHRARKRERERRERRRRERERRERRERHRARREREERRREREREERERERERERRERKRREREREREEEEE / 

get3(Total_T,Total_Delta,List,Times) :- 
retractall(d(_,_,_)), % clear database first 
get2(List), % calculate values for all models 
findall(TT,d(TT,_,_),List2), % find all work 

% content times 
findall(Delta,d(_,Delta,_),List3), % find all deltas 
findall(Sum,d(_,_,Sum), Times), % put station times ina List 
sumlist(List2,Total_T), % sum the list 
sumlist(List3,Total_Delta). % " 

[RERRRARRRAERERRERERERERRERERER AEE EEREEEREREREREREEEEREREREEEREREEEKREER 

newnode is called with Current (list of nodes) bound and returns all 
nodes NOT already in Current for which all precedence requirements have
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been satisfied, that is all precedence nodes are in Current. 
RRRKKERERRHRARARAARKREREREREEEREERERERERER ERE KERRIER RARER ERERERERERERE / 

newnode(I,Current) :- 
node(!I,Predlist), % get node I and it's list of predecessors 
not(member(]1,Current)), % is I already in Current? 
subset (Predlist,Current). % are all predecessors in Current? 

[EERERRRRRARERERRREEREERERRERERRERRAEREREREREARER ERR REER EERE AIE REAR 

subset is called with both lists bound and succeeds if the first list 
is a subset of the second list, that is if all elements in the first 
List are included in the second list. 
HERRERKEEREEERERERREEERERERERERERERERRERERRERRERERENEEEREREREEERRREEEE / 

subset([],_). % trivial case 
subset((H{T],L) :- 

member (H,L), % H a member of list L, is 
% this member does not backtrack! 

subset(T,L). % if yes then test rest of list 

[ RARRERERRAERAEEREREREREERRAREREREREEEERERERER ARERR REREREREERUEREREEEKRE 

getO is called with List bound and returns all nodes which are not in 
List. 
WHKRERRERERERERERRRERRRRERERURRERERHERERERREERERUREREEEKEERERERERERERE / 

getO(N,List) :- 
node(N,_), % get any node N 
not(member(N,List)). % is N a member of given List? 

[RRRRARRERARRKERERARERERRERRERRREEEERERERERREERENREREREREEERARERERAREER 

save_info stores the information about a station in the internal 
database to be retrieved later by the output routine. 
syntax : save_info(Station #, List of Elements, Work Content, 

Difference, Delta,List of model station times) 
RRARRERRARREREERERREERERREREREEERREERERRRERERERRRERREREERERERERERREREE / 

save_info(N,Elm_list,Work_content,Delta,Model_list) :- 
retract_all(N), % remove all stations >= N 
Difference = abs(middle-Work_content), 
var(Model_list,0,0,0,Var), % get variance of station times 
assertz(station(s(N,Elm_list,Work_content ,Difference,Delta,Var,Model_list))). 

% insert new value into database 

[RRAREREREREREREERREREREREREERRREEREREEEEREERERERREERRERRRERRRERRERERER 

retract_all(N) removes all stations >= N from database 
allways succeeds 
RHEKRAREREEKRRERERRERERERARRERRRRRREREERERRERERAEREERRRKEERREREERARREE f 

retract_all(N) :- 
retract(station(s(N, , , , ,.,_.))), % retract station N 
!, % do not backtrack 
N2 =N + 1, % get next station 
retract_all(N2). % retract next station 

retract_all(_). % return if no more stations 

[RRARERAERAERERRERERAREEEEERREEEREREREEREEREREREERRREREREREREREREAREREE 

write_output is called when the last station is reached and valid, i.e. 
station limits are OK. write_output writes the intermediate results and 
also updates the minimum values 
RARER RERERREREREREREREREEREREREKEERRERERERRRERKREEEEEERERRERERERREKE / 

write_output :- 
writeO,writel,writed. 

writed :- % writes memory status 
clearwindow, % clear screen 
storage(S,H,T), % get memory status 

% write status 
write("\nStacksize = ",S," Heapsize = ",H," Trailsize = ",T), 
nt. 

writel :- *% writes the elements in every station 
write("\n Station Work Elements"), % write heading
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fail. 

writel :- 

station(s(],List,_,_, +_+_)), % get a station 
nl,writec™ "1," "y, % write station # 
writelist(List), % write work elements 
fail. % backtracks to next station 

writel. * return after all stations 

write2 :- % writes rest of information 
% write heading 

writec"\n\nSt Work Cnt Diff Delta Var Station Times"), 
fail. % backtrack to second clause 

write2 :- 
station(s(I,_,Work,Difference,Delta,Var,Times)), % get a station 

% write station information 
writef("\n % 47.2 47.2 47.2 %7.2",1,Work,Difference,Delta,Var), 
writelist2(Times), % write station times 
fail. % backtracks to next station 

write2 :- 
% after all stations are written, go to this clause and 
% write totals and update minimum values 
% first find all stations with findall 

findal l(Work,station(s(_, ,Work, ,_,_,_)),List1), 
findall(Delta,station(s(_,_,_,_,Delta,_,_)),List2), 
findal l(Difference,station(s(_,_,_,Difference, , ,_)),List3), 
findall(Var,station(s(_,_,_,_,_,Var,_)),List4), 
sumlist(List1,Sum1),sumlist(List2,Sum2), % sum lists 
sumlist(List3,Sum3),sumlist(List4,Sum4), 
WRITE HY eee r rte tere r er cence w enc wee wren ener e rrr n mene e mateo mena a werent enna wenane "y, 

% write out the totals 
writef("\n 47.2 47.2 47.2 = %7.2 = \n\n",Sum1,Sum3, Sum2, Sum), 

% now update minimum values 
check_min(1,Sum2,Min_delta), % update delta 
check_min(2,Sum3 ,Min_diff), % update difference 
check_min(3,Sum,Min_var), % update variance 

% write minimum values 
writef("Min values: %7.2 %7.2 4%7.2 \n\n",Min_diff,Min_delta,Min_var). 

writes :- % writes the elements in every station 
write("\n Station TT Work Elements"), 
fail. 

write3 :- 
station(s(I,List,TT,_,_,_,_)), % get a station 
nl,writef(" %3 45.1 "1,1T), 
writelist(List), 
fail. % backtracks to next station 

write3. 

[AERRRARRRARERREERAREREERERERERRERRRARRERERERRRERRERERRRERERRERKEREKEEE 

check_min compares the value with the minimum value found and if it's 
less it gets stored as the new minimum value. If the minimum value is 
the same, it gets stored as well 
RHRRRARREER ARE RRRERRREREREREEERERRERREREEEREEREREERERREREREREREREREEEE / 

check_min(1I,Value,Min) :- 
mincl,Min), % get value 
Value > Min, % compare 
', % if bigger exit, do not backtrack 

check_min(I,Value,Value) :- 
min(l,Min), % get current minimum 
abs(Min-Value) < 1.0E-10, % equal value so store also 
! % do not backtrack 
findall(xX,station(X),List), % find all stations for this line 
asserta(ass_line(I,List)). % insert into database 

check_min(I,Value,Value) :- % new value is smaller than 
4 current minimum 

retractall(min(I,_)), % retracts old value 
asserta(min(I,Value)), % put new value in database
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retractall(ass_line(I,_)), % retract old assembly Line 
findall(X,station(X),List), % find all stations for new line 
asserta(ass_line(I,List)). % insert new minimum value in database 

[REAR RIAIAII AAA RIAA IITA IA II IAAI ARIAT IISA AI AIA IEE IIIT NA IAI IAI III I TIN 

write_final writes the station with the minimum values found. It is 
called after all combinations have been tried 
REHRRREEEREEREREERRERERE EERE RERERRERERERRERERRERREREREEREEREREREREEREE / 

write final :- write_final1, 
write_final2, 
write final3. 

write_final1 :- % write lines with smoothest stations 
ass_lLine(1,X), % get assm. line with smoothest stations 

% write headings 
write("\n\nThe assembly with the smoothest stations (minimum delta) : "), 
write("\n\n Station Work Elements"), 
write_elems(X), % write work elements 

% write another heading 
write("\n\nSt Work Cnt Diff Delta Var Station Times"), 
write _station(xX,0,0,0,0), % write station information 
fail. % fail for next line 

write final’. % return after all lines done 

write _final2 :- % write Lines with lowest difference in 
% work content for all stations 

ass_line(2,X), % get assembly line 
% write headings 

write("\n\nThe assembly with the lowest difference in work content : "), 
write("\n\n Station Work Elements"), 
write_elems(X), % write work elements 

% write another heading 
writeC"\n\nSt Work Cnt Diff Delta Var Station Times"), 
write_station(X,0,0,0,0), % write station information 
fail. % fail for next line 

write_final2. % returns after all Lines done 

write _final3 :- % write lines with lowest variance 
ass_line(3,X), % get assembly line 

% write headings 
write("\n\nThe assembly with the lowest variance in station times : "), 
write("\n\n Station Work Elements"), 
write_elems(X), % write work elements 

% write another heading 
writec"\n\nSt Work Cnt Diff Delta Var Station Times"), 
write_station(x,0,0,0,0), % write station information 
fail. % fail for next line 

write_final3. % returns after all lines done 

[RRRREREREAREREREEEEREERREERRERRAREEERERREREERRMENEEEREEERRRERREREREEREER 

write_elems writes out work elements of a station 
RHEREEHREAHERRKERREEHEREEKREREREREREREREREREEEEEERREEERERERERREKEEKRERERE / 

write_elems((]). % empty list, so done. 
write_elems({s(I,Elements, ,_,_,_,_){T]) :- | % non empty List 

write("\n ,1," "), % write station # 
writelist(Elements), % write work elements 
write_elems(T). % write rest of list 

[RARER REAREERREERREERENEERERREREREREREREENRERERERREERERERERRERE RENEE E 

write_station writes out the information for a line. It is called 
recursively until all stations are done. At this point all totals are 
written. 
RHEE HREREREREREREEREREREREEREEERERERERRRREEEREREREREREHREREERRERHREERE / 

write_station([],T_work,T_diff,?_delta,T_var) :- 
% write rest of station info - all stations are done 

WEI TEC N= oon nen nce ner r erent etc c cree n reer eect e ere c ene n cee nee nee e rene en eene 
% write station parameters
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writef("\n 47.2 %7.2 &7.2 &7.2 \n\n",T_Work,T_diff,T_delta,T_var). 
write_station([s(1,_,Work,Difference,Detta,Var, Times) !T] ,Sum1, Sum2, Sum3, Sum) :- 

% writes first element in the list 
writef("\n % 47.2 %7.2 %7.2 %7.2",1,Work,Difference,Delta, Var), 
writelist2(Times), % write station times 
$Sum1 = Sum1 + Work, % sum the work content 
SSum2 = Sum2 + Difference, % sum the differences 
SSum3 = Sum3 + Delta, % sum the delta values 
SSum = Sum + Var, % sum the station variances 

% write remainder of the stations in the line 

write_station(T,SSum1,SSum2,SSum3,SSum). 

[RRRAREREREREEEERURRERERREREEERERREEERRERERREREREREEREREEEERREERURREREE 

The route clause is the search engine which generates all possible 
combinations. The syntax is as follows: 

route(List1,List2,List3,N) 
where: List! = list of elements (nodes) already assigned in PREVIOUS 

stations 
List2 = list of elements considered or assigned for this station 
List3 = maintenance List to avoid permutations of same list 

N = station number (integer) | 
WHA REEEERERERE RARER REAREER ERE REREEMREEREREREREERRREEEEREERERRREREREE / 

route(Final, ,_,nn) :- % go here for last station 
nn = nn2, 
findall(N,getO(N, Final), Final2), % find all remaining stations 
get3(TT Delta, Final2,Times), ' &% get total time and delta 
check_limits(TT), % checks limits 
save_info(nn,Final2,TT,Delta,Times), % store station info 
write_output, % write station and compare min's 
fail. % backtrack 

route(_,_,_,N) 3- % go here for intermediate station 
N > nn, % if intermediate station 
write_output, % write station and compare min's 
fail. % backtrack 

route(Ass, [H}T],_,1) :- 
% this clause checks if TT is within limits, if yes, the station 
% is accepted and the next station is started. If no, the clause 
% fails to the next one 

I <n, 
I <= nnd, % checks if not final station 
not(r(l,_)), % are all constraints satisfied 
g(TT,Delta, (HIT) ,Times), % get deltas and total time 
check_limits(TT), % checks limits 
save_info(I,{H!T],TT,Delta,Times), % store station info 
writed,write3, % write the station and it's work content 
append(Ass, [H|T],Ass2), % append this list to already 

% assigned list (List1) 

l2= 1+ 1, % increment station counter 
route(Ass2,[],(0],12). % start search for next station 

route(Ass,L, (H!T],N) :- 
% this clause generates the combinations it either chooses the next 
% element out of the list of possible elements or backtracks to the 
% member clause to find a new combination 

N < nn, 
N <= nn2, % checks if not final station 
append(Ass,L,Ass2), % append L to already assigned list 
findall(1,newnode(I,Ass2),Avail), % find list of all possible 

% elements to assign 
sort(Avail ,Avail2), % sort list according to work 

% contents 
check_station(N,Avail2,Avail3), % check station against initial 

% values 
member (X,Avail3), % get any member of the list 
X>H, % checks for permutation of 

% same station 
append(L, [X],L2), % append X to current station list 
get3(TT,Delta,L2,Times), % get total work and delta
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retractall(g(_,_,_,_)), % clear database first 
asserta(g(TT,Delta,L2,Times)), % store in database 
TT <= middle*(1 + upper), % if element too big, 

% backtrack to member 
route(Ass,L2, [X,H/T],N). % check if this list can 

% make a station 

% this goes to second route clause, 
% note that station counter is not 
% incremented. 

[RRRRAREEREREARERRERREREERERERRERREREERERER EERE RERREREREEEREREREREERE 

The member clause is a very important part of the search algorithm. 
There is no cut so all possible elements can be obtained by 
backtracking. 
SRHRRERAREHRERERREREERERERERERRRERRRAREREEEREREERREREREREEURERERERERRERE f 

member (X, (X1_]). % check first element in list (head) 
member(X,(_j,T1) s- 

member (X,T). % check rest of the list (tail) 

[ RRRRERENRERRRERRERERERERURERERRERERERERERERRERERERREEKRERREREREREEERER 

append adds two lists to form a third. 
syntax : append(List1,List2,List3). List3 :s= List1 + List2 
RREKRREKRERRRRERERRRERURRRERRERRRREEERERERRRRAEREREEREREREREEREREREREEE / 

append([], List, List). % trivial case 
append((X}L1], List2, (x}L3]) :- 

append(L1, List2, L3). % recursive call 

[BERRARRERERREREERRRARERERREREREEREREEEEREREREREEREREREERREREREREAREREN 

var calculates the variance of a list 
REAR REUEREREREREREREERERRERRERREEREHREEREREERREREEREEEREREERRERERERE / 

var((],Sx,Sxx,N,Var) :- % empty list 
Var = Sxx/N - Sx*Sx/N/N. % get variance 

var((H!T],Sx,Sxx,N,Var) :-  % non-empty List 
Sx2 = Sx + H, % sum of elements 
Sxx2 = Sxx + H*H, *% sum of squared elements 
N2=N+1, % increase counter 
var(T,Sx2,Sxx2,N2,Var). % remainder (tail) of list 

[RRARARRRERRRERERERARRRERURREREERERERERARRERRRERRRREER RA RREREERRERREREER 

The following clauses are all used to sort a list of integers. The 
clauses are taken directly from the Turbo Prolog User's Manual. The 
sorting method used is tree based sorting and is therefore very fast. 
RERRERRERRRKERRREREERREERERREREEREERERRERERRERRERREEERRERERREKHRERERRRE | 

insert(Val, t(Val, _, _)) :- !. 
insert(Val, t(Val1, Tree, _)) :- 

ncval,X), 

n(vali,Y), 
X>Y, 1, 
insert(Val, Tree). 

insert(Val, t(_, _, Tree)) :- 
insert(Val, Tree). 

instree({], _). 
instree((H{T], Tree) :- 

insert(H, Tree), 
instree(T, Tree). 

treemembers(_, T) :- 
free(T), !, 
fail. 

treemembers(X, t(_, L, _)) :- 
treemembers(X, L). 

treemembers(X, t(Refstr, _, _)) :- 
X = Refstr. 

treemembers(X, t(_, _, R)) :- 
treemembers(X, R).
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sort(L, L1) :- 
instree(L, Tree), 
findall(x, treemembers(X, Tree), L1). 

[RERRARERERERERERERREREREREREREREERERARREREERERERREREEEEAERERRER EERE 

timer calculates the elapsed CPU time. When called the first time, the 
start time is stored in the database. When called the second time, the 
difference between the start time and the current time is computed and 
displayed. 
WHRERURRERRRRERERRARERERAERER REE RREEKERAREEERRERENERRERERERREEREEREEEE | 

timer :- 
t(H1,M1,81,D1), % if it's the second time called then 
1, % do not backtrack to second clause 

% calculate start time in seconds 
Timei = 01/100 + $1 + M1*60 + H1*3600.0, 
time(H2,M2,S2,D02), % get ending time 

% calculate end time in seconds 
Time2 = 02/100 + S2 + M2*60 + H2*3600.0, — 
Diff = Time2 - Timel, % get difference 
Hours = trunc(Diff/3600), % cale. hours 
Diff2 = Diff - Hours*3600.0, 
Min = trunc(Diff2/60), % calc. minutes 
DIiff3 = Diff2 - Min*60, 
Sec = Diff3, % calc. seconds 

% write elapsed time 
writef("\n\nElapsed CPU time : %3 Hours %3 Minutes %5.2 Seconds\n",Hours,Min,Sec). 

timer :- % if it's first time 
time(H1,M1,81,D1), % get current time 
asserta(t(H1,M1,S81,D1)). % store in database 

[RRRRRARRERAEEERERRERERERREREREREREREREREEERERERERREREERREEREKRRERERRER 

check_station checks the station | against the value in the initial 
database If the station is not in the database, the check_station 
succeeds. If the station is in the database and the list of elements 
differs, then check_station fails and nothing else is done. If the 
lists of elements match then check_station succeeds and the clause is 
removed from the internal database. This means that the search 
procedure has reached the point at which the setup was saved, and can 
now go on and look for more solutions. 
HEARAEERERRERERREARERRERRERERRWREEERUREREREREERERRURENRERERAREREEREREEEKE / 

check_station(I,X,X) :- % no restrictions, just return 
not(r(I,_)), % same list 
1. % do not backtrack 

check_station(I,List, (H}List2]) :- 
rci,CH]),!, % just one element in initial 

% value list 
delete(H,List,List2), % delete this value from list 
retractall(r(I,_)). % restriction satisfied 

% therefore remove restriction 

%H is deleted from the middle 

% of the list and added to the 

% front of the list. 

check_station(I,List, (H/List2]) :- 
rcl, CHIT)), % more than one element in 

% initial value List 
delete(H,List,List2), % delete this value from list 
retractall(r(I,_)), % remove original restriction 
asserta(r(I,T)). % add new one to database 

% H is deleted from the middle 

% of the List and added to the 

% front of the list. 

[BRRRARRERERREERERREREREREEREEEREEERERREREERERERERREREEREREREEREREEREE 

lsave is a command that lets the user save the current setup to a file 
that can be retrieved later. The fite must have a .dba extension 
N is the assembly line to save.
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N=1 : minimum delta Line saved 

N=2 : minimum difference Line saved 

N=3 : minimum variance line saved 
RRERERRRERERRERERRERERERERERERERREREREEERRERRERRERERKERERERERREREREREE / 

lsave(N) :- 
ass_line(N,Line), % get assembly line N 
store(Line), % store station # and element list 
write("\n\nEnter a filename :"), % get filename 
readin(Filename), 
save(Filename, initial). % save database to file 

[RRRARRRERAERERRRERRRRREEEREEREREREREERRRERRERERERREREREREERRARREREAEER 

store takes a list of stations and breaks it up to insert it into the 
initial database domain. 
RRARRRRRARRREEKURRERERREEERERRERERERURRERRERREEREREREERERRREREEREREEEE | 

store([}). % empty list 
store({s(I,List,_,_,_,_,_){TJ) :- 

assertz(r(I,List),initial), % store station # and element List 
store(T). * store rest of line 

[ERRRRRERREREAEERREEREREERRREERRERRERERERERERREREREEEREERUREREEREREERKE 

retrieve loads a set of stations previously saved into the database and 
also builds the list of initial stations for the route clause. 
If start = 1 then the stations are only restrictions otherwise if 
start > 1 the stations already assigned must be taken into account in 
order not to be repeated. 
RRERRERERRRERREREEKRARREREREENRERRERUEERRERERERRKAREEURERREREREREREREEE / 

retrieve(List) :- 

write("\n\nName of database to retrieve : "), % get filename 
makewindow(1,7,0,"Database Filename", 10,10,10,60), 
dir("","* dba", Filename,1,1,1), % get filename 
removewindow, 
consult(Filename, initial), % load facts 
write("\nStation with initial values successfully loaded"), 
start > 1, % if start > 1 
1, % do not backtrack 
buildlist¢1, f],List). % get list of already assigned elements 

retrieve([]). % if start = 1 then return empty list 

[RRRRRRRRRRARRERRRERAREEREREEERRAEERHERRERERRRRREERRERERREERERKREEREAK IE 

buildlist builds a list for the route clause of elements already 
assigned in previous stations. buildlist is called recursively until 
the counter = start. 
HHRRRRERERERRRREERRRRERRERRERERRRRERRERERERERRRARERERRRERERRRERRERREEEE / 

buildlist(start,Answer,Answer) :- !.  % return if counter = start 
buildlist(I,List,Answer) :- 

rcI,List1), % get station 

!, % do not backtrack 
append(List1,List,List3), % append list 
I2=21+ 1, % increment counter 
buildlist(12,List3,Answer). % call recursively 

[RARREREERRERRERERREREEAREEAUERERERRERERERRERERREEREREEREREEREEREEEEEEE 

sumlist sums the elements of a list of reals 
RARER RRRERRARRRRRREEREREUERR RARER REERREEERRERERRRERERRERREREREREREREKEKE / 

sumlist([],0). % empty list 
sumlist({H!T],S):- % non-empty List 

sumlist(T,S2), % sum tail of List 
$= S$2+H. 

[ERRRRRREKRRRERERRRERERREREREREREREERAEEREEEERERERRUEERERREEREEEEREEREER 

writelist writes out a List separated with spaces 
RRRRKERREREREREERRREREERERREKEEREEEREREREEREEERREERERERERRRREEREREREEE / 

writelist((]). % empty list 
writelist([H]T]) :- % non-empty list 

writecH," "), % write head of list 
writelist(T). % write tail of list
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[EREREERRRRRREREEEREEREREERERERERRERRREEREREREREREEREREEREREEERREREERERE 

writelist2 writes out a list formatted in a specific way 
HRRERRERRRARRERERRRRREERERRERREEEEEREREEEEEREEEREEERERERRRERRERERERERE / 

writelist2([]). % empty list 
writelist2(H!T]) :- % non-empty List 

writef("%6.2",H), % write head of list 
writelist2(T). % write tail of list 

[EERRRERRAERERERERERRERERERKEEERERRREREEREREREREREREREREEREEREEEEMRERE EN 

delete deletes an element froma list. If the element is not in the 
list, the clause fails. 
RRRRRAREERERRREREEREREREREREEREREERERRREEHEREREREERRERERERERKEERREREEE | 

delete(X, (X!T),T) :- }. % deletes an element froma list 
delete(X, (H}T], CH|Newlist]) :- 

delete(X,T,Newlist).
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{LERRRRRRERKIERERRERRRERREREEAERIEREEEEEREREERREREEEAEREEERERIAEEREREREEEEER 

PROGRAM4 .PAS 
RREERKRERKERRERRERREERRERERERREREREKERRERERREKREREERREREERREREAREKREREAKEK 

Macaskill's penalty method : Serial version 
  

This program finds the optimal sequence for a mixed model Line. The 
program uses Macaskill's penalty method, which assigns a penalty cost 
to each inefficiency. Concurrent work is disallowed. 

The format of the datafile is as follows: 

1. The model quantities 01, Q2, ... 
2. For each model, the station times for all stations 
3. The four penalty cost parameters 
4. The station length, upper boundary and lower boundary. 

See SAMPLE3.dat for an example of an input file. 
No specific formatting of the data is required. 
The program calculates the launching rate c. 

written by P. R. Smith, November 1990. Tested with Turbo Pascal v5.0 
RHRRKEKRERRERKRERRRERREURERRERURRERRERERRRURERERERRREERERREEREREEEERERE 

{$N+) 

const 
n_station = 19; {number of stations} 
n_models = 6; {number of models) 
input_fname = 'SAMPLE3.DAT'; {input filename} 

(LERRERRREEREERRERRREREEREREEREREEREHREREREERREREREEREKERREREREREERERERERY 

var 
d {operation time for unit i in station j} 

: array(1..n_models,1..n_station] of double; 
I_cost,C_cost,D_cost,U_cost {Inefficiency Cost parameters) 

: double; 
t, {station length} 
tu, {upstream allowance) 
td, {downstream allowance) 
a, {arrival time of unit in station) 
X, {exit time of unit in station} 
Ss {start of work on unit) 

: array[1..n_station] of double; 
ed, {ending time of PREVIOUS model) 
el, {ending time of CURRENT model) 
temp {temporary array for holding} 

fending times} 
: array(0..n_station] of double; 

ttwe {work content for each model} 
: array(1..n_models] of double; 

Q {prod quantities) 
: array[1..n_models] of integer; 

n_units {total # of units to produce) 
: integer; 

c, {launching interval} 

tot_we {total work content for all models} 
: double; 

{ARERR RREERRRERREREEEEEREREERREREERERREEEREREEREREEREREERERRERKREKEREKRE 

procedure get_input; {reads input from datafile} 
var 

i,j : integer; 
‘input : text; 

begin 
assign( input, input_fname); 
reset(input);
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for i := 1 to n_models do {read model quantities} 
read(input,Q9[i]); 

for i := 1 to n_models do 
for j := 1 to n_station do 

read(input,dLi,jJ); {read station times) 
read(input,I_cost,D_cost,C_cost,U_cost); {read penalty costs} 
for i := 1 to n_station do 

read( input, tli), tulil],td{i}); {read station parameters) 
close( input); 

end; 

(ARERR RRREKARRRRERRRRRERREREEEREEKEREREREEERERERERAERRERENREEURREREREAERE 

procedure write_input; {prints out input parameters for verifying) 
var 

i,j : integer; 
sum : double; 

begin 
writeln; 
for i := 1 to n_models do 

begin 

sum := 0.0; 
for j := 1 to n_station do {calculate work content for) 

{each model} 
sum s:= sum + d{[i,j}; 

writeln('Total time for model ',i:3,' = ',sum:10:4); 
end; 

writeln;: {write penalty costs) 
writeln¢' I_cost : ',I_cost:6:2,' D_cost : ',D_cost:6:2, 

' C_cost : ',C_cost:6:2,' U_cost : ',U_cost:6:2); 
writeln; {write station sizes} 
writeln(! t tu td'); 
for i := 1 to n_station do 
writeln(t(i] 28:2, tuli] :8:2,tdli) 8:2); 

writeln; 
end; 

{RRRKERRRRRHREERARERERERERRERERERRERRERERRERRERRREREEREREEERERKEREEEEEE EH) 

procedure init; {set up initial values for sequencing method) 
var 

j,k : integer; 
begin 

a(1] := 0; {arrival time of first unit) 
e0[0] := 0; {ending time of previous unit} 
for j := 1 to n_station do 

begin 
x{j] := alj] + tj; {calculate departure times} 
if j < n_station then 

alj+i) := x{jl; {arrival time of next unit) 
eO{j] := alj); {ending times of previous unit} 

end; 
el := e0; {ending times of current model} 
n_units := 0; 
tot_we := 0; 
for k := 1 to n_models do {calculate total work content) 

begin 

n_units := n_units + Q{k]; {calculate total number of units} 
ttwelk] := 0.0; {work content at station k)} 
for j := 1 to n_station do 

ttwe(k] := ttwe(k] + d{k,j]; 
tot_we := tot_we + ttwe[k]*Q(k]; 

end; 
c := tot_we/n_units/n_station; {calculate launching interval) 

end; 

(ERRREEREREREERREREREERRERREEEREEERERARERREERREERREERREKRERERERERERRERE 

function max(a,b : double) : double; 
begin {returns the maximum value of a and b}
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if a <b then 

max := b 

else 

max := a e 

end; 

(EERERRRERRRERERERERRAREERERIEREREREEREREREE REESE RENEE ERE EIAERANEITERY 

{ This procedure computes the total penalty cost for a given model) 
procedure get_cost (model:integer; var I1,DD,UU,CC,Total : double); 

var 
j : integer; 
I1,F,U,C : double; ({Idle, deficiency, Utility Congestion) 

begin 
II := O; DD := O; UW := 0; CC := 0; Total := 0; 
{write heading) 
{ 
writeln¢' j tt tu td a x s e0 els! F U C'); 
) 
for j := 1 to n_station do (for every station) 

begin 
I := 0; F s= 0; U s= 0; C := 0; 
{ inefficiency TIMES for this station only!} 
{ *** Upstream equations *** } 
if (alj] - eOCj]) > tulj] then (Case 1) 

if Cafj] - tulj]) > el[j-1] then 
begin 

I := afj] - tulj] - eO[jl; 
F := tulj]; 
s{j] := alj] - tulj); 

:= el[j-1] - eO[j); 
F := max(alj]-el[j-1),0); 
s{j] := elfj-1; 

else if (afj] - eO{j]) > 0 then {Case 2) 
if el[j-1] < eO[j) then 

begin 
F := a(j] - eOCj); 
s{j]) := e0[j); 

end 

else 
begin 

t= el[j-1] - eOLj); 
F z= max(alj] - el(j-1],0); 
s{j] s= el({j-1}; 

end 
else {Case 3) 

begin 

s(j] := maxCel[j-1],e0(j]); 
I := max(el[j-1]-e0(j),0); 

end; 

{ *** Downstream equations *** } 
if (s{j] + d({model,j]) > (x{j] + tdlj]) then 

begin 
U := s{j) + d{model,j] - (xfj] + td[j]); 
C := td{jl; 
el(j] := xfj] + td(j); 

end 
else 

begin 

C := max(s(j]+d{model, j)-x{j],0); 
e1(j] := sj] + d{model, jl; 

end; 
{display results}
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{ 
writeln(j:3,¢0j]:5:1,tulj):5:1,td(jj]:5:1,aCj)]:7:2,xlj):7:2, 

$(€j):7:2,e0(j):7:2,e1(j):7:2,1:5:2,F:5:2,U:5:2,C:5:2); 
> 
{Update Total Inefficiency Times} 
Il s= 11 + Is 

DD := DD + F; 
UU := UU + U; 
cC := (CC + C; 

end: { end of station loop } 
{compute total penalty cost} 
Total := II*I_cost + DD*D_cost + UU*U_cost + CC*C_cost; 

end; 

(ERRRRRRRERERRERKRERERERRRERRERRDERRERERERERERRERERREERERRERERERERE ERE 

This procedure computes the total cost for all models of a given 
sequence. It also does the sequencing itself, the model with the lowest 
penalty cost is chosen. In case of a tie, the model with the biggest 
work content is selected. 
HHERRKHRRERERRRERERERERERRERRERENRRRERREREEREKERERREEEREERKEREEERERERE | 

procedure get_total_cost; 
var 

{vars to hold times and cost for model} 
Idle, Def ,Util,Con,Total_cost,Min,Max, 
{vars to hold total times and cost) 
TTotal,J_Total,D_Total,U_Total,C_Total 

: double; 
{arrays to hold temporary values} 
I_temp,D_temp,U_temp,C_temp : array[1..n_models] of double; 

QQ : {counts number of models produced) 
array(1..n_models] of integer; 

i,j,k,next : integer; 
begin 

init; {initialize a,x,e0,e1)} 
TTotal := 0; 
I_Total := 0; D_Total := 0; 
U_Total 0; C_Total := 0; {init total times} 
for i := 1 to n_models do 

QQ til QCil; 
for i := 1 to n_units do 

begin 
Min := 1e5; {initialize min and max} 
Max := 0.0; 

ee
 

oe
 

~>
 

1 
—
 
H
t
 

writeln(' Model Idle Con Work Def Utility Total Work Content’); 

for k := 1 to n_models do 
if QQ{k] > 0 then {are all units of model k produced?) 

begin 

get_cost(k, Idle,Def,Util,Con,Total_cost); 
{store in temp arrays} 
I_temp[k] := Idle; D_temp(k] := Def; 
U_temp(k] := Util; C_temp(k] := Con; 

writeln(k:5, Idle:10:4,Def:10:4,Uril:10:4,Con:10:4, 
Total_cost:10:4, ttwe[(k] :10:4); 

{check if new minimum found) 
if (Total_cost<Min) or ((Total_cost=Min) and (ttwce[k]>Max)) then 

begin 
Min := Total_cost; 
Max := ttweo kl]; 
next := k; {save model number} 
temp := el; {save ending times for this model) 

end; 
end;
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QQ{next] := QQ[next] - 1; {decrement counter for this model} 
I Total := I_Total + I_temp[next]; 
D_Total := D_Total + D_temp[next]; 
U_Total := U Total + U_temp[next]; 
C_Total := C_Total + C_temp[next]; 
{display results} 

writeln('Minimum : ‘,next:3,' Total Penalty Cost :',Min:10:4); 

writeln; 

TTotal := TTotal + Min; 
e0 := temp; {set up times for next model) 
for j := 1 to n_station do 

begin 
a({j] := alj] + ¢; 

x{j] := x{j] + ¢; 

  

end; 
end; {next unit} 

{all units done, display total output) 
writeln; 
writeln(! Summary Statistics'); 
writeln(! '): 
writeln; 
writeln('Number of units : ',n_units:10); 
writeln('Total Work Content : ',tot_we:10:4); 
writeln('Launching Interval ; ',c:10:4); 
writetn: : 
writeln('Total Inefficiencies for this sequence : '); 
writeln; 
writeln('Idle Time : ',f_total:10:4); 
writeln('Work Deficiency Time : ',D_total:10:4); 
writeln('Utility Work : ',U_total:10:4); 
writeln('Work Congestion Time : ',C_total:10:4); 

writeln; 
writeln('Total Penalty Cost : ',TTotal :10:4); 

end; (get_total_cost} 

(ARRRRRRERERERERERERRREREREEREREEEREREREERENRERRREKRREEEEREREREREREKKEE ) 

{main program} 
begin 

get_input; 
write_input; 
get_total_cost; 

end. ,
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(RRREREAEREEEERERERRREREKREREREEREEREERERERKEEEREAKRERERERREREEERKEEREERRER 

PROGRAMS .PAS 
RHREKKAKEKRHREEREREEKRRRERREEEEERREEERERREEEREEEEEEEREREREREERREREEERERAKREE 

Macaskill's penalty method : Serial version 
  

This program finds the total penalty cost for a given sequence. The 
program uses Macaskill's penalty method, which assigns a penalty cost 
to each inefficiency. Concurrent work is disallowed. 

The format of the datafile is as follows: 

1. The model quantities Q1, Q2, ... 
2. For each model, the station times for all stations 
3. The four penalty cost parameters 
4. The station length, upper boundary and lower boundary. 

See SAMPLE3.dat for an example of an input file. 
No specific formatting of the data is required. 
The program calculates the launching rate c. The sequence for the units 
is not given in the data file, but in the constants section of the 
program. 

written by P. R. Smith, November 1990. Tested with Turbo Pascal v5.0 
HRRRERERRRERERERERERERREEREREEREREREREREEREEREREEKEREERERERERERREREREE 

{($N+} 

const 
n_station = 19; {number of stations} 
n_models = 6; {number of models) 
input_fname = 'SAMPLE3.DAT'; {input filename) 
n_seq = 26; {number of units in the sequence) 
sequence {array containing model numbers) 

: array{1..n_seq] of integer 

= (6,3,2,1,1,2,3,1,2,1,6,5,1,4,6,4,4,4,6,4,4,6,5,6,5,6); 

{sequence to compute) 

(RRR AREHRREREEERERRERRRERRERERERERRERREREREREREREEERERRERKEREEE 

var 
d {operation time for unit i in station j} 

: array[1..n_models,1..n_station] of double; 
I_cost,C_cost,D_cost,U cost {Inefficiency Cost parameters} 

: double; 
t, {station length} 
tu, {upstream allowance) 
td, {downstream allowance) 
a, {arrival time of unit in station} 
x, {exit time of unit in station) 
s {start of work on unit} 

: array{1..n_station] of double; 
ed, {ending time of PREVIOUS model) 
el, {ending time of CURRENT model} 
temp {temporary array for holding ending times} 

: array[0..n_station]) of double; 
ttwe {work content for each model) 

: array(1..n_models) of double; 
Q {prod quantities) 

: array({1..n_models] of integer; 
n_units {total # of units to produce) 

: integer; 
Cc, {launching interval} 
tot_we {total work content for all models} 

: double; 
(HSS nnn Onn Oonnnrnooninnnaniinrrnnnernnneoiieiinisiitiny 

-procedure get_input; . {reads input from datafile} 
var 

i,j : integer;
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input : text; 
begin 
assign( input, input_fname); 
reset(input); 
for i := 1 to n_models do {read model quantities) 

read(input,Q[i]); 
for i := 1 to n_models do 

for j := 1 to n_station do 
read(input,d{i,j]); {read station times} 

read(input,I_cost,D_cost,C_cost,U_cost); {read penalty costs} 
for i := 1 to n_station do 

read(input, tli], tuli),tdli]); {read station parameters) 
close( input); 

end; 

(HERRERA REREREEEERE RE RRERERREARRRURRERERERIRIARENARAREEEREEEEEE 

procedure write_input; {prints out input parameters for verifying) 
var 

i,j : integer; 
sum : double; 

begin 
writeln; 
for i := 1 to n_models do 

begin 
sum := 0.0; 
for j := 1 to n_station do {calculate work content for} 

{each model) 
sum ;:= sum + d[i,j); 

writeln('Total time for model ',i:3,' = ',sum:10:4); 
end; 

writeln; {write penalty costs} 
writeln(' I_cost : ',I_cost:6:2,' D_cost : ',D_cost:6:2, 

' C_cost : ',C_cost:6:2,' U_cost : ',U_cost:6:2); 
writeln; {write station sizes} 
writeln¢! t tu td'); 
for i := 1 to n_station do 
writeln(tli]:8:2,tuli) :8:2,tdli]:8:2); 

writein; 
end; 

(ARERR RREERERRRAERREERRREREERERERERERREERERERERERRRERERERERRERRRERREEKE 

procedure init; {set up initial values for sequencing method) 
var 

j,k : integer; 
begin 

a(1] := 0; {arrival time of first unit} 
e0[0) := 0; {ending time of previous unit} 
for j := 1 to n_station do 

begin 
x{j] := afj) + tj); {calculate departure times) 
if j < n_station then 

aCj*1] := x(jl; {arrival time of next unit} 
eO(j)] := aljl; {ending times of previous unit} 

end; 
e1 := e0; {ending times of current model) 

n_units := 0; 
tot_we := 0; 
for k := 1 to n_models do {calculate total work content) 

begin 

n_units := n_units + Q{k]; {calculate total number of units) 
ttwefk] := 0.0; {work content at station k} 
for j := 1 to n_station do 

ttwe(k] := ttwe(k) + d{k,j); 
tot_we := tot_we + ttwe[k] *Q[k]; 

end; 
c := tot_wc/n_units/n_station; {calculate launching interval) 

end;
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(ERRRRRRERREREREREEERER IRE REE RERARERRIEERERENRREREREEEEHEREEEEREEEEEEEY 

function max(a,b : double) : double; 
begin {returns the maximum value of a and b} 

if a <b then 

max := b 

else 
max := a 

end; 

(REAR RERRRRRERRERERERERRERERERERERREREEEERREREREREREREREREREREEEREEE 

{ This procedure computes the total penalty cost for a given model} 
procedure get_cost (model:integer; var 11,00,UU,CC,Total : double); 

var 
j : integer; 
1,F,U,C : double; (Idle, deFiciency, Utility Congestion} 

begin 

II := 0; DD := 0; UU := 0; CC :s= 0; Total := 0; 
{write heading} 
{ 
writeln¢' j t tu td a x s e0 el I F U C'); 
} : 

for j := 1 to n_station do (for every station) 
begin 

I s= 0; F s= 0; U := 0; C := 0; 
{ inefficiency TIMES for this station only!} 
{ *** Upstream equations *** } , 
if ¢alj] - eOLj]) > tufj] then (Case 1} 

if (afj] - tulj]) > el[j-1] then 
begin 

I := afj] - tulj) - eOCj); 
F := tuljl; 
s{j] := alj] - tuljl; 

end 

else 

begin 

I := el{j-1]) - eOCji; 
F := max(a(j]-e1[j-1],0); 
s[j] := ellj-1]; 

end 

else if (alj] - eO[}]) > 0 then {Case 2) 
if el({j-1] < eO{j] then 

begin 
F := alj) - eO(ji; 
s(j] := eQCjl; 

end 
else 

begin 

I := elfj-1] - eOLj); 
F := max(alj] - ei[j-1],0); 
s(j] := el{j-1]; 

end 

else (Case 3} 
begin 

s{j] := max(€ei(j-1],e0[j)); 
I := max(el[j-1]-e0([j],0); 

end; 

{ *** Downstream equations *** } 
if (s€j] + d{model,j]) > (x[j] + tdfj]) then 

' begin 
U := s{j] + d{model,j] - (x{j] + td{j]); 
C := td[j); 
e1{j] s= x{j] + td0jl; 

end 
else 

begin 
C := max(s(j]+d[model, j]-x(j1,0);
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e1[j] := s{j] + dimodel, jj; 
end; 

{display results) 
{ 
writeln(j:3,t(j]25:1,tulj):521,td(j) :5:1,alj) 

s(j]:7:2,e0(j]:7:2,e1(j]:7:2,1:5:2,F: 
27:2,x[j]:7:2, 
5:2,U:5:2,C:5:2); 

> 
{Update Total Inefficiency Times} 
II Il + 1; 
DD := DD + F; 
UU s= UU + U; 
cC := CC +C; 

end: { end of station loop } 
{compute total penalty cost} 
Total := II*I_cost + DO*D_cost + UU*U_cost + CC*C_cost; 

end; 

{ERRRRRRHEREREERRERERREREREEREEEREREREREREEERERERREREEREEERREEREERAENKEK } 

procedure get_total_cost; {get total cost for given sequence) 
var 

{vars to hold times and cost for model) 
Idle,Def ,Util,Con,Total_cost, 
{vars to hold total times and cost} 
TTotal,I_total,D_total,C_total,U_total 

: double; 
i,j,k,next : integer; 

begin 
init; 
TTotal := 0; 
I_total := 0; D_total := 0; C_total := 0; U_total := 0; 
writeln; {write a heading} 
writeln('Model Idle Def Util Con Total'); 
for i := 1 to n_seq do {for all units} 

begin 
{get penalty cost for selected unit in sequence) . 
get_cost (sequence [i] ,Idle,Def,Util,Con,Total_cost); 
TTotal := TTotal + Total_cost; 
I_total := I_total + Idle; 
D_total := D_total + Def; 
U_total := U_total + Util; 
C_total := C_total + Con; 
{display results} 
writeln(sequence [i] :3,I1dle:10:4,Def:10:4,Util:10:4,Con:10:4,Total_cost:10:4); 

  

e0 := e/; {set up times for next model) 
for j := 1 to n_station do 

begin 

a(j} := alj] +c; 
xCj] := xj] +c; | 

end; 
end; {next unit} 

{all units done, write summary output} 
writeln;: | 

writetn¢! _ Summary Statistics'); 
writeln(! '): 

writeln; 
writeln('Number of units : ',n_units:10); 
writeln('Total Work Content : ',tot_we:10:4); 
writeln('Launching Interval : ',¢:10:4); 
writeln; 
writeln('Total Inefficiencies for this sequence : '); 
writetn; 
writeln('Idle Time : ',T_total:10:4); 
writeln('Work Deficiency Time ;: ',D_total:10:4); 
writeln('Utility Work : ',U_total:10:4); 
writeln('Work Congestion Time =: ',C_total:10:4); 
writeln;
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writeln('Total Penalty Cost : ',TTotal :10:4); 
end; {get_total_cost} : 

CAHSEE ISI SISOS II ISO III IOI III IETS IAS IAI IN) 

{main program} 
begin 

get_input; 
write_input; 
get_total_ cost; 

end.
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LRRRERERHRERERERERRERERERAERRRRREEEEEREEREREERREREEERREREREEREEREREREEH 

PROGRAM6.PAS 
MARAKEEEREREERREREREKKKKKKRKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKkKkkKkkhkkKkk&kkkkkkkkkkkhik 

Dar-El & Cother method for Line length minimization 
  

This program finds the optimal sequence and station lengths for a mixed 
model line. The method used is Dar-El & Cother line length minimization 
algorithm. This program is for CLOSED workstations. 

The format of the datafile is as follows: 

1. The model quantities Q1, Q2, ... 
2. For each model, the station times for all stations 

See SAMPLE4.dat for an example of an input file. No specific formatting 
of the data is required. The program calculates the launching rate c. 

written by P. R. Smith, November 1990. Tested with Turbo Pascal v5.0 
RRRRRERERARRERREREKREREREERERRERERERERARERRAEREEREKERERRERERAKERERRERREEE | 

{$N+} 

const 
n_station = 19; {number of stations} 
n_models = 6; {number of models} 
input_fname = 'SAMPLE4.DAT'; {input filename) 
output_fname = 'TEMP.OUT'; {ouput filename} 
large = 5.0; {large increment) 
small = 1.0; ~ " {small increment) 

{ERERRRARERRERERREEREREREREEERERKERRRERRERERERREEEEREEEREREKEEEREEEEEK EK) 

type 
rank_record = record {record used to rank models) 

model : integer; {model number} 
value : double; {rank value) 

end; 

(ERERERRERRERERREERREREERERERERRRRERKRRERRERARKRERERRKERREREREERERKKE HS 

var 

d {operation time for unit i in station j)} 
: array(1..n_models,1..n_station] of double; 

Q, {production quantity for model Q) 
aa {counter to keep track of models already sequenced) 

: array{1..n_models] of integer; 
n_units, {total # of units to produce) 
m {keeps track of # of units already sequenced) 

: integer; 

c {launching rate for models) 

: double; 

sstn {station length lower bound) 

. : array(1..n_station] of double; 
rank {array used to rank models} 

: array[1..n_models] of rank_record; 

{ERERRERERRERERRRRRERUREREEREREEREREKEEERERRAEKERRERRREEREREREERERK KKK 

procedure get_input; {reads input from datafile} 
var 

i,j : integer; 
input : text; 

begin 
assign( input, input_ fname); 
reset (input); 
for i := 1 to n_models do 

read(input,Q[i]); {read model quantities} 
for i := 1 to n_models do 

for j := 1 to n_station do 
read(input,d(i,j]); {read model times for each station}
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close( input); 
end; 

LRRERRERRERRERRERERKRRERRERREREEREEREEERERER MEEK EERERRERERERREREEREEEEK 

procedure write_input; {prints out input parameters for verifying} 
var 

i,j : integer; 
sum : double; 

begin 
writeln; 
for i := 1 to n_models do 

begin 
{calculate work content for each model} 
sum := 0.0; 
for j := 1 to n_station do 

sum := sum + d[i,j]; 
writeln('Total time for model ',i1:3,' = ',sum:10:4); 

end: , 
end; 

(ERRRRRERRARERERREEREREREERREREREREREERUREREREREREKEKEREEREEKEEEREKERE | 

function max(a,b : double) : double; 
begin {returns the maximum of two values} 

if a <b then 
max := b 

else 
max := a 

end; 

(REARARERRAERARERRERERERERERERERERERERREREERERRERERKERERERURERERERREKK EY 

function min(a,b : double) : double; 
begin {returns the minimum of two values} 

if a > b then 
min := b 

else 
min := a 

end; 

(RARER RREREEERREEERARRERERRRRRERRRERERERREREREENEREEHREKREKEEKEE RH 

procedure init; (calculates launch interval c and station lower bounds) 
var 

i,j : integer; 
ttwe, {Total Work Content for all stations & models) 
min,maks : double; 

begin 
n_units := 0; 
for i := 1 to n_models do 

n_units := n_units + Q[i]; {get total # of units) 
ttwe := 0; 
for i := 1 to n_models do {cale total work content} 

for j := 1 to n_station do 
ttwe := ttwe + d[i, j)*QCi); . 

c := ttwc/n_station/n_units; {calculate launching rate} 
{display results} 
writeln('Total units : ',n_units:3,' Total Work Content : ',ttwe:8:3, 

' Launching interval : ',c:7:3); 
writeln; 
writeln('Station Lower Bound'); 
for j := 1 to n_station do 

= to n_models do 

if dCfi,j] < min then 

min := dli,j]; 
if dli,j] > maks then
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maks := d[i,j); 
end; 

sstn[j] := max(maks,2*c-min); {calculate station lower bounds} 

writetn(j:5,sstn[j}:12:4); 
end; . 

end; 

(ERRRERERRERERERRERERERREEKRERERERERERERUEREEEREERERRERERREEEREREREHEREY 

{rank models according to their calculated rank values} 
procedure rank_models; 

var 
temp : rank_record; 
i,j : integer; 

begin {rank_modets) 
for i := 1 to n_models do 

begin 
rank{i] .model := i; 
{calulate model ranks} 
rank(i].value := Q{i]*m - (QLi) - QQCi}))*n_units; 

end; 
{sort models using bubble sort algorithm) 
for j := n_models - 1 downto 1 do 

for i := 1 to j do 
if rank{i].value < rank{i+1].value then 

begin {swap models} 
temp := rank(i); 
rank{i] := rank{li+1); 
rank[i+1] <= temp; 

end: 
{dislplay ranked results} 
writeln; 
writeln('Ranked models : m =',m:3,' Total Units =',n_units:3); 
writeln(' Rank Model Q QQ Value'); 
for j := 1 to n_models do 

begin 
i s= rank(j].medel; 
writelncj:5,rank(j) .model:5,Q(i]:7,QQCi]:7,rank(j) .value:10:3); 

end; 
end; {rank_models)} 

(RRRRRRRERREEERARRERRRERURERERERRERRREENEEERREEREREREREEREREERERERERKE } 

procedure sequence; {main procedure for sequencing models) 
var 

output ; text; {output file} 
i,j,k : integer; 
return_all,rejected, accepted : boolean; 
increment, {station length increment) 

dp, {end position of operator} 
Total_length {length of all stations combined) 

: double; 
Limit, {station limits) 

dmin,dmin_temp, {minimum displacement for every station} 
dmax , dmax_temp, {maximum displacement for every station) 
dm, dm_temp {last position of operator in station) 

: array({1..n_station] of double; 
seq {sequence of models) 

: array[1..100] of byte; 
begin (sequence) 

init; {calc launch interval and station lower bounds) 
increment := large; 
for i := 1 to n_station do {set limits = lower bounds) 

Limitti] := sstn{il; 
return_all := true; 
while return_all do 

begin 

m:= 1; {first unit to sequence) 
for j := 1 to n_station do {initialize dmin,dmax,dm}
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begin 
dmin{i] := 
dmax({i] := 

0; 
0; 

dmCi] := 
end; 

for i := 1 to n_models do (return all products to pool} 
QQCi] := QLil; 

return_all := false; 
while (m <= n_units) and (not(return_all)) do 

begin 
rank_models; 
k := 1; (try first ranked model} 
accepted := false; 
{display calculations) 
writeln; 
writeln('Increment = ', increment:10:5); 
writeln; 
writeln¢' k j model dm{j) dp dm_temp dmax_temp dmin_temp dmax-dmin 

Limit’); 
while (k <= n_models) and (not(accepted)) do 

begin : 
if QQ{rank[k].model] <= 0 then 

k :=k +1 {try next ranked model} 
else 

begin {simulate service) 
j := 1; {first station) 
rejected := false; 
while (j <= n_station) and (not(rejected)) do 

begin (calculate new temporary values) 
dp := dm[j) + d{rank{k].model, j]; 
dm_temp[j] := dp - c; 
dmax_temp[j] := max(dmax{j],dp); 
dmin_temp{j] := min(dmin[j],dm_temp{j]); 
{display temporary values) 
writeln(k:3, j:3,rank(k] .model:3,dm[j]:10:4,dp:10:4,dm_temp[j]:10:4, 

dmax_temp(j]:10:4,dmin_temp[j]:10:4, (dmax_temp[j] - 
dmin_temp[£j]):10:4, 

Limit(j]:10:4); 

if (dmax_temp[j] - dmin_temp[j]) > limit{j] then 
{station length exceeded, reject this model} 
begin 

{ 
writeln: 
) 
rejected := true; 
k :=k +1; (try next model) 

end 
else 

j := j + 1; (this station ok, goto next station) 
end; 

if not(rejected) then 
begin {this model is assigned to the sequence} 

accepted := true; 
seq{m] := rank(k] .model; 
{all temporary values become permanent} 
dm := dm temp; 
dmin := dmin_temp; 
dmax := dmax_temp; 
{decrement unit counter for this model) 
dec (QQ (rank [k] .model) ); 
m:=m+ 13 {increment overall unit counter} 

end; 

end; {simulate service) 
end; {k < n_models loop} 

if (k > n_models) then Cif all models have been tried} 
begin
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return_all := true; {return all products to the pool} 
for i := 1 to n_station do Cincrement station limits) 

Limitli] s= limitli] + increment; 
end; 

end; {m < n_units loop) 
if Cinerement = large) and (not(return_all)) then 

{take smaller increments do get more accurate solution) 
begin 

{put stations back to previous size} 
for i := 1 to n_station do 

Limitli] := Limitli] - increment; 
increment := small; (smaller increments = better solution} 
return_all := true; 

end; 
end; {return_all loop) 

{write output to screen} 
Total_length := 0; 
writeln('Station Length’); 
for i := 1 to n_station do 

begin 
Total_length := Total_length + (dmax[i]-dmin[i]); 
writeln(i:5,dmaxli]-dmin[i]:10:4); 

end; 
writeln; 
writeln('Total Line Length = ',Total_length:10:4); 
writeln('Launching Sequence :'); 
writeln(' Unit Model’); 
for i := 1 to n_units do 

writeln(i:5,seqli]:7); 
{write output to file) 
assign(output, output_fname); 
rewrite(output); 
writeln(output, Station Length'); 
for i := 1 to n_station do 

writeln(output, 1:5,dmax[i]-dmin[i] :10:4); 
writeln(output); 
writeln(output, 'Total Line Length = ',Total_length: 10:4); 
writelnCoutput, ‘Launching Sequence :'); 
writeln(output,' Unit Model’); 
for i := 1 to n_units do 

writeln(output,1:5,seqli]:7); 
close(output) 

end; {sequence} 
(ARARERRERRARRERCRARARERARERE ERR REEUEREREERRERERRRERERERREERERERE RAK KKK) 

{main program} 
begin 

get_input; 

write_input; 
sequence; 

end.
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(RRREREERAEREREEREERERERERERERERERERER EERE EREREREERERERERRERERERRREREEE 

PROGRAM7.PAS 
RERERRRERRAEEREREKRREEERREEEEREEREARREEEERRREREEREREERERERR REAR 

Dar-El & Cother method for line length minimization 
  

This program finds the optimal sequence and station lengths for a mixed 
model line. The method used is Dar-El & Cother line Length minimization 
algorithm. This program is for OPEN workstations. 

The format of the datafile is as follows: 

1. The model quantities 91, Q2, ... 
2. For each model, the station times for all stations 

See SAMPLE4.dat for an example of an input file. No specific formatting 
of the data is required. The program calculates the launching rate c. 

written by P. R. Smith, November 1990. Tested with Turbo Pascal v5.0 
WHRRAEREREERRREEERERRERERERREREREERERERREREREREEREREEREEREREREREREKKKE 

{$N+} 

const 
n_station = 19; {number of stations) 
n_models = 6; {number of models) 
input_fname = 'SAMPLE4.DAT'; {input filename) 
output_fname = 'TEMP.OUT'; {ouput filename} 
large = 5.0; {large increment) 
small = 1.0; - (small increment} 

(RRRRRKEEEERRERRERRRERRERARRERERRRERERRERERERRERRERRREEEREEREEERERERERE | 

type 
rank_record = record {record used to rank models} 

model : integer; {model number) 
value : double; {rank value} 

end; 

(BERRA RRAERERRAEERRERKRERERRERHRRRREREREERERERREERERERRERERERERERERANR 

var 

d {operation time for unit i in station j) 
: array(1..n_models,1..n_station] of double; 

Qa, {production quantity for model Q} 
aq {counter to keep track of models already sequenced) 

: array[1..n_models] of integer; 
n_units, {total # of units to produce) 
m {keeps track of # of units already sequenced) 

: integer; 

c {launching rate for models} 
: double; 

rank {array used to rank models} 
: array[{1..n_models] of rank_record; 

(RRRRRRRERRERERERRRERERREREREREEEEEREREEEEEEERRRERERERERRERENERREEEEKE 

procedure get_input; {reads input from datafile} 
var 

i,j : integer; 
input : text; 

begin 
assign( input, input_ fname); 
reset( input); 
for i := 1 to n_models do 

read( input ,Q{i]); {read model quantities) 
for i := 1 to n_models do 

for j := 1 to n_station do 
read(input,dli,j]); {read model times for each station}
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close( input); 
end; 

LERRRERERKREAREERRRERREREREKRRERRERUERREREERREREREREREREEREEEERERERERER 

procedure write_input; {prints out input parameters for verifying} 
var 

i,j : integer; 
sum : double; 

begin 
writeln;: 
for i := 1 to n_models do 

begin 
{calculate work content for each model) 
sum := 0.0; 
for j := 1 to n_station do 

sum := sum + d[i,j); 
writeln('Total time for model ',i:3,' = ',sum:10:4); 

end; 
end: 

(BRRREREREAERRRERRAREEREERERRERERRRERERERERERRERERERREEREKEREEREKREERER ) 

function max(a,b : double) : double; 
begin {returns the maximum of two values} 

if a <b then 
max := b 

else 
max := a 

end; 

(PERK ARERR ERRREREEREREEERERERERRREEEEERENREREEREEREEREEREKERKEEEKER 

function min(a,b : double) : double; 
begin {returns the minimum of two values) 

if a > b then . 
min := b 

else 
min := a 

end; 

(RRRRARERERERERERERERERERERREREREERERERERRERERERERERERERERERERENREREEE 

procedure init; (calculates launch interval ¢ and station lower bounds) 
var 

i,j : integer; 
ttwe : double; (Total Work Content for all stations & models} 

begin 
n_units := 0; 
for i := 1 to n_models do 

n_units := n_units + Q(i]; {calc total number of units) 
ttwe := 0; 
for ij := 1 to n_models do {cale total work content} 

for j := 1 to n_station do 
ttwe := ttwe + d{i,j]*QLi]; 

c := ttwe/n_station/n_units; (launching rate) 
writeln('Total units : ',n_units:3,' Total Work Content : ',ttwce:8:3, 

' Launching interval : ',c:7:3); 
end; 

(PRKRRRRERERRERRERRRRRERERERERERERERRERRERERREREHRERERREREEREREREREE EE 

{rank models according to their calculated rank values} 
procedure rank_models; 

var 
temp : rank_record; 
i,j : integer; 

begin {rank_models} 
for i := 1 to n_models do 

begin 
rank{i].model := i;
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{calulate model ranks} 
rank{i].value := QCi]*m - (Q[i} - QQLi])*n_units; 

end; 
{sort models using bubble sort algorithm} 
for j := n_models - 1 downto 1 do 

for i := 1 to j do 
if rankCi].value < rank(i+1].value then 

begin {swap models} 
temp := rank{i]; 
rank[i] := rank[i+1]; 
rank(i+1] := temp; 

end; 
{dislplay ranked results) 
writeln; 
writeln('Ranked models : m=',m:3,' Total Units =',n_units:3); 
writeln(' Rank Model Q aq Value'); 
for j := 1 to n_models do 

begin 
i := rank(j].model; 
writeln(j:5,rank(j) .model:5,Q(i):7,QQ(i]:7,rank[{j].value:10:3); 

end; 
end; {rank_models} 

(ARRRREREERRREREERERERERERERERERERERERERREREERUERREEERERERERERERRERKEE ) 

procedure sequence; {main procedure for sequencing models} 
var 

i,j,k : integer; 
return_all, {binary flags} 
accepted : boolean; 
increment, {station length increment} 
dp, {end position of operator} 
Total_length, {length of all stations combined) 
limit, {Limit on total line length} 
temp : double; 
dmin,dmin_temp, {minimum displacement for every station) 
dmax ,dmax_temp, {maximum displacement for every station) 
dm,dm_temp, {last position of operator in station) 
delta,delta_temp {distance between stations for closed stations) 

: array({1..n_station] of double; 
seq {sequence of models) 

: array(1..100] of byte; 
output : text; Coutputfile) 

begin {sequence} 
init; {cale launch interval and station lower bounds} 
{calc lower bound on station length} 
Limit := 0.0; 
for i := 1 to n_models do 

begin 

temp := 0.0; 
for j := 1 to n_station do 

temp := temp + dLi,jJ; 
if temp > limit then 

Limit := temp; {get model with greatest work content} 

end; 
increment := large; (set large increment for faster search} 
return_all := true; 
while return_all do 

begin 
m:= 1; {first model) 
for i := 1 to n_station do {initialize dmin, dmax, dm) 

begin 
dmin{i] := 0; 
dmax [i] := 0; 
dmCi] := 0; 
deltaCi] := 0; 

end;
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delta_temp[n_station] := 0; 
for i := 1 to n_models do {return all products to pool} 

QQti) := QCil; 
return_all := false; 
while (m <= n_units) and (not(return_all)) do 

begin 
rank_models; {rank models according to selection heuristic} 
k 3= 1; {try first ranked model) 
accepted := false; 
while (k <= n_models) and (not(accepted)) do 

begin 
if QQ(rank[k] .model] <= 0 then 

k =k +1 {try next ranked model) 
else 

begin {simulate service} 
{display results} 
writeln; 
writeln('Increment = ', increment:10:5); 
writeln; 
writeln¢' k j model dm[j] dp dm_temp dmax_temp dmin_temp 

delta_temp'); 
for j := 1 to n_station do 

begin {calculate new temporary values) 
dp := dm[j] + drank (k].model, j); 
dm_temp(j] := dp - c; 
dmax_temp[j] := max(dmax[j],dp); 
dmin_temp[j] := min¢dmin[j],dm_temp[j]); 

{cale delta value for open stations} 
if j < n_station then 
delta_temp[j] := max(dp-dm[j+1] ,deltalj]); 

{display results) 
writeln(k:3, j:3, rank (k] .model:3,dm(jJ:10:4,dp:10:4,dm_temp[j]:10:4, 

dmax_temp(j]:10:4,dmin_temp[j]:10:4,delta_temp[j]:10:4); 

end; 
{Calculate Total Length of Line) 
Total_length := 0; 
for j := 1 to (n_station-1) do 

Total_length := Total_length + delta _temp[j]; 
Total_length := Total_length + dmax_temp[n_station] -dmin_temp[1]; 

{display results} 
writeln; 
writeln('Total Line length = ',Total_length:10:4,' Limit = 

' limit:10:4); 
writeln; 

{check if line limit exceeded?) 
if (Total_length > limit) then 

k s=k +1 {try next model} 

else 
begin {this model is assigned to the sequence) 

accepted := true; 
seq(m] := rank[k] .model; 

{all temporary values become permanent} 
dm := dm_temp; 
dmin := dmin_temp; 
dmax := dmax_temp; 
delta := delta_temp; 

{decrement counter for this model} 
dec (QQ [rank [k] .model] ); 
m:=m+ 1; {increment overall unit counter) 

end; 
end; {simulate service} 

end; {k < n_models loop} 
if (k > n_models) then Cif all models have been tried} 

begin 
return_all := true; {return all products to pool} 
limit := limit + increment; {increase line limit} 

end;
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end; {m < n_units loop} 
if Cincrement = large) and (not(return_all)) then 

{set increment to small for more accurate solution) 
begin 

{set station to previous limit} 
Limit := Limit - increment; 
increment := small; {set small increment) 
return_all := true; {return all products to pool} 

end; 
end; {return_all loop} 

{write results to screen} 
writeln; 
writeln('Total Line Length = ',Total_length:10:4); 
writeln('Launching Sequence :'); 
writeln(' Unit  Model'); 
for i := 1 to n_units do 

writeln(i:5,seqli]:7); 
{write results to file) 
assign(output, output_ fname); 
rewrite(output); 
writeln(output, ‘Total Line Length = ',Total_length:10:4); 
writeln(output, 'Launching Sequence :'); 
writeln(output,' Unit Model’); 
for i := 1 to n_units do 

writeln(output,i1:5,seqli]:7); 
close(output) 

end; {sequence} 
(ARRRRURARERERERERERERREERREERERERERERERRARERERRRERREEERERKEREREREREEE) 

{main program) 
begin 

get_input; 
write_input; 
sequence; 

end.
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[BRR RRR RI IIR TRIER IRIATRARER IA IIA TAI IA IAAI IRI TITER II 

PROGRAMS. PRO 
RERREKRERERERRKEREREREREREREERERURERREEREKREEEERERRERKREREREKREREREMERRRERAKEEKAE 

Exhaustive search sequencing 
  

This program finds the optimal sequence for a mixed model line. The 
models are ranked according to the selection heuristic proposed by 

Dar-El. The program will therefore start with the solution given by the 
Dar-El algorithm, but will do an exhaustive search via backtracking. 
This program is written for closed station but can be easily adapted to 
open stations. 

The station times are read from an inputfile. The inputfile must be in 
a Prolog format. Refer to SAMPLE5.DAT for an example of an inputfile. 
Other parameters Like launching interval, number of models etc. are 
specified in the program itself. To run the program, simply type go at 
the goal prompt. 

written by P. R. Smith, November 1990. Tested with Turbo Prolog v2.0 
RHEE HEREREREREEREERRERREREREREREEREREKRERERERRAEREEEREEEREEEEREREREREE f 

domains 
intlist = integer* 
reallist = real* 
tree = reference t(val, tree, tree) 
val = integer 

[RARER RARRAR EERE EREREERUREREREERERIEN ERRATA IAN TIRENR ERIE 

constants 

c = 4.397105 % launching interval 
n_units = 20 % total number of units 
input_file = "SAMPLES .DAT" % input filename 

[BERRRRRERERAREEREREREREREREREREAREERERREREREEEREREEEREREEHHEERERERERE / 

predicates 
member (integer, intlist) 
build(integer,intlist,intlist, intlist, real) 
append(intlist,intlist, intlist) 
decrease( integer, integer, intlist, intlist) 
sequence(intlist, intlist) 
max(real,real,real) 
min(real, real, real) 
calc(intlist,real,real,real,real,real, integer) 
station(intlist,real) 
check_len(intlist, real) 
get_minCintlist, real) 
sumlist(reallist, real) 
sumlist2(intlist, integer) 
qCinteger, integer) , 
insert(integer, tree) 
instree(intlist, tree) 
sortcintlist, intlist) 
treemembers( integer, tree) 

go 

[BEER RRAERERRERERRERREEEERAERERERRREEERRERREEREREREREUREREEHEREREKEEEE / 

database 

d(integer, integer, real) % used for storing station times 
mCintlist,real) % used for storing minimum 
rcinteger,real) % used for storing list ranks 

[AERA ARAARRRREREREREEREREEEEERERERERERERRERRERERRERERRERREREREEREEEKE / 

clauses 

q(1,7). % production requirements for each model 
q(2,6). % must be in sequential order by model number 
q(3,3).
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q(4,1). 
q(5,1). 
q(6,2). 

[BERRERRARERERHRERRRERRAEERERERREREREEREEERR RARER EERE ERE ER ATARI ARERR 

go is the main clause of this program. It clears the database, loads 
the input file and launches the sequencing search procedure 
RRRERERERREERRERERREEEEEEREEEREERERERREEERREAREEEREERREREEREREREEEREEEE | 

go :- 

clearwindow, % clears the window 
retractall(_), % clear internal database 
consult(input_file), % load input data 
findall(J,q¢_,J),List), % find all possible model quantities 

% put it all ina list 
sequence(List,[]). % launches sequencing procedure 

[RERRAHERRERRERERRRERERRRRERERRAREREREEREREREHREREREREREERREREEREEREEER 

The sequence clause is the search engine of this program. The clause is 
called recursively, until all models sequenced, and then fails. It then 
backtracks to the member clause. 
syntax : sequence(List1,List2) where 

List! = list of model quantities to keep track of models available 
for assignment. 

List2 = list of model numbers assigned to sequence. 
RRERRRERERRARAEREEREREEERERRREERERARERERRREEEERARRRERERRRREEREERERRERERE / 

sequence(List1,Answer) :- 
% first clause, go here if all models sequenced. 

sumlist2(List1,0), % if all models are sequenced 
check_len(Answer, Total), % compute length and update minimum 
cursor(10,8), 
write(Answer), % display results 
write" " Total), 
fail. % backtrack to member clause 

sequence(List1,Answer) :- 
% second clause, go here if models are available for assignment 

sumlist2(List1,Sum), % get total units still available 
Sum > 0, % if models are available 
build(1,List1,(],(H/T],Sum), % rank models 
sort( {HiT} ,List3), % sort according to rank 
member (X,List3), % get a member - backtracking point 
decrease(X,1,Listi,List2), % decrease this model counter 
append(Answer, (X] ,Answer2), % append model # to sequence list 
sequence(List2,Answer2). % call sequence recursively 

[RRRRRARARRRERERREARERERRERERERERERERRERUREERERRERRERREREREKEREREREEEEED 

decrease decreases the N th element in the list by 1. In this program 
it decreases the model counter of model N by 1. 
HHRAERRUARARERREREERERERREERRRERRERREEEERERREERRERRERERAEREREREERREEER / 

decrease(N,N,(H}T],(H1{/T]) :- % N'th element found 
Hi =H - 1, % decreases head of list 
!. % do not backtrack 

decrease(N,1,(H{T1], (H}T2]) :- %N'th element not found 
I2=1+ 1, % increase list element counter 
decrease(N,12,T1,T2). % call recursively 

[BEER RAAEARERERERERARERERERRERERRRREREERRAREREREERERERRREREEERREERREREE 

build makes a list of all model numbers still available for sequencing 
and calculates the ranked values according to the selection heuristic 
by Dar-El & Cother. 
syntax build(1,List1,List2,Answer,Sum) where 

I : model counter 
List! : list of current model quantities 
List2 : list of model numbers available for assignment being built 

Answer: returned value after all models done 

Sum =: Sum of List1, used to calculate model ranks. 
RREKERRERERERRREREREREEEREREAEER EERE ER ERE REREEER REE EERE AE RENAE ERERE 7 

build¢_,{1,X,X,_). % finish building - return answer
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build(1, (H}T],List,Answer,Sum) :- 
H > 0, % if models of this type still 

% available 
!, % do not backtrack 
M = n_units - Sum + 1, % M'th unit in sequence 
q(1,Q), % get original production quantity 
Rank = Q*M - (Q-H)*n_units, % calc. model rank 
retractall(r(1,_)), % clear database first 
asserta(r(1,Rank)), % insert rank value in database 
I2=1+ 1, % increment model counter 
append(List, [I] ,List2), % add model I to list of available 

% models for sequencing 
bui ld(12,T,List2,Answer,Sum). % call recursively with new values 

build(I,{_|T],List,Answer,Sum) :-  % go here if no models of this 
% type 

1221+ 1, % just increase model counter 
build(i2,T,List,Answer, Sum). % call recursively with List 

% unchanged. 

[RRRARAREERRARREREREERERERERERRNAREEREREREEERRRERERERREKERERREERERERKE 

The member clause is a very important part of the search algorithm. 
There is no cut so all possible elements can be obtained by 
backtracking. 
HHRERERERARERREREREREERRRERERERREEEEERERERERERRERERRERERKEHRERERRKEKEREE | 

member (X, X1_1). % check first element in list (head) 
member(X,(_;T]) :- 

member (X,T). % check rest of the list (tail) 

[RARER ARREREREAREREREREREEERRERRERRERRARARREEER EERE ERERERERERERREEE 

append adds two Lists to form a third. 
syntax : append(List1,List2,List3). List3 := List! + List2 
RRRAERREERRERRREREERERRRREUREEREERAREERERERERERERRRERERRERERERHEERHREEE / 

append([], List, List). % trivial case 
append( (X!L1], List2, ([X!L3]) :- 

append(L1, List2, 13). % recursive call 

[RRRARRRERAERARRERARERRREREREREREEREREREREREREREREREEERERERREEERERUEREEER 

max returns the largest value of X and Y 
MARAE RARERARERERRREREREERE EERE REERREERRERERRERRREEERREERARERRREREEREE / 

max(X,Y,X) :- % return X 
X> Y,!. % if X>yY 

max(_,Y,Y). % else return Y 

[RRERARRERARRRREREAREERARRREREEEEARREEEREREERREREREEEEEEEERRREREERREEEE 

min returns the smallest value of X and Y 
ARRRARRRRAERRERRERRRERERRERREREKRRERERERRERERERRERERRERERERREREREKEKREE / 

mint(X,Y,X) :- % return X 
x </Y,!. Rif x<yY 

min(_,Y,Y). % else return Y 

DORIS SSIS IS IIINIOO OOOO IODIDE IONE 

calc simulates the service of the units and tracks the movement of the 
operator in a given station. It goes through all the models in the list 
passed to it and then returns the minimum and maximum displacements of 
the operator. 
syntax: calc(Modellist,Max1,Min1,Max2,Min2,Current,Station) where 
Modellist : list of models to simulate, i.e. sequence so far. 
Max1 : temporary value to keep track of current maximum 
Mint : temporary value to keep track of current minimum 
Max2 : returned maximum value 
Min2 : returned minimum value 
Current : current position of operator 
Station : station number to simulate 
WHRKRRARRERERREREREEREEEERERERREREREERERERREERERURREEEREREREREREREKERE | 

calc([],Max,Min,Max,Min,_,_). % all models done, return values found 
calc((H,T] ,Max,Min,Nmax,Nmin,Current,Station) :-
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d(H, Station,X), % get time for model H at Station 
Currente = Current + X, % operator works on element 
max(Max, Current2,Max2), % update maximum 
Current3 = Current2 - c, % next unit arrives 
min(Min,Current3,Min2), % update minimum 

% call recursively with remainder of models (tail of list) 
calc(T,Max2,Min2,Nmax,Nmin,Current3,Station). 

[BRERRRRRERREREREREREREREREREEUEEREERERERREREEREUREREEEERERERERKREERRREREERK 

Station(List,Length) is called with List bound to the model List to 
simulate and returns the length of the station in Length. All station 
Lengths can be found via backtracking with this clause 
RRRRRAARARERRERRRREREERREREREREERARERRERREREREEREERRAKREEREREREEREREEE / 

station(Seq,Len) :- 
d(1,Station,_), % get any station 
calc(Seq,0,0,Max,Min,0,Station), % calculate max and min values 
Len = Max - Min. % calculate length of station 

[RRRRRARERARARERRRERERARERREKERREREEEEEEREEEREREERERERERERERERRERRERKRER 

check_len(List,Total) is called with List bound to the list of models 
assigned to a sequence so far and returns the Total length of the 
entire assembly line in Total. It also updates the minimum length found 
so far. 
RRAARAERRRRERAEREEEEEEREREREEERERERREREERREERRERRREREREEEREREREREEREER / 

check_len(Seq, Total) :- 
findall(Len,station(Seq,Len),List), % get all station lengths 

% through backtracking 

sumlist(List,Total), % sum the list to get total 
get_min(Seq, Total). % update minimum values 

[RRREARERARREKEARAREREARERERE ARE EERE RERERAEEEE ER EREREREREEREERERAEEE 

get_min(List,X) updates the minimum Line length found so far. If X is 
smaller than the minimum, X becomes the new minimum and List, the 
sequence of models with line length X is stored as well. 
RHARRKRARREERREEEREREREHERERKEERRERERERRREREEERERREERREREERRARRERREEREEE / 

get_min(_,Total) :- 
m(_,Min), % get current minimum 
Min <= Total, % if not better solution 
!. % return and do not backtrack 

get_min(Seq, Total) :- % else if better solution, 
retractall(m(_,_)), % remove old one 
asserta(m(Seq,Total)), % store new one 
cursor(13,1), % display new optimal solution 
write("Min : ",Seq," " Total). 

[ PARRERRRARERERARRREREREREREEREEKERERAERERREARERREREERERRREREREEREREREKE 

sumlist sums all elements in a list of reals. 
RHAHERARARERARRERRURERERERERERRERERERERARAREEREERERKERERRERERREREREERE 7 

sumlist([],0). % trivial case 
sumlist((H}T],S):- 

sumlist(T,S2), % recursive call 
S$ = S2 +H. 

[RERREREREERREEEEERERRREKEREEERRERREEEEERRERERREREERREKREREREREERHKKHRK 

sumlist2 sums all elements in a list of integers. 
RERREARERRERERERRERRERRRRERRERERRERERERERERERERHRRERREERERRREEEREEREEKE / 

sumlist2([],0). % trivial case 
suml ist2( [HIT] ,S):- 

sumlist2(T,S2), % recursive call 
S$ = $2 +H. 

JSS Sonn neronnoonnnooonnenon soon onnnnsmniienins 

The following clauses are all used to sort a list of integers. The 
clauses are taken directly from the Turbo Prolog User's Manual. The 
sorting method used is tree based sorting and is therefore very fast. 
RHRERRARERERRREREERERREERERREEREER AAR ERAERAARR ERATE AR AREA | 

insert(Val, t(Val, _, _)) :- !.
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insert(Val, t(Val1, Tree, _)) :- 
r(Val,X),r(Val1,Y), 
X>Y, 

!, 
insert(Val, Tree). 

insert(Val, t(_, _, Tree)) :- 
insert(Val, Tree). 

instree((], _). 
instree((H/T], Tree) :- 

insert(H, Tree), 
instree(T, Tree). 

treemembers(_, T) :- free(T), 

!, 
fail. 

treemembers(X, t(_, lL, _)) :- 
treemembers(X, L). 

treemembers(X, t(Refstr, _, _)) :- 
X = Refstr. 

treemembers(X, t(_, _, R)) :- 
treemembers(X, R). 

sort(L, L1) :- 
instree(L, Tree), 

‘findall(x, treemembers(X, Tree), L1).
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[ERERERERRKRRERERRREREERREREEEREREEEEREEEEEREEREREREERERERREREREREREREE 

PROGRAM9.PRO 
RRRAEERERERERURERRERERERREREREEKEEEREREEREREEERREEERRRRERERREREEREEKRERERREAEK 

Exhaustive search sequencing with step option 
  

This program finds the optimal sequence for a mixed model line. The 
models can be sequenced partially. For example, the first ten models 
can be sequenced, then the next ten, and so on. Alternatively, a 
starting sequence can be given to the program, and the search algorithm 
will start with the input sequence and continue from there on. The 
initial sequence is just given as a starting solution, a full 
exhaustive search via backtracking will still be done. In this program 
the models are not ranked and sorted as in the previous program, this 
speeds up the algorithm. 

The station times are read from an inputfile. The inputfile must be in 
a Prolog format. Refer to SAMPLE5S.DAT for an example of an inputfile. 
Other parameters like launching interval, number of models etc. are 
specified in the program itself. The sequence to start with is given in 
the constants part of the program. To run the program, simply type go 
at the goal prompt. 

written by P. R. Smith, November 1990. Tested with Turbo Prolog v2.0 
RRRRRRARRREREREREEKEKERRERRERREREREERERREREEREERREREEREEREREREREEREERE | 

domains 

intlist = integer* 
reallist = real* 

[RARER RERERRERREREER AER AEREEREREREEREEREREERERER RAE AERERREREREEREEE / 

constants 

ce = 4.397105 % launching interval 
n_units = 20 % total number of units 
input_file = "SAMPLES .DAT" % input filename 
stop = 10 % stop sequence at stop units 
list = (1,2,3,4,5] % initial list to start with 

[RRRRRERERRARERERRREERERERERREERERER ERR EREEEREEREEREEEEREREREEEREREEE / 

predicates 
member (integer, intlist) 
build(integer, intlist,intlist, intlist) 
append(intlist,intlist, intlist) 
decrease( integer, integer, intlist, intlist) 

sequence(intlist, intlist) 
max(real,real,real) 
min(real,real,real) 
calc(intlist,real,real,real,real,real, integer) 
stationCintlist, real) 
check_lenCintlist, intlist,real) 
check_list(intlist,intlist) 
get_minCintlist,intlist,real) 
sumlist(reallist,real) 
sumlist2Cintlist, integer) 
delete(integer,intlist, intlist) 
qCinteger, integer) 
go 

[RRRRRREEERRERRRRREEEHEREREKRRRAREEEREARREREERREEEEEREREERREREKEMREEHNE f 

database 

d(integer, integer, real) % used for storing station times 
mintlist, intlist, real) % used to store minimum 
rcintlist) % store initial values 

[RERRRRRARREERRREREERERERER EER ERREREREEERRERERREREEEEERERERE EERE AREER 7 

clauses 

q(1,7). % production requirements for each model
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q(2,6). % must be in sequential order by model number 

q(3,3). 
q(4,1). 
q(5,1). 
q(6,2). 

[RERRRERRERRRERERERRERRREERERERREREERRAREERER AREER ERERERERERKERRREREEER 

go is the main clause of this program. It clears the database, loads 
the input file, sets up the initial values and launches the sequencing 
search procedure 
RRRRRREKERRERERREREREREEREURREREREERERERERERERERUEEEREREREREEEEREERERE / 

go :- 
clearwindow, % clear screen 
retractall(_), % clear internal database 
consult(input_file), % load station times in database 
findall(J,q¢(_,J),List), % find all models to sequence 
asserta(r(list)), % put initial values in database 
sequence(List, []). % start sequencing procedure 

[RRRRARARERRERERERERERREREEREEEREEERREREEERERRERRRERREREREREREREREERRERK 

The sequence clause is the search engine of this program. The clause is 
called recursively, until all models sequenced, and then fails. It then 
backtracks to the member clause. 
syntax : sequence(List1,List2) where 

List! = list of model quantities to keep track of models available 
for assignment. 

List2 = list of model numbers assigned to sequence. 
WERK A KERR REERRERAERRRERERERERERERERRERRERREERUEEREERERERREEERRREERER / 

sequence(List1,Answer) :- 
% first clause, go here if all models up to stop are sequenced. 

sumlist2(List1,Sum), % sum list of quantities 
Sum = n_units - stop, - % if all models sequenced 
check_len(List1,Answer, Total), % compute length and 

% update minimum 
cursor(10,8), 
write(Answer), % display results 
write¢" 4" Total), 
fail. % backtrack to member clause 

sequence(List1,Answer) :- 
% second clause, go here if models are available for assignment 

sumlist2(List1,Sum), % get total units still available 
Sum > n_units - stop, % check if models are available 
build¢1,List1, (),List3), % make list of model numbers available 
check_list(List3,List4), % check against initial values 
member (X,List4), % get a member - backtracking point 
append(Answer, [X] ,Answer2), % append model # to sequence list 
decrease(X,1,List1,List2), % decrease this model counter 

sequence(List2,Answer2). % call sequence recursively 

[RARER RARRAREREEREREREERARERERERERERERRREREREREREEREREREREREREERERREERKEEK 

check_list checks a list against the initial values required. If no 
initial value is specified, the list is returned unchanged. If there 
are initial values, the list is modified so that the required model is 
at the start (head) of the List. Once the initial value constraint is 
satisfied, the constraint is removed from the database to allow full 
backtracking. 
RE RRRERERRAREREREERE RARER EERE EERE ER EREERERERERRREREREERERREREREREEEE 7 

check_lList(X,X) :- % return list unchanged 
not(r(_)), % if no initial values 
I. % do not backtrack 

check_list(X,X) :- % return list unchanged 
r¢{]), % if empty list in database 
retractall(r(_)), % remove restriction 
1, % do not backtrack 

check_list(List, (H/List2]) :- 
% a list with at least one element exist, the list is modified so 
% that the element is at the head of the list.
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% restriction is removed at end of this clause 

r(CH}),!, % if only one element left 
delete(H,List,List2), % delete from List 
retractall(r(_)). % remove restriction 

check_list(List, [H{List2]) :- 
% a list with more than one initial value element exist, the 
% element is moved to the head of the list and a new restriction 
% inserted in the database 

rcCtH!T)), % get list of initial values 
delete(H,List,List2), % delete element from list 
retractall(r(_)), % remove old restriction 
asserta(r(T)). % insert new restriction 

[RERRRRERRERERREREERERRERRAEARERERREREERERREREEREREREEEREEE HE RERE EE REEER 

decrease decreases the N th element in the list by 1. In this program 
it decreases the model counter of model N by 1. 
HRRRRKREERERERRURRERAERERERURRERERRERERERERRERRRERERREREREREEREERNERERK f 

decrease(N,N,(H/T],(H1/T]) :- % N'th element found 
Hi =H- 1, % decreases head of list 
!. % do not backtrack 

decrease(N,I,(H/T1],(H!T2]) :- % N'th element not found 
221+ 1, % increase list element counter 
decrease(N,12,1T1,T2). % call recursively 

[RRRRREREERREREEREREERERRRRRERERENEREREREREREEEREREEEEREERERREREEEEEEE EE 

delete deletes an element from a list. If the element is not in the 
List, the clause fails. 
RHRERRRERARERERERERRERERRURERURERERARERREREERRERERENRERRERRRERERRERENE | 

delete(X, (X'T],T) :- !. % deletes an element froma List 
delete(X, [HjT], [H}Newlist)) :- . 

delete(X,T,Newlist). 

[RRRRRARRRERRRERERERERREEREEEERAEEREREREEEEERERREEEEEREEEREREREREERE EER 

build is called with the list of model quantities bound and returns a 
list of model numbers available to assign. Thus build simply returns 
the list of model numbers for which the model quantities are greater 
than zero. 
WRARRRRAEREERERERRRREREREERERREREEREERRRERRERERREREEEREKEERERERKREREEES / 

build¢_, (1,X,X). % all models done, return 
build¢T, (H!T],List,Answer) :- 

H>0O,!, % if models are available 
I2=1 +1, % increment model counter 
append(List, [I],List2), % add model to available list 
build(12,T,List2,Answer). % call recursively 

build¢i,([_]T],List,Answer) :- % no models available 
221+ 1, * just increment counter 

build(1l2,T,List,Answer). % call recursively, do not add 
% model 

[RRRRERAREREREEREREEARERERREERERERRAREEREREREREREERRERERREERRREREREEEEE 

The member clause is a very important part of the search algorithm. 
There is no cut so all possible elements can be obtained by 
backtracking. 
RRACHRARREREREREEREREREREEREREEEERRREEERRREREERRERREEEUREERRREERHREREE / 

member (X, [X1_]). % check first element in list (head) 
member (X,[_jT]) :- 

member (X,T). % check rest of the list (tail) 

[RERRERERERERARRERREREERRERERERRRRERERERRRRRERERRREERREREEEREREREREREER 

append adds two lists to form a third. 
syntax : append(List1,List2,List3). List3 := List! + List2 
RHRERERRERERRREREERERERERRERERRERERERERERRRRRERERERERREERERERERREREERE / 

append([], List, List). % trivial case 
append(Ix!L1], List2, (x!L3)) :- 

append(L1, List2, L3). % recursive call
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[ RRRRRRREREREREEREREREREEREEAEREREREHEREEEREREREREREREEHEEEERAEREREEREN 

max returns the largest value of X and Y 
RREKRRERAREERERRERERERRERERERUREEREERRERRRRERRREERUEEREEREREEREREREERE / 

max(X,Y¥,X) :° % return X 
X>Y,!. “if x>y 

max(_,Y,Y). % else return Y 

[RRRRRRREERERRERERREREREREEREREREREEEARARERREREEREEEREEEN ERE EERE EEE 

min returns the smallest value of X and Y 
RREEEREERRERRRRERERRERRERERERREREREREREERRERARERRRERAREEREREREREREREEE / 

min(xX,Y,X) :- % return X 
X <Y,!. aif x<yY 

min(_,Y,Y). % else return Y 

[RRRRRERRRERERERRRREEREREREEEREREERERERUEREREREREERARREEEEMREREREREE EEK 

calc simulates the service of the units and tracks the movement of the 
operator in a given station. It goes through all the models in the list 
passed to it and then returns the minimum and maximum displacements of 
the operator. 
syntax: calc(Modellist,Max1,Min1,Max2,Min2,Current,Station) where 
Modellist : list of models to simulate, i.e. sequence so far. 
Max1 : temporary value to keep track of current maximum 
Mini : temporary value to keep track of current minimum 
Max2 : returned maximum value 
Min2 : returned minimum value 
Current : current position of operator 
Station : station number to simulate 
RHRKRKREEKRERERERRERHEERERRERERERAREERRRARERERRREREREEREERRRREKERERERE / 

calc([],Max,Min,Max,Min,_,_). % all models done, return values found 
calc( (H!T] ,Max,Min,Nmax,Nmin,Current,Station) :- 

d(H,Station,X), % get time for model H at Station 
Current2 = Current + X, % operator works on element 
max(Max, Current2,Max2), % update maximum 
Current3 = Current2 <- c, % next unit arrives 
min(Min,Current3,Min2), % update minimum 

% call recursively with remainder of models (tail of list) 
calc(T,Max2,Min2,Nmax,Nmin,Current3,Station). 

[RARRRAERRREREREERERARUERRERRRRERRRERERERERTEREREREREERRUEREREREAUEREEEE 

station(List,Length) is called with List bound to the model list to 
simulate and returns the length of the station in Length. All station 
lengths can be found via backtracking with this clause 
RHARARRAKKRRRRERERERERRERRRREERERARERHRERRREREREREERRERREREREREREREEEKE / 

station(Seq,Len) :- 
‘d(1,Station,_), % get any station 
calc(Seq,0,0,Max,Min,0,Station), % calculate max and min values 
Len = Max - Min. *% calculate length of station 

[RERRRRRERERRRRREREEERERERUREEEREEREREEREKEERERERRREREERREERRERKERERERE 

check_len(QList,List,Total) is called with List bound to the list of 
models assigned to a sequence so far and returns the Total length of 

the entire assembly line in Total. It also updates the minimum length 
found so far. The model quantity list is also stored with the minimum 

SRAARRTAAIIINAIREEESEEEEHEEE EE IninENNNnnEREEEEEEREtAEREnnINEEEREEERS / 

check_len(Qlist,Seq,Total) :- 
findall(Len,station(Seq,Len),List), % get all station lengths 

% through backtracking 
sumlist(List,Total), % sum the list to get total 
get_min(Qlist,Seq, Total). % update minimum values 

[RERRRERERERERREREREREEEERERREERERERERAERERREREREREREREREREREEERERREEEEE 

get_min(List,X) updates the minimum line length found so far. If X is 

smaller than the minimum, X becomes the new minimum and List, the 
sequence of models with line length X and remaining model quantities 
are stored as well.
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RRKRRREKEEERRERERAENEREEREREEEERREREREREREREREEREREREEEREEEERREREREEREREE / 

get_min(_,_,Total) :- 
m(_,_,Min), % get current minimum 
Min < Total, % if not better solution 
!. % return and do not backtrack 

get_min(Qlist,Seq,Total) :- % else if better solution 
retractall(m(_,_,_)), % remove old one 
asserta(m(Qlist,Seq,Total)), % store new one 
cursor(13,1), % display new optimal solution 
write("Min : ",Seq," " Total). 

[RARERRRRRERRERRREREREREREREREREERERARRERRENRRERERERERRURERRRUREREEERED 

sumlist sums all elements in a list of reals. 
RARER RERERERRREREREREEEEREREREEERERERERRRRERERERREEKRERERERERREKERE / 

sumlist([],0). % trivial case 
sumlist([H}T],S):- 

sumlist(T,S2), % recursive call 
S$ = $2 +H. 

[RERRRARRERERERRERERREREREERERRERERERERREEEREEEREEREREREEERREREREEEAK KK 

sumlist2 sums all elements ina list of integers. 
HRAAREREKRRHERERURAERURERERNERERRERKERENEERRRRERRRRERRRERRRRHRERREREREE | 

sumlist2([],0). % trivial case 
sumlist2((H}{T],$):- 

sumlist2(T,S2), % recursive call 
§ = $2 +H.


